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Rates

Advertising

ok

a

ength of column, constitutes a “square.**
$i 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w n*k after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.

Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

""business

cards.

HOOPER,

J. H.

UPHO LSTERER

A

TARBVTOWH OlV THE nVDKON.
Complete restoration to health by the laying on of
hands guaranteed to selected cases. No
drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Con-

sumption. Cercbro-spinal-meningitis. Spinal CurvaIrritations. Softening of the Brain, all forms of
Dyspepsia. Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications;
specific in Uterine Difficulties,
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
forms of acute and chronic diseases
successfully
treated at tlielr Institution, where spacious rooms
can lie had.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings. Come and see ever day. or address Drs.
C. C. & P. A. F. Dusbnbury, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
1G W. 24th. St.. N. Y. City, Mondays and
Fridays, or
address
Post-Office box 335G N. Y.

aul3dl2wf

The Haskins Machine Co.
Fitchbubo, Mass.. Manu’rs

En-

oct5-*69TT&Stt

AN

se2flt8w

“PENN”

—

Mend Tor

Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of iaims fcelore the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tl
Washington.

F.

PICKERING,

WILLIAM

HOBSON,

OUNSELLORS A T L A W,
35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

BOSTON.

Mil

ARTIST,

316 CONGRESS STREET,
styles of Card
Picture*, Renabrant, Medallion,&r., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckle*. Mole* and other imIs prepared to make all the various

perfection*

For all of which

of tlic Skiu.

no

charge will be made. All work warranted to
mcbisdtf
please. Call and examine for voursclves.
extra

MRS.

PAULDING.

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
St.

348 Congress
(Korns 9 A. M. to 5 P.M.)

No

2m*

se4

NO. 338 CONGRESS STREET,
MAY

6

Winchester

dtf

O’DOMELL,

LAW,

removed to

NO. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,
•(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

PORTLAND, MAlIISE.
Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

feblO___

J. II. LAMSON.

oc2t4w

COl RTTiANn

NEW

YORK.

oc4t4w_KENNEDY

ME.

style

to order.

C£RTO SI OP is the best
placed in any
It is produced by
=r Organ.
6, an extra set ofreedspem

All the new styles, Berlins, Rembranls, Medallion,
be Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles.wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
nnd judge for yourselves.
(B3r*Motto—Good work at Moderate
may 20
Price*. Aim to Plea*e.

tever

riiiiuri) voiced9 uie
of which is

■^EFFECT

UTMOSTLMARItt I NO

£Lrmd

SOIL
STIRwhile i!s IHITATION of the HUM ill AN VOICE is SUlIl’ERB. Terms liberal.

FfRINO,
!jj

FIXTURES!

iJa

great
JOFFER. HORACE

KOS1AIV,

DEALERS

179 Commercial Si., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Cool mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor/ sale at lowest market price,
♦Vilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitt st on
from the
for the
rt of sblument
any

INSURANCE SUPERINTENDENT,
P. O. BOX 126, Amesbury, Mess.
oc9d&w3w

vesfrom
tfaDr27

vicinity of New York,
tranportation of coals
point, desired.

Broariwav. N. Y.. mil
of firstclass makers, including H ATERS’, ot extremely lownrircs for easily part cash,and
lalan<-e in small mom lily j oymenfs. New 7Octavo firsl-class PS ANCS, all modern
Improvements,for $*275 «wft. ORGANS 5Oclave, #70. DDITZEE-REED ORGANS,
$10054-STOP #110; 8-STOP, $125, and u/>wards. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED. A large
discount to Ministers, Churches, Sunday-Schools, Ttinperancc
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED*
disposeoj auu

It arrests

decay

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS

of vital
restores

PORTLAND,
been
remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
Gentlemen boarders at rates ranging from five to
eight dollars per week.
WM. F. HV89EF,

wT

—

County,

Town* mid

Individual Right*

For Sale at this Office.
Also boxes of prepared cement
Tools and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roofs of

paired.
Tin

for repairing leak
all descriptions

re-

and Shingle Roofs Painted.
28

Spring Sired,
Portland

C. W.

se22d3m

_P.

O. Box 1413.

Harrison, Bradford & Co’

STEEL PENS.
tpecial attention called

Tin Ware
BO NOT

No. 3

MEW WORK.

au7

103

FEDERAL STREET,

01STFOR IT.

3 Door. Kami «f Temple »«•.

1 s|

^AS AND WATER

PIPING.
ap21

CITY

OF

___

tr

PORTLAND.

Notice i» hereby siven Hint the
following
o der of the City Council will
be Ntridly

Enforced.

Board of Mayor ami Aldermen, 1
Oct G, 1873.
1
that the City Clerk wive notice to the
Portland Gas Company, the Portland Water
In

ORDERED
ami all other persons, that any and all

Company

ex-

cavations to be made in any public street or way
within tlie City limits, for purpose of laying Gas or
Water Mains, or making Connections with said
mains, or any public or private sewer, must be commenced on or before November 1st, 1873, and be
of November 1873.
completed before the 15tli,
Approved October 10, 1873.
A

vtte»t°Py'

ocll

Comb™"' Z"??.

change any colored hair to a permanent black or
brown and contains no poison. Trade supplied at
low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB CO., Springfield,
ocI4t4w
Mass.

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
d3w
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The best and cheapest in the world an
rates sent
accurate. Illustrated price list and lowest
New
free. Address FULLER & CO., 28 Bond St-,

York.oc14t4w_

“CAMPHORINE”
the^itmediatcj^hef^and

The

s«

gtsS J
llli H
s ? ■? i

'S

~CHAMPAGNEr
JUST RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,
IN
For

porter,

QUARTS

FRANCE,
AND

PINTS,

25

cents.

REUBEN

GroenwMijSt^jLY^

oc!8t4w

12.15
25.41!
28.10 !
151.47
13.75
212.00

$137 67
15.25

$4251.31 $7,751.31

31.59
34.20
126.19
14.98
232.02

1,029.70
2,698.311

1,560.54
2,029,70
5,698.31

3,(00]_76.20_70.16

2,654.97]

7001

1.000
3.0001
5001
8,000 j

Aiso

Lounges,

a

A

A Desirable House for Sale !
THREE STORY BRICK HOUSE on Myrtle
street, between Cumberland and Congress
streets, containing twelve finished rooms and Library,
all in complete order, gas and Sebago water. Suite
of parlors and ball frescoed. Lot extends through to
Chapel street. For pi ice and terms apply to F. G.
PATTERSON, Office 13 Fluent Block, opposite City

3m
__

Sebago Dye House,
NO. 17 PLUM STREET.

spring
Bedding

Mark Twain & Chas. D. WakTtOrtTT
A»vr\7H.
nkr, illustrated bv Augustus
Hoppin. EVERY BODY’S
FKIKI*D, by Josh Billlns.
AfJF.XTSl
^ ajii i O
jillustratcKl by Thomas Napt, and
Joaqujk Miller’s great work.
AMONG
THK mODOt'N.
Nothing need be said about
these books. Every
ody knows they will outsell all
others, and wise agents will act according and apply
for territory at once to AMERICAN PUBLISHING
CO., Hart lord, Conn.
ocl4t4

Ship Timber and Knees
1

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White

Portland, Dec. 30, 1872

aud

IN "FACT
The Dividends oi this Comp’y

L

A.

R

existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, ‘hat some notice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the tire test of which is 122; TnE Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
and often reaches considerably
higher;
would say, that we are determined' to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

also,

we

We quote from cliap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And
if auy person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments
therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21,1873.
sep20dtf

TA

a E R

and

Three

or

thone

an

Four Times

paid by Some Companies.

Investigate

at my office

the facts before insuring; and apply
without waiting for personal solicitation.

Expenses

In 1872 Less than 7 per

Cent.

THE STANDARD.
This great Church Music Book by L. O. Emerson
and H. R. Palmer has double the merit, and is likely
to have double tlie sale of common books by one
composer. The works of either gentlemen have sold
by theAundred Thousand, and the STANDARD will
continue to be called for until every Choir, Singing
Class, and Convention are supplied. Price, 1.50.
PUBLISHED

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

pany.
N. B.
This is the only Company in the world in
which ordinary life
payment policies have become
self sustaining—on which the dividends aunually
paid by the company, are equal or more than the annual premium, as will be seen by the foregoing ex-

amples.
G3T“N0 TONTINE Policies issued by this Com pari V.

C. H. DITSON & CO.,
B’dway, New York.
d&w2w

FIRET^

W.

D.

LITTLE,

OFFICE

49 1-2

Exchange

ocl6

Life is
Family

*

Insurance !

Measure

The

The

Pecuniary

value of

A Big Battle lias been

on for years between the Constitutions ot tne Sick, on one side, and
all the Active Poisons, falsely called remedies, on the
other. The Poisons have had the best of the tight,
and a long list of the killed may be found in every
cemetery. But at last, common sense is putting a
stop to this pernicious conflict. At last

American

discovered that in Tarrant’s
Effervescent Seltzer Aferiext. they have a
tonic, a febrifuge, a laxative, a diuretic, a corrective,
a regulating and antibilious
medicine, equal to all ordinary exigencies, and good for every ailment of the
stomach, the bowels, the nerves, the muscles, and the
secretive organs. Sold by all druggists.
OC2!
Tu&S&w2w4.1

IMPROVED

‘weed
Sewing Machine!
The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Also, General Agent for

S. W.

V1LOtP

EATON,

13 Free

j.T26-3m

Popular

American

Popular

Life Insurance

ABNER LOWEL*

d2w

ocl8

All persons of the same age are not Insured at the
rates, but persons \\ ith long lived aneestry,

same

good habits, healthy vocation, residence, &c.,

&e., who are physically sound are taken at much
lower rates than in the old plan, where the long
lived pay for the sboit lived, while those less favored
with long lived ancestry must
pay higher rates.
Any person may be rated free by calling at either
of the effices of

BARNES

O’BRION,

GENERAL AGENTS,
30

[ LI) RE NS

Exchange

St., and 286 Congress St.

JOHN B. HUDSON, Special Agent,
ii86 Congrc.f* St., Portland, Malar

oc>7_

Imperishable

3m

Fragrance.

4IR

_

MURRAY
&

LAXMAN’S

FLORIDA

Childrens’ Clothing; of all kinds,

ocl3

WATER,

AT THE TOILET,
AND IN THE BATH.
As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names ot
MURRAY & LANMAN, without which none
in genuine.
jyl oldauSd23w

eod3m

Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED
—OR—

Celebrated

CUCUMBER

WOOD

THE
Moat

SIMPLEST,

Durable and Cheapest Pump
Uac.

They neither Rust, Poison

nor

in

give the slightest

taste to the water, heace, are much superior to metal or other wooden Pumps.
Made by accurate machinery, perfect in all their parts, raising a large
amount or water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the Vest aud the Cheapest Pump made. Semi
or a

will Remove and Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01
I

circular.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
General Agent for State of Maine.

se3_d&wtf

charge.

Address,

GEO.

W,

nutl

PreiHed Bendy for Wenr.
Warranted not to crack.

Ripping required.

AT FOSTER’S DTE HOUSE.

au35MThiStStf

Refrigerators.

rile three points ol excellence which I claim, are,
1st: constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
into!mingling of odors; purity aud active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham

jeSdtf

termed an Association to be
known as Chandler’s Band, for the pnrpose oi
urnishing music for Balls, Parties, Concerts, Levees, Sc., atter Sept. 1st, 1873.
D. H.
CilAS. GRIMMER.
CHANDLER,
J. M. Mdllaly,
c. M. Richardson,
J. Tyler,
K. M. Gammon.

ItHE

undersigned

A fresh importation of Doubl

have

Ail engagements muBt be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
Any number of piecet furnished.
[Advertiser copy.]
jy23ti

?

and Single GUNS,

RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PISTOLS. Also all
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.

G. L. BAILEY,

'44 Union Street.

,NOTICE!~

LORD,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

A Co.s Ice House. Portland, Me.

Dyed Brown, Black, Blue-Black
and Blue,
Ne

and

popular state prisons anywhere.

cloth,
Co.

FROM

!

0 Exchange

St.

Agent for Du Pont’s Gunpowder.
set.3<1 tf

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ALL

deposits of

mence

interest

one
on

LOKINO,

SHORT Sc

164 pp.

Ked

U. Osgood &

HARMON

:

story of HanderiBK wi’iie. Ky too
Author of “Eftie’s Friends,” &c„ with frontispiece

me

Noel Patou, R. S. A. Reprinted from the
third London edition. 104. pp. Paper. Price
Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
Albany Railroad has recently retired six of its conductors who were buy- Rrcorris of n Quid IHfe. By Augustus J.
C.
Author of Walks in Rome,” Sec. Revised
ing diamond pins and race horses on a salary t for Hare,
American Readers by William L. Gage. Cloth.
of $80 a month. Nothing could have been
362 pp. Roberts Brothers.
more cruel.
A railroad ought to know that Song* of the Kua-Lands. By Joaquin Miller,
a conductor with a
Author of “Songs of the Sierras.”
Cloth, gilt
salary of $80 a month can
edges, tinted paper. 212 pp. Roberts Brothers,
buy as many diamond pins and race hoises as
din .llarriag* Vow. By Mrs. Caroline Fairfield
he pleases if he is careful to watch the market
Corbin, Author of “Rebecca,” &c. Green cloth.
closely and buy only at wholesale.
373
Lee &

by

Sir

50 cents.

pp,
The New

An Englishman named Graham recently
fired into a body of twelve men, while travelling in Spain, killing one and mortally
wounding another. And the only provocation they gave him was that they met him in
the road and wanted his money,
together with
his watch and breast-pin. We meet men on
the street every day whose money and watches
and breast-pins we want, but if they were to
fire into us and kill one or two of us, we
should think very hard of them for It.—Cour-

Shepard.
Jlagduleu.

A Novel. By WilkieCdlins, Author of “The Woman iu White,” &c.
With illustrations. Green cloth. 325 pp. Harper
& Brothers.

Sab-Tropiral Rambles iu the T^and of the
Aphanapferyx. Personal Experiences, Adventures and Wanderings in and around the Island
of Mauritius. Nicolas Pike. Brown
Illustrated. Harper & Brothers.

cloth.

5(0

PL

&

WING

SON’S

The following story is told of Phil. Sheri-

PIANOS!

dan.

At the army of the Potomac reunion
at New Haven last spring a young lady at the
table sat opposite Grant, Sherman,

Sheridan,

Hancock and a host more of well-starred heroes.
Turning to a lady near her, she ex-

claimed, “How delightful

to have these

(Saccessors to LXJA.NE, WING * CUSHING.)

sol-

Who would have
thought that generals could eat like men ?”
Overhearing the remark, Sheridan turned to
Hancock and muttered, sotto voce, “Miss —.
is surprised to see that generals really eat. I
suppose she thought we fellows did nothing
but drink.”

The American Piano.
VIRST PREMIUMS.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

Recent Publications.

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.

The Story of Goethe’* Life. By George
Heiry Leve*.
This volume is abridged from Mr. Lewes’
“Life and Works of Goethe,” a book which

miss the criticisms upon Goethe’s works
literary method as well
a* the sketches of hiscotemporaries and their

labor* which formed so

striking

outward events of his career and the

Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist
be'leve that your Piano is in
every respect a most rnagnijiceut instrument
from
“I

which will probably continue to have the
greater interest for readers whose tastes and
acquirements lie in the direction of German
literature; but for those have neither time
nor desire to attack the complete work the
abridgment will be found to serve an excellent purpose, giving as it does the main fact*
of his life and an appreciative and sympathetic analysis of his personality. We owe Mr.
Lewes a debt of gratitude for this if for nothing else, in that he has demonstrated the unveracity of Bettina’s “Goethe's Correspondence with a Child,” the falsity of the
prevalent idea that the great German looked upon
women only as character-studies and that every poem of his was dug out of a woman’s
heart. We are glad too, to learn that Goethe
tuft-hunter and

sycophant, but
as Napoleon described him, “a man.”
Published by J. R. Osgood & Co.
sale by Bailey <& Noyes.

Form the “Independent”
“The American Piano has deservedly

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

Prices Low for the

WING & SON,
417 Broome St., New York.
PIT_____ly_

For
DRESS GOODS,

SHAWLS,
Neck

find ‘much tender sentiment clothed

language and rich with tire melody of very agreeable rhythm. The poems,
though not of the highest order of merit,
are models of easy versification, and excellent examples of a mind susceptible to impressions and capable of expressing them iu
pleasing numbers. Now and then a loftier
strain is touched, and an image of power
or tender beauty brought forth.
The author, well known to the public as Howard
Glyndon, has been for a long time a contribu"
tor to the magazines and newspaper's. A peculiar interest attaches to the poems because
of the writer’s utter deafness.
The volume is published by J. R. Osgood
& Co., uniform with the poems of Mr. Howells and Mrs. Thaxter.
For sale by Bai ley
*

Noyes.

ST.

dollar and upward* comthe first day of the month

following the date of deposit.
FRANK NOVES, Treasurer,
may2y-dtf

Kliqnetlv. By

is

Wonderful Wouanu. By May Agars
Fleming.
The title of this expansive work of Action

surely

not a

misnomer, for

the

woman

about whom the interest of the
is wonderful

indeed; and it
hoped the only specimen of

is

story centers
to be devoutly

her kind extant.
The novel is very exuberant in language and
plot, but it is excellently constructed and
quite readable. If the reader has time he
must waste we should advise him to waste it
iu the perusal of this book rather than in

gambling or drinking. He will And it quit*
as amusing, and incompaiably cheaper.
Published by G. W. Carleton & Co. For
sale by Bailey & NOjes.
Malt's Follirs and Olhrr Mlories.
ryW. Prescott.
It is no light task to write

By M«-

entertaining

stories for the children, and keep up a
healthy
interest. Miss Prescott seems to understand
the art, and her stories of real
children, who
have quite as many faults as
virtues, aie told
in a pleasant, natural- manner,
though we
think the termination of “Matt’s Follies” is
too abrupt to suit the little
ones, who will be
eager to kuow what became of Matt alter 1 •
was sent home in
disgrace from boardingschool. The book is illustrated and handsomely bound.
Published by James R. Osgood & Co. For
sale by Bailey & Noyes.

Ties,

DOMESTICS
—

AND

—

House Furnishing Goods,
—

CALL

Covell &

AT

—

Company's

OLD

STAND,

Congress, Corner

Brown Streets.

THAT IS WHERE

Low Prices Prevail.
__dtr

NIOC ASSES.

Porto Rico,

Daisy Eye*

bright”.
The author of this little volume cousiders
good manners a duty as well as an accomplishment. She looks upon a violation as not only inexcusable, but sinful as well. With these
views she has prepared a manual of etiquette
for those who are striving to improve themselves in exterior polish. To those whose
early education in the minor morals has been
neglected the book will be found to abound
in useful hints. Occasionally the rules laid
down seem ridiculous and superfluous,—as
when, for example, the reader is gravely cautioned while at table against Ashing out olives from the jar with his Angers.
Published by G. P. Pu.nam's Sons. For
sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.

Quality.

Responsible Agents wauled lor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies arc not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send t
circular to

For

Chamber*. By I.anrn
C. Beddcn (Howard Glyudon.)
Between the covers of this dainty little vol-

become

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

was,

Boand* from Secret

conscientiously

very popular instr iment.”

leading

characteristics of his genius. The author
*ays that the present volume is in uo s«nse
intended to replace the original biography,

ume we

Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

and interest-

ing features of the larger volumes. But we
are given the story of the great poet’s life, the

A

PUMP!

made and made to Order.

E. B. MARTIN.

elect; but Nevada boasts that with the smallest population of any State in the Union it
has one of the most numerously attended

A iTianunl of

CELEBRATED

HANDKERCHIEF,

Furnishing House,
347 CONGRESS STREET.

ry N. Prescott. With illustrations.
wood cuts. Price $1.50. J.

Ohio boasts that it has the oldest governor-

in felicitous

&

A Novel. By May Ag“Guy Earlscouit’s Wife,

644 pp. Cloth. G. W. Carleton & Co.
Story of Giriho'i Life. By George Henry Lewes, (abridged from his “Life and Works of
Gmthe), 4 )6 pp. Green cloth. Price $1.50. J.
K. Osgood & Co.
Mounds from Mrcrei Chamberi. By Laura
C. lteddcn (Howard Glyndon.) 107 pp
Green
cloth, red edges. Price $150. J. H. Osgood & Co.
Jinn's Follies und Other Mtorirs. By Ma

summer” are here in the perfection of lazi-

was no

NEW YORK.

Tlie

Beady

Co.,

419 & 421 BROADWAY,

store.

c:

CO.,

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate of al
perfumes, for use on tne

Gratetul to the patrons of the old Arm of Lowell
& Seuter the subscriber solicits a continuance at tlie

St.,

BOILERS"

Sanford’s Improved

For Sale by E. A. JOY, Fluent Block, Opposite
au2ia3m
New Cifcy Hall, Portland, Maine.

the

PORTLAND

SCALE IHf

my3dtf

published ly

WATCHES

Mine. DEMOREST’S

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

Man to his

are

display of

BRONZE AND FANCY GOODS.

going

The Prisoners

a

IUSURANCE

path of the great fire July 4. 1866,
since burnt out, now rebuilt, and

new

!

Minimum Cost, Maximum Results.
are

Author of

£e.

ness.

and the details of his

Family.

The above documents

Fleming,

nes

This descripiion is from the Topeka (Kan,)
Commonwealth: “Thehappy, quiet, sleepy,
yellow, spider webby days known as “Indian

has become a standard authority on the subject of the many-sided man. In the abridgment

TABOR TERM INSURANCE !

with

Wonderful lVarnnn.

A

The

we

Life

of

Store ot Emery & Waterhouse, the
only Building left standing in tlie

Silver and Plated Ware, Jewelry,

r

!

BIOMETRY

and

FROM BAILEY & NOYES:

snake bites.

Street.

Property

a

'i

%

be learned

can

the third London

edition.
Published by Scribner, Armstrong <fc Co.
For sale by Loriug, Short & Harmon.

d3w

Call at 155 Middle St', at tlie Old

FINE

the lesson

diers here as our guests 1

GENERAL. AGENT & MANAGER

711

oc 22

FIRE !

BY

character;

readily. Reprinted from

ier-Journal.

JBewnre of all new, impracticable, and
unreliable Schemes, and insure with the
Old “Mutual Life.”
There is no occasion for
dissatisfaction by those who insure with this Com-

Organ at Home”

GEMS OF STRAUSS.

see the

&

Large

as

This is sometimes disputed or doubted by those interested in other institutions. Parties who hold policies in other companies, can for themselves readily
determine the difference in the dividends they have
received, and those paid the holders of our Policies.

MUSICAL HOME COMPLETE WITHOUT

which contains literally the gems of Strauss’ Waltzes,
Mazurkas, &c., and is to-day the most popular
mu.'ic book in Americar—over 20,000 copies having
been sold in 10 months. Price $2.50; in Cloth,$3,
GREAT SALE OF

|

are

Than those paid by any other Company in
the world, and

UNPARALLED SUCCESS OF DITSONS & CO’S

Portland Kerosene Oil,
f
The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch.ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the

was

tho

of DitMon & Co.’* New
Collection of Organ 71u*ic, entitled

IT.for it contains over 200 selections of the most popular music of the day, well arranged for the Reed,
Parlor or Pipe Organ. Contains everything which
is so*called “popular”—melodies of the day, marches,
waltzes, voluntaries, variations, transcription of the
best sacred airs, gems of Handel, Mozart, Schumann,
&c.; in fact, the best of all music from Beethoven’s
Adagios to Strauss’ D nube Waltz. First edition
sold in 2 weeks after publication, and Fourth now
ready ! Price $2.50 Boards; $3 Cloth.

fictitious
as

Virginian has made himself
unpopular by demonstrating that kerooil is as efficacious as whiskey in curing

The Boston &

for free distribution at A. Robinson’s Book
Store, 112 Middle Street, or of the General Agents, at
either of their offices.

NO

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

16,013.00
5,654.97

8,013.00

LIFE

“Tlie

Kerosene Oil Company

987.40

PATTERSON,

Immense Nncce**

im

make no

the lowest cash prices.
**

AT

property. The house is in good repair, has 15
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2d floors, and
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
100 trees. The lot contains 9 acres and is beautifully
situated on tlie Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk of tLe Depot and in tlie immediate
vicinity ot churches and schools. The property will
be sold with oa without the furniture. Price low
and terms easy. Apply in person or by letter to F.
G.
Portland, or O. W. BENT, So.
Pari?, Me.
se29dlm

D. W. & §. B, DEANE.

ocH

I PrOMprrtuxeN nre now remly
jfor our three new lv»oks, viz:
ITIIK UILUI D AfiK, by

--—-

lUaltresses
kind*.

oc!6eod3w

A Desirable Country Residence lor
Sale.
So. Paris, Me., known as the Widow Morse

Wareroonis No. 51 Exchange St.

MU.

at

Hali.

Returning our sincere thanks to our former customers, and desiring a continuance of their patronage
m the future, which we shall endeavor at all times to
merit4 we invite all in want of Furniture of any description to give us a call.
Upholstering and Repairing Furniture of all kinds
neatly and promptly done at our old Stand, No. 87
Federal street.

H. McVEY late of Foster Dye House of this
City, has reopened the Sebago Dye House No. 17
Plum St., where he is ready to do all kinds of dyeing and cleansing of gentlemer s garments. Satisfaction guaranteed.
11. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyor),
No. 17 Plum street.
au27d1y
Ti \
A Vr

hand

487.40

Tlie above are examples of Policies now in force
and are not exceptional illustrations, but actual and
uniform results of insurance with this Company, It
will be seen that nearly all these Policies have more
than doubled in ..mount.
There is no “Mystery” or “Swindle” alxmt this.
The experience of THIRTY years of this great
leading Company has shown the most satisfactory
results, with which every Policy holder is satisfied.
Let those who doubt, call and see for themselves.

A

full assortment of
Bed*
of nil

Casco Street for Sale.

on

TWO story House, nine rooms, cellar, good
water. Lot about 25x80. Title perfect. Possession given at once. This property is situated near
Congress street, and cau be purchased for $2500.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
Room 13, Fluent Block.
ocl4dtf

city

1,078.01

578.01
860.54

nilNE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE,

lo Loan.

of tlie sick-room have

II. PETBET,

Ac%^Ai^jq^\Vinriot^|'rea9eorirtnin^3ndfor^t^
^meTisTTfxury"i7rTve^,,^nnlyl!*T5iousan3^^ni
and
it. Price
testify to its great merits.
Try
HOYT, toop’r, 203

$98,151

500!

—FOR—

ON

Ship and Office Furniture made to Order.

gale at No. 1J6 Exchange Street by the im-

aug9

on

Estate

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

Parlor Suits in Plush, Rep and
Hair Cloth. Easy, Fancy and
Reception Chairs, Marble
Top Tables, Hat Trees,
Black Walnut, Chestnut and Pine Chamber Setts.

?
j

•

KriiifM*M, I* ii ins. wtraiiiM. NliffJoilit**
linicM, InflnimiiniionM, II unions* Xntnrrh,

per bottle

auy other

3e

NeurnlBia sprains,

now

Money

House

®8

l—J

We8 Z

3

Great Discjvery for

cu^^!fT!?i?TrmniiIi«Iv

sene

for 1873

$3,5(0!

sepl9-tl

1872.

old man,

It would be well for the modern
young man
to imitate his example—even though he be a

scientific

A

very

Dividend

BULLETIN.

BARGAINS
or

un-

G. Patterson’s Real

of

DEANE,

found elsewhere fn this

be

State

Portland, Sep. 18th,

offer to the citizens of Portland and vicinity the
finest assortment of

can

on

discov-

Leyden, and got

man’s hand.

as a

1_Dividen’s

m

-wa

Oak Timber and Plaoik

Invalids

name

B

0. D
Genuine Waltham Watches Sent C.the
most

AT*TI4 4

of|dmm,al!

Policy.
J
I|Prem

ALLEN HAINES.

F.

£*

HAY E the largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
in the State.
Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

T

Street, occupied by the
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built ol
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

ST.,

s*

2

m

h
s--3^ n

c

it
ts

gg

_

Tourists will find a
X lj\yi4JLJ/il.#very pleasant locatiou, large
attendance and
courteous
first-class
table,*
rooms,
reasonable prices, at tlie Riverside House. Address
oc!4t4w
A. F. Styles, Prop., Jacksonville, Fla.
xi

house

Fahrenheit,

^Ss15

combination

Hands, Rough or Chafed
Skin it is the best thing in the
world. ASK YOUR CjRUUTAKl' >» OTHER. ol4t4w

TIkTMagic

Washington Street,

Usag-

3

JPearl’N

w. c. CLARK,

FORGET THE PEACE!

rr,
ga®og (-W

a

While Glycir<
inv penetrates the skin without injury, eradicates all
Spots. Freckles, Tan, MothPatches, Black Worms, Impurities and Discolorations;
either within or upon the
skin, leaving it smooth, soft
& pliable.
For Chapped

Assort-

_Tu&S3m

S

oclltd4w

“l»cst business ever offered canvassers.” We furnish
the lightest and handsomest outfit and pay very high
commissions. Each subscriber, old or new. receives
without delay t wo beautilul pictures. Fnll supply ready for immediate delivery. The paj>er itself
stands peerless among
journals, being so popular that of its class it has the largest circulation m
the v'orld ! Employs the best literary talent
Edward Eggleston’s great serial story is just beginning;
back chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to 11 My H ife and /”
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good
an indepeudant business should send tor
salary orand
terms to J. B. FORI) 4 GENTS
circular
& CO., New York, Boston, Cbiea-xAW ANTED,
ocl4d4wt
go, Cincinnati or San Francisco.

in fine

►sss,

H

3m

Portland

of

THE PORTLAND

COR. CONGRESS ST.

H^0USE'.Q^ff^-° j

505—V5—28—20 A 22.
Factory, Mt. Yernon ; Office, 75 Jolm St.,

—

HO. 51 EXCHANGE

OSGOO®,

ment.

2

to tlie well-known numbers

the

Deering

and formed a copartnership under the firm

Furnaces, Ranges, Stoves &c.

.

a n v a s s e r s,
——^ji ^ ^
Agents and Salesmen !~'Hesiiy Ward Bf.eciier’s
family newspaper starts its Fall campaign, giving
snbscribevs a pair of the largest and finest OLEOGRAPBS,—two most attractive subjects tha “take”
on sight— painted by Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts
Wide Awake” and “Fast
and companions for her
Asleep.” Agents have immense success; call it the

House,”

SALE.

The suofcnber offers for sale his Hotel
in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with slied and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire lurther of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marlodtf
Limerick. Me.

undoubtedly take place in a short time; meanwhile, we, the undersigned, having removed from
our former places of business to

SOLE AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

family

Jtlc.

ocldtf

will

Tlie only Perfect Base Burner in the
market. Warranted to gives perfect satisfaction, and with a saving in fuel of at
least one-third. All in want of a First
Class heating Stove should not fail to see
the Morning Glory before purchassing.
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—acknowledged by all the best operating
Stove in the market.
We can show you more conveniences
and more advantages in these Stoves than
any other Stove or Range in the New
England States.

•

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.

to

&

We keep constantly

*3

“TAKES”on sight

FOR

For Sale.

City

than

cf-

—

—

BETTER

__

OF THE

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

The “Limerick

FURNITURE

k

Manufactures aud Sole proprietors, in this State

EDWIN CHURCHILL,

all kinds to be found in this city, which, notwithstanding the recent financial panic and failure
of the Oraphic Balloon to reach JEurope,
we shall sell at

OF

HOOFERS.

a

nas

an

disappointed in love in his youth. But instead
of brooding over his troubles, or
committing
suicide, as is the fashion nowadays, he goes to
work bravely, and after a while
contentedly,
and finds that life need not be sad, becausa
one’s dearest hopes do not attain fruition.

In a letter to a friend, a Springfield young
lady states that she is not engaged, but she
sees a cloud above the horizon about as large

dividend of Policy
Additions.
and

side

feet deep, and planus have been drawn bv How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

of

system,
vigor to the debilitated,
cleanse vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price 31
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
York.
ocl4t4w

IttcCOl & CO.

Cape Elizabeth

now

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J.

Proprietor.

Ulorning Glory Stove.

forces, exhaustion of the

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
_

enlarged,

HAVING

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

apl4

Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.

on

himself after he has become

of tlie

his ideas of Paradise Lost from the Dutch
poet Vondel’s “Lucifer.”

Amount

Cnfili

>

An thone Paid by Mont Other Companies;
Sts.
about 194

mar28

—OF—

Engineers,

MAKtJFACTURERS

Small,

K. P.

situated

LOT of vacont

The Cologne Gazette thinks it
ered that Milton studied at

a

X'en Books.

Amo’nt!

TWICE AS LARGE
SALK

the west
Pleasant and Dauforth,
A of High, betweenland,
This let has front of about 61 feet and is

ROBERTS,

1843.

ASSETS $65,000,000—ALE CASH.

mar21tf

School of Elocution !

THE ANNEXATION

Medical

JURUBEBA
nervous

cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with tine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook,

45 Dantortli Street. Portland, me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neelv, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
oclOtf
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.

Co.,

—

EgTABLINHED

good

and

FOR

CORKER CROSS AND FORE STS,

sep27

Authorities og
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

IliglieMt

HRS. A. II. PENDLETON S,
School for Boys and Girls, in School Room at Casco
street Church, is in operation.
Pupils still received.
Suitable assistance will be employed. Attention will
also be given to a class in Penmanship in P. M., two
or more days in a week.
For particulars inquire at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
oc21
*2w

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

t4w

The

SCHOOL!

—

NEW YORK.

proi«rty

riAAWs ami

oc6

A

References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.

HOTELS.

-WATERS & SON, 481

128 Exchange Street.
oc7__dim
BOSS & STURDIVANT,

Coals, shipped
sels procured

most beautiful in
and perfect t?: tone

ocl3dtf

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-oflice, good Schools and Churches/
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parloiv with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, J acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place

EDUCATIONAL.

-MRS.

at the

! For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

As we maimfacture all of the Stuffed
Furniture we sell we can guarantee every
article to he exactly what we represent it.

FREESSSSto'StrfSS

the

septlldtf

Portland,

Is prepared to receive Pupils in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; cither in
class or private. For terms &c., apply personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to

On
Manhood, Womanhood and their
Mutual Intrr•relation*: Love, It* Law
Power, etc.
Agents are selling from 15 to 35 copies of this
work a day, and we send a canvassing hook free to
any hook agent. Address, stating experience, etc,
National Publishing Co. Philadelphia, Pa. oc3ttw

are

nnOLESALE COAL

liberally dealt with.
Address confidentially witi full particulars,

Canvassing Books sent free for
Prof. Fowler’s Great Work

man

ore in the Rackleff Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegautlv finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES,
Apply to

Sale

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
Inquire
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
HOUSE
Oct. 13th.

large brick st

ience will be

ed and not liable to derangement,
Their Combined Engine
and
Boiler is peculiarly adapted to
| all purposes requiring small power.
More than 400 eneines. from
2 to urn Horse-power, in use.
Send for illustrated
circular.
oc2fl2w

A WATCH

For

ST.,

WATERS* CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS

J.

Agencies
correspond
geutiemen of experience in relation thereto. A suitable party is desired at Portland as General Agent,
who will be afforded unusual facilities.
Local
Agens throughout the State, with or without exper-

Proprietor

3 0

oc6dtf&wlt

LET.

». W. & S. B.

No. 152 Middle Street.

GAS

Ameri-

A

PHOTOGRAPHER,
PORTLAND,

of

can

BTJY THE GENUINE

who will act as our agent. Business light and
honorable. $300 made in 5 days
Saleable as flonr.
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have
it. No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug.
& CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Copying and enlarging done

the most progressive and popular
ONE Lite
Companies, being about to re-organize
their Maine
with
desires to

N.Y. SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.

Office hours from 10 to 11

has

!

Superior Steam Engines and
Boilers, by special machinery
and duplication ot parts. They are
Safe, Economical, Easily Manag-

practice.
A. M.f and from 1 to 3 P. M.
HAS
se3

AT

Attention

Agents

Portland.

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

THOS. D. WINCHESTER,

STREET.

DR. LUDWIG

COUNSELLOR

Life

jyl9dtf

NEW YORK.

Jyn

JAMES

House,

BROADWAY AND 31ST STREET,

Portland Me.

resumed

MAIDS

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and
wide awake Young Men, and Men and Women of
all classes:
Yon can easily earn a first-class Sewing Machine;
or Books sufficient to stock a
Libarary; or some
valuable Pictures to beautify your homes; or a nice
S'ereogcope; or a good time keeper (Clock or Watch);
or a Music Box; or a Gold Pen; or a
Photographic
Album; or a Stand Keroseae Lamp for your Parlor:
or a Fine Aceordeon;
or
Webster’s Illustrated
or
World
Renowned StaQuarto Dictionary;
Roger’s
tuary Groups; or a Fine Violin; or a R mington
Rifle Cane; or Remingtou Double Barrel Breach
Loader Shot Gun; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $140;
by simply working up your unoccupied time in a
way explained in the circulars of the M. H. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimate and respectable; many wou.d
say philanthropic.
Address M. U. P. CO., 120 East
18th St., New
oc2t4w
York._

KELLER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
RESIDENCE

WANTED 1

U ulll XilvO

CORNER OF

No 16 Cotton Mlroet Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
selO*lmthentf
irod Doors, made to order.

L.

Carbolic

EUROPEAN PliAUL

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
ARCD11 ECT AXI) BVILDEK,

W.

MEN as SALESMEN, to travel through
Maine and N. H., to sell goods wanted in every
family. Call, or enclose stamp for particulars. Sample 6eat on recept of 50 cts. MILLIKEN & CO.,
68 Middle street, Portland, Me.
ocl8deod«£,wtf

Tablets. LIVE

Agents and Canvasser
warned.—“Lectures and
Sermons,” of Rev. W. M. Pcnshon, LL.D. Best
and Cheapest Family Bibles, Maps. Charts,
Pictures, Goloen Pens, Sewing Sii.k and Linen
Thread. Apply for terms to L\ L. Guernsey, Pub.,
Concord N. H.
ocltlw
Af

ONE

mavl4tf

Wanted.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATRIEUANV BURE REMEDY.
Sold by
Draggis._ocltlw

6175
6m

GEO, E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Wells’

OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.
mgrMtf

tf

OF

name

It is

quiet story of English life during the reign of
Georg* Third, with some pathetic passages.
“Wandering Willie,” who tells the story of

Montana Indian now on a visit to Washington ; and if he doesn’t wish to be investigated
he will make the visit a very short one.

_

r)||

.lijtipfcjgUj

Let.

WITH

A

Exchange

or

For other Property. A rare chance.
liyiSTMk ~''Y A first rate Farm, containing 160
®
acres of good land, well divided; has
H r reaSTrlB a nice Sugar Orchard of 400 trees,
hSsS cut twenty-five tons of hay this year.
An abundance of wood and water. This tarm is situated in the town of Campton, N. II., which is a favcrite resort for Summer Boarders. Is only four
miles from Plymouth. It others a rare
opportunity
to one who wishes either to
engage in farming or
keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for both
brandies, as tlie place must be sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H.
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
•

BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.
At 52 Free Street.jn24»lw then tf

IN

Use

For Sale

if

“Tlie-Boy-Who-Grabs” is the

Mutual Life Ins.

rooms, all in nice order, Sebago water. Apply to
Wm. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
ocl6*3w

LARGE FRONT ROOM at
31i Spring street.

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurnished, with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

AKD ALL THROAT DISEASES,

WM. H.

au<l Paris streets, congas and plenty of water. Apply
Estate
oc24dlw*
Real
JERRIS,
Agent.
rooms,

THE

—

autobiography.

1873

Gossip and Gleanings.

DIVIDENDS PAID BY

on

To Let with Board.

TO

JOHN C. PROCTER, or
W. GAGE, 211 Broad St., Boston.

Cottage for Sale.

oc3dtf

STORE

BY THE —

j>-8

Catalogue.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

No. .*{0 Exchange St., Portland.

~JAMES

Lock Box 55 P. O.
Philadelphia Pa.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

DOMESTIC SKWINfi MACHINE CO„
oc1
NEW YOKK.4wt

AT LAW

COUNSELOR

n

ten

SATURDAY MORNING, OCT. 25,

—AT THE—

the Southerly corner'of
COTTAGE house
THE
Hanover and Portland Sts., contains eight finished

To Let.

Wanted.

R.

glory af Wandering Willir. By tba
Author of “ElBr’s Friend.,” «*.
This is nearly an

The

THE PRESS.

LOOK

—

A FRONT CHAMBER, at
STREET.
SPRING

To

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this:::/’
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with reierences

IIOW IT PAYS !

LET!

se30_

BY

FOR SALE.

THEcorner of Cumberland
taining

BOARD,

Situation Wanted.

For

MERRILL,

TWO

53

INSURANCE.

llonse to Lease.
pleasantly located H. use on the nortliorly

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

A

5 Free Street.

4 and

A YOUNG man of some experience in a Drug,
Book or Boot and Shoe Store. Address
oc22*lw
“BOOKS,” This Office

circular.

Agent* Wanted.

Rooms To Let.

WITH

REAL ESTATE.

oc24d3w

oc20_

NO.

TERMS *8.00PER ANNUMIN ADVANCE.

1873.

Now Occupied by Blake & Jones.
Will ,)e gold, at a bargain. Terms Busy. Apply

THE

TO

25.

Granite Store No. 1 Galt Block,

to

DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO.,

Spring

repairing neatly done. Furniture

HENRY F. T.

Office.

lOO CLOAKMAKERS !
Highest Prices For Good Work.
oc25d2w

oc22*2w

To Let*
well built Brick House situated on tbe westerly side anti near the toot of Pearl street.
Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.
dtf

Immediately.

Wanted

jyl7tf

McDonough Patent Red Lounge*,
ameled Chain, Arc.
boxed and matted.

_Press

oc23d3t*

PLEASANT
ience.

GIRLS WAiWFD

Suits, Lounges.
Bede, Mattresses,

tyAll kinds

Island

an

IE

MANUFACTURER OF

of

on

Wanted.
MPLOYMENT by a MAN having experience in
Ij Retail dry goods business. Good references
given. Will work reasonable. Address “C. N.,”

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Parlor

Farm

A

of

NTK tM ENRI'XEM.
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made in quantities an«l to standard, ganges so
that all parts are interchangeable. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
other engine manufactured, Siz-^res from 1 to ‘JO horse-power.
WAREROOMS, No. 4G CORT- ^
LANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for

a

ROCK AWAY or Phaeton, with Sleigh, Harness, Robes, &c., wanted. Parties who can
otter a bargain can address C ASH, Box 1554, giving
oc23d3t
description and price.

Vertical and II »ri:eontal

Board at 19 Pleasant St.
ROOMS furnished or unfurnished
with or without board. Every modern conven-

Immediately.

oc24*lw_PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
Carriage and Sleigh Wanted.

LOCATED AT

tures.

One inch ot space,

:

movement cure

magnetic

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advauce
To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in advance.

Wanted

MAN to take charge of
near Portland.

OCTOBER

TO LEI.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISH INC* CO.,

MORNING.

PORTLAND, SATURDAY
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Barbadoes,

Cienfuegos,
Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarien Molasses,
All Choice Grocery,
FOR

E.

SALE BY

CHURCHILL

&

CO.,

Mo. 4 Portland Pier.

ngfrltf

WATCHES,
Chronometers and

Clocks,

Of Foreign and American Make,

Spectacles and Jewelry,

At 54

Exchange

St.

-BY—

WM,

SETTER,

lor the Superior Walthnm Wntrhr.,
maintain their well earned reputation
,
re**on''We price. In every varlE!DF
aj,‘ ;'n ver
cnees—open face and bnntera.
ir.Tv winders and,aistem winder,.
Kev
mvl2-d9mo

AGF.XT
io

Graham

Flonr,

Oatmeal
Bolted Corn Meal,
FOR

SALE BY

GEO. W. TREE A CO.
116 ro.iPiERci.th "tbeet.
_"
oe!6_

Philadelphia.

For

jL/i.

ABBIE, Cleared,
freight apply to

Packet Schooner
master.

For

J.

NICKERSOS,

NO. 146 COIPIERCIAL STREET.
OC

23____1*

Cole’s

IS

IN

Quadrille

Band

readness to furnish music (any number

pieces troin the Portland Band) f. r Ralls, Parties, Ac.. and on all occasions where mnsls Is rs
on reasonable terms.
Apply to J. COLl,
eader, 1 ortlsnd Ban I. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
Market
Band Headquarters, HH
Square.
seMtt

?Hired,

A rival to New York is springing up in a
heretofore overlooked quarter. Tbe group of
cities on the Jersey shore will, should the
dream of consolidation now entertained be
realized, form a metropolis surpassing the

the press.
SATURDAY MORNING, OCT 25, 1878
of the Press is furnished
with a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hote
Every

regular

attache

managers will confer

a

favor uj>oii

us

island city in both commerce and population.
This city of the future comprises a stretch of
from Jersey
country seventeen miles in radius
City, including Newark, Elizabeth, Paterson,

by demanding

credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as wc have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Peks», and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such fraud

Hackensack, and numerous smaller towns,
an area of 122 square miles—bigger than all
London. The territory embraces cities and
towns nearly as closely united as is Boston
with its latest accretions. The present population numbers 400,000, an increase of 60 per
cent, since 1860. Within the same period
the valuation has doubled.
The proposed
municipality has wonderful facilities for the
accommodation of commerce, and the water
front is sufficient for the shipping of all the
world. The difficulty of rapid transit, which
ha? long been a stumbling block in the way
of New York expansion, is not experienced
on the Jersey side.
Already many important
linesjof railway discharge their freight upon
the Jersey City docks, whence it is taken by
some of the principal lines of ocean steamers.
In consideration of these circuinstauces

do not read anonymous letters and communieatlons. The name and address
of the writer are in
all cases indispensab not
e,
necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
W cannot undertake to return or reservo com
municationa that are not useu.
We

A Special Lecture Season.
It is not our purpose at this time to notice
the regular lecture course, which every well reg
ulated town of twenty thousand inhabitants
has come to regard as much an established
institution as the church and school. Nor is
it our purpose to urge upon less pretentious
towns to engage and be satisfied to applaud
lesser lights than Beecher, Phillips, Curtis,
and even

Gough.

In

short,

and of the very rapid growth of the sister
cities New York has much apparent cause to
dread the increasing grandeur of her young

it is not our pur-

pose at this time to lecture at all.
But the reader of a list of newspapers cannot fail to perceive how the late financial pauic and its consequences have been succeeded
by regular series of lectures, not all brilliant,

and at present unarticulaled rivals. When
tbe many become one the size of that one
will be quite overshadowing, and its title as
of the future will

city

the American

scarcely

interesting, but more or less true. be
disputed._
The stock gambling operations of Wall »tieet
On the first page of Thursday morning's
have been a fruitful topic for lectures full of
Press, our readers might have seen an article
sage advice, and pregnant with fearful warnon the horse, attributed to Charles Dickens,
ings t > young men.
or new or

It

in any of the collected
stated on the authority of

not be

could

Other papers have devoted themselves to
The New York Ti.nes
more practical topics.
for instance, heads a long editorial, “Advice
to Wives,” in which its lady readers are told
that by properly looking atter their household
expenses they may help their husbands over

found

then
James T. Fields that the excerpt
Since the article in
writings of Diekens.
question was published, Mr. Win. A. Goodwin of this city, a gentleman of culture,
was

Mr.

whose knowledge of the writings of Dickens
is only equalled by his familiar acquaintance

shoals that threaten so many.
That journal is of t'uo opinion that thousands
of men in the country go to the bad financialthe financial

with the whole range of English literature,
informs us that the condemnation of the

morally, by the thoughtless expenditures of their wives, who are ambitious not to
be excelled by their neighbors. Indeed, there
is a great deal of this sort of lecturing the
ladies; and if the advice of some of our contemporaries should be followed, the dry goads

horse may he found on page 415 of vol. XYI,
of Household Words., in the “Lazy Tour of
two Idle Apprentices.” It is spoken of as a
favorite delusion of Thomas Idle, the speaker.

merchant will find no fascination in his
well displayed wares; the milliuers’ openings
will fail to draw admirers, and the winter
fashion plates will be no better than lost
pieces of art.
This tirade against the women is both un
generous and unjust.
They may ask yery
properly, by whose folly and villainy has the
business of the country been deranged, and its
industries paralyzed ? It would be a trouble-

attempts
irresistibly
high-toned, for it reminds one of a tipsy criminal in the prisoner's box, lecturing the court
on jurispiudence.
Indeed, it is so clever, tha1
it sees the incongruity of the thing itself, and
clears itself of the imputation of authorship,
by placing signatures to its high moral lectures.
It was very indignant because we characterized the “Cbipman shin-plasters” as practical counterfeits; yet it was not half so indig-

ly,

if not

Our neighbor is frequently very funny, but
is

question to answer, and might seta
great many lecturing men to asking themselves if they are not as fond of, and as fast
to indulge in useless luxury as the women. It
some

nant as the young man who found himself in
city with ail of his money of that issue,
where he couldn’t nay board, or purchase a

rail way ticket with it.

genuine, while
gush.

of economy.
In view of the scarcity of money and the
stagnation that is likely to stop mills an I
make business dull for the next six months,

people

who

corded.

contemporaries
urging
depend upon these for a livelihood

certain.
no

doubt but what

we are

a

very

extravagant people, fond of display, and usually measuring comfort by its cost and its glitter, and any wide depression in business that
will compel us to realize that there is as much
real comfort in a style of living that scruti
nizes the outlay of every dollar, will prove a
blessing in disguise.
Nor is the special lecture season without its
humorous side. Since the October elections,
the

The

only

humiliation that

England

for a railroad from Ba h to
this city is not considered so valuable as it
was last winter when it was a bone of contention and occupied the valuable time of the
Legislature, in view of the statement which
we have heard, that within a short time the
present board of directors will offer to give
it to the Boston & Maine Railroad Company.

The advice is timely, and those who heed the warning of such
lesturers, will tide over difficulties that now
There is

mere

The chatter

to c.irtail their expenses.

seem

was

suffered in connection wtththe United States
was during the war of the Rebellion.

all

are

our

indignation
funny neighbor’s is
His

John Bright since his unanimous re-election to the House of Commons, has expressed his views of British politics. In speaking
of the Treaty of Washington, he declares
that it and the arbitration form a nobler
page in British history than all the battles re-

costly liquors many times a day, or keeps a
fast horse, can go to his wife full of homilies

of our

be

this

would be well ior man to curtail his needless
expenses before he goes to scaring his wife
about financial troubles, and beseeching her
to take in sail to meet the threatening storm.
No man who does much at billiards, or drinks

some

to

droll when it

The spectacle of poor old Andy Johnson
babbling to a promiscuous crowd in Washington, about Csesarism and the constitution, is
too pitiful for criticism. It is, however, a sad
illustration of the
mechanic

very worthy
fact,
spoiled by whiskey and
that

a

is often

demagogism.

Democratic papers of the country have

taken new courage, add prophesy that the old
party organization has renewed its age. They

Current Notes.

Republican editors don’t know
declare that the resolutions of'98 are living what to make of it.
They stand around like
political truths. They sec a vast tidal wave, a the wicked little boys who shoved their finDemocratic President in 1870, and the party gers into the sweetmeats before they bad
leaders look to post offices and custom houses cooled off, and were too proud to scream.
—Brooklyn Argus.
with longmg, but expectant eyes. Tbis specThe St. Louis Globe says: “The West, we
tacle to men who ful ly realize that we are livwill never again suffer any of
ing in the year 1873, is the wildest delusion of sincerely hope,
its bank reserve or surplus funds to be placed
monomaniacs.
political
on deposit in New York, there to be used as
of specuThe New York Journal of Commerce in a it has been in inflating the bal'oou
lation. The West, we hope, will pull every
recent issue charges that the manufacturers
dollar of its money out of New York banks,
of New England have entered into a concer- and take care that no more goes into any
ted movement for the closing of their nulls,
which pay interest on deposits.”
not from any necessity arising out of the
The people who call themselves Conservastate of business and the scarcity of money,
tives in Virginia are forming what they style
The initials,
but on the false pretext that there is not cur- Kemper Kampaign Klubs.
which they seem fond of using alone in the
rency enough to pay wages, in order that a
pressure may be brought upon Congress to headings of their advertisements of meetings,
The are suggestive of the Kuklux Klan. These
make a further issue of greenbacks.
same journal says that some of the manufacsame people are earnestly endeavoring to
turers have voluntarily entered into this ar- make the election a contest between the
and this is also suggestive.
rangement while many have been forced into races,
is ra’her droll, though, to hear the DemIt
to
the
loss
of
interest
on
it, submitting
capi
ocrats talk of “Democratic “gains” in Iowa,
tal and deliberately “send hunger and woe
a Slate where there is no Democratic party,
and tears to many a hearthstone.” The no Democratic candidates, and no Democratjournal making this sweeping charg; has al- ic voters.—Worcester Spy.
Governor Seymour, with a Democratic
ways been rather hostile than otherwise, to
would be like a
American manufactures, thinking that it is majority in the Assembly,
picture of the old masters on exhibition in a
better to import our goods than to submit to
Water street rat pit.—N. Y. Commercial A<1any temporary inconvenience in establishing \ vertiser.
home production. It has always advocated
National Board of Trade.
the idea that it is better that the energies of
The following proceedings of the National
the country should be exclusively devoted to
Board of Trade Thursday, were received too
raising food and raw material to be exchang- late for insertion
yesterday:
ed with foreign manufacturers for their proThe Finance Committee made a report relatducts. But the fact that it honestly enterto
the
ing
resumption of specie payments on
The Ohio

_

the following basis:
First, for the redemption of Treasury notes
these damaging charges against so large a
of the United States, commonly called greenclass of men as it has done, unless it has the
backs, at the Treasury in the city of New York
l in gold coin on demand of the holders thereof,
most positive evidence.
! on and after the first Monday in July, 1877.
The Providence Journal, which has the
Second,' that uotes so redeemed may be reissued for making all payments by the United
means of knowing about the matter and is as
States other than those for which payment in
hostile to inflation as any paper in the counspecie is specially secured by existing laws, arid
try, declares that the statement ot the Journ- notes so redeemed be exchanged for gold or silcoin of the United States when requested
ver
al of Commerce, it “unfounded in all its asby any one desirous of making such exchange.
It
that
it
that
a
believes
says
pects.”
majori.
Third, that said Treasury notes of the United
ty of the manufacturers are opposed to infla- States shall continue to be a legal tender for
of all debts, public and private, as the
tion, that there is no concert of action rela- payment now.

tains these views should not leal it to make

in going from the lake to Montreal, American
vessels paid less thau Canadian.
Mr. Dorr of Chicago favored the improvement of the Illinois river, and the making of a
line from the Mississippi to the St. Lawrence

river.

Mr. Holton of Milwaukee opposed any Government aid to railways, and offered a substitute urging Congress to improve the national
water routes.

The Headless Skeleton,
IMPORTANT

shortening

The

preliminary

;

The Chicago Tribune of Monday last says
that currency is so plenty in that city that
one of the banks requested a customer, as a
favor, to take $25,000 in bills and pay it out
for grain, insteal of checking against it.
This fact, as far as it goes, is evidence that
there is a sufficiency of currency in the country for all legitimate purposes; and that bar-

ring

exceptional cases, nothing more
resumption of business gen-

is necessary to a

erally than confidence among those who arc
hoarding, and a reassessment of values. If
Chicago has plenty of money, it is because
she has something to sell at a fair
price,
■which eastern people and Europe must have.
It does, however, go to
prove that there is
currency enough, held by the people which
they will piy out when the want of bread
brings them to the Beuses they have nearly
lost in their scare about the
panic. When

those who have put away little rolls of
greenbacks are satisfied that there is no danger
and that money is safer in savings hanks and
the hands of the people who are

producing

and exchanging the necessaries of life
hoarded away, there will be no unusual
city of currency.

than
scar-

The Bangor Whig learns that Hon. niKnowlton of Skowhegan will not be a
This leaves
•andidate for the Speakership.
the course clearer for our Representative, Mr.
ram

Thomas,

who was

generally acknowledged

to have the lead before this

announcement.

The Centennial Commis;ion has issued a
circular to the clergy In which they ask ministers to make some reference in their coming

Thanksgiving

examination

of James M.

ordered to be committed to Auburn Jail, for trial at the Supreme Court for
Androscoggin county on the 3d Tuesday of
Lowell

was

January next,
The Lewiston Journal makes

the

following

important statements:
On Wednesday Officer Wiggin learned that
there wa6 a lady in Greene who remembered
some suspicious facts respecting the prisoner’s
clothing three years ago. The detective at once
visited the residence of Cyrus Lowell in Greene,
where he obtained the following:
Miss Mary A. Smith is a sister of Cyrus Lowell’s wile and is residing with them.
She in-

forms the officer that three years ago last July
or near that, Lowell, the prisoner, sold to CyTus a pair of new pants that he had bought just
before his wife disappeared.
Mi.-s Mary says that she then noticed on them
what seemed like spots of blood partly washed
out. She “twitted” Cyrus about it in a joking
way, and Cyrus said, “Jim has been butchering
in them for Mrs. Lane.”
Mary continues: “Immediately after his wife
he tried to get me to marry him.”
disappeared
Says he, ‘I’ve got something here that’s pretty’
and he put a gold necklace and locket around
I said: “That belonged to your
my neck.
wife.”
He replied: “Yes, ’twas hers.”
I said; “I
don’t want it.”
Then he showed me a gold
with
a
stone
in
that
to
belonged
green
ring
it,
his wife, and said he would give it to me, if I
would let him kiss me, I told him I wouldn’t
do either.”
“How do you fix the date so nicely?
Asks
the detective.”
“0!” says Mary, “I know by this: my sister
was sick, being
confined of a child in July,
187U, and I|remember it was just that time I
was there, and it was the
27th of July that I
and another sister (unmarried) left Cyrus,
house and went to Portland.”
“Is it not possible your dates are wrong?”
“No,” says Mary “for the child was three
years old last July.”
“I asked him,” continues Mary, “why ho
didn’t go back and live with his wife.”
“O” said he, “she’s gone off with a circns.”
Officer Wiggin also discovers that after Lowell’s wife disappeared, he sold five of his wife’s
dresses in Greene, three to Cyrus Lowell, one
to his mother and one to another lady.
He also
sold his wife’s hood to Mrs. Cyrus Lowell and
that lady t dd the detective that she had it on
when he saw her.

The Gazette says a VVomau’s Suffrage Association was formed in Rockland Monday. 26
persons became members.

Tuesday morning.
An adjourned Quarterly meeting of
cock Baptist Association convened

the Hanwith the
Baptist church in Mariaville on the afternoon
of the 14th inst., continuing in session throughout the loth, adjourning iu the eve to meet
with the Baptist church in Franklin ou Tuesday, 28th inst., at 2 p. m.
The Second Baptist church of Rockland have,
by a unanimous vote, changed their name; and
henceforth will be known as the Cedar Street
Baptist church of Rockland.
Rev. J. Mitchell of Kezar Falls, administered the ri te of baptism to twelve persons at
New Settlement, Hiram, on Sunday, Oct. 19th.
Two young women were baptised last Sunday by Rev. Dr. Estes, Pastor of the Baptist
church in Paris.
Rev. E. Knowlton will close his year and his
labors with the Free Will Baptist church in
Rockland uexl Sabbath.
The Methodist, meeeting house at Cranberry
Meadow, Berwick, is undergoing repairs. Rev.
Isaac Lord is laboring very successfully there
and the Society is in an unusually prosperous
condition.
On Sunday morning, ^Rev. Win. A. ICeese of
the Baptist church, Ellsworth, administered the
ordinance of baptism. Two young ladies were
the candidates.
Last Sabbath afternoon three converts were
baptized in Farmington—two by Rev. J. Heath
and one by Rev. O. Roys.
Rev. Mr. Milliken, pastor of the Free Baptist church, Parker’s Head, had an old folks’
party at the parsonage, Thursday 16th. There
were eleven persons present—united
ages 794
years. Average about 72. Oldest 87, youngest

64.

The Methodist

society

Exeter Mills have
thoroughly repaired their house of worship.
Rev. David Church of the Phillips and Madrid M. E. circuit has been holding a series of
meetings at Madrid village of late. Some ten
or twelve persons have come forward and ex
pressed a desire to live the life of the Christian.
A Sabbath School Convention will be held at
Springvale, in the Calvin Baptist church, the
11thof November.
at

sermons

to the

approaching
country's birth

centennial anniversary of our
to freedom and religious liberty.

per cent, per annum. The certificates so secured shall not exceed fifty million of dollars on
the whole, and said certificates shall he redeemable at the wdl of the holders thereof in Treasury notes of the United States of denominations now in use, and upou such redemption
the interest then accrued on such certificate!!
shall be payable and paid, and certificates so
redeemed shall be canceled and destroyed; but
new certificates may from tinif to time be issued in their places, and the amount, of certificates so redeemed, if the same shallbedemanded by hohlsrs of United States Treasury notes
and certificates so issued shall not he used for
law to
or computed in reserves uow required by
be held by national banks for the payment of
their circulation and deposit.
The report was made the special order for tomorrow

;

afternoon.

The transportation question was then taken
Mr. McLellan of Montreal said tne Canaup
dian imports from the United States were
about the same as the exports, and one half the
Dominion trade came from the West. When
the Welland Canal improvement was completed and the St. Lawrence improved from Quebec to Montreal, they would be in a fair position to compete for the New England trade.
Under the existing law Dominion merchants
could not compete for the New Englond trade.
If they could do this they would double the
facilities and thus help Western producers.
Mr. White of Montreal said that Canada had
improved her water routes with her own funds,
and was enlarging the Welland Canal and
portions of the St. Lowrence, and it has a capacity for vessels carrying 40,000 to 60,000
bushels of grain, giving the West the best posHe enlarged on the
sible outlet to the ocean.
transportation facilities of the Dominion,
States
that an illiberal
United
warning the
course on its part might provoke discrimination
against its people on the Welland Canal. He
concluded with the hope that unity of action
and friendship would ever exist between the
two

peoples.

Mr. Bonner of St. Louis spoke in favor’of a
double track railway between the East and
West, and of the necessity of increased facilities of transportation.
He thought the Mississippi route to Liverpool from the first the
but
favored
aid to all routes.
mosteconomical,
Mr. Dow of Buffalo favored both the improvements of the Welland Canal and the
Mississippi river, and hoped Canada would
allow the freedom of the canals to Americans.
Mr Howland of Canada explained that the

canal

was

the private property of Canada, and

ARE

UAHUKD

well shod? If

held regularly each Sabbath
at the Wormwood school house, so called, in
So. Alfred under the ministration of Rev.
John B. Tripp.
The new Catholic church in Eastport will be
completed in this month, and will be dedicated
by Bishop Bacon about the middle of November.
The M. E.

was some higher than iu the great
freshet of seven years ago. Some say higher
than it was ever known to be before. The roads
for miles were submerged from four to ten feet,
the fences badly demoralized. and the river
filled with logs and drift wood.

The
LAY

IN

John McCoombs, of Garland, was kicked in
the side by a horse on the 21st irist., breaking
two ribs and injuriug him otherwise.

Lancaster, Esq., of Bangor, received a dispatch Thursday announcing the
sudden death of his brother, John A. Lancaster, at Oakland, Cal., on Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. Scott, of Islesboro’, mate of schooner
Ella, which was lying at one of the E. & N. A.
wharves at Bangor, fell from aloft Thursday
morning and struck upon the pumps, breaking
several of his ribs and suffering severe bruises.

George

R.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Times says on the 11th of July last Frederic Bates, of Richmond, deceased, being at
the day of his death o.ie hundred aud two years
three months and twenty-one days old. lie
left five children, tbirty-two grand children,
eighty-two great grand children, twelve great
great grand children.

The temporary injunction asked for by some
of the Maiue Central stockholders to stop the
building of the new bridge at Waterville having been denied by Judge Danforth, the matter
of the Sunow goes before the regular term
preme Court in December, atSkowliegan, where
a bearing will be had for a permanent injunction.
Warren Loomis, of Skewhad his leg broken from
the kick of a horse. Dr. Wilbur reduced the
fracture and he is now doing well.
The

hog an.

Reporter says
last Tuesday

On Tuesday last, Jos D’Onen, of Skowhegan, was tumbled down a flight of stairs aud
had a rib fractured and a deep wound torn in
his lung. His case is considered very dangerous.

A female athlete of Skowhegan, in showing
gentleman visitor out of her house, kicked
him down a steep stairway and injured him so
severely that for two or three days it was thought
that he would die.
a

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Deputy Sheriff Smith, of Calais, had his arm
broken and his head badly injured, Wednesday,

by being thrown from his wagon.

The name of the brakeman who had his head
cut off at Woodstock, Tuesday night, by a N.
B. & C. locomotive, was Thomas Orr, and he
belonged in St. Stephen.

BOOTS,

SHOES

A
so

No disease which does no’ confine a mau to his lied
completely unfits him for business as dyspepsia.

When the stomach is foul, the brain is always muddy and confused, and as the cares and anxieties of
life are a sufficient burden for the organ ofthought to
bear, without bein tormented by the miseries born
of indignation, it is highly desirable for the brain's
sake, as well as for the sake of every other portion of the system, that the disoruered stomach

should be restored with the utmost dispatch to a
healthy, vigorous condition. This object can always
be accomplished by a course of Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, the purest and best of vegetable specifics,
which evacuates the morbid humors through the
bowels, rouses and rones the torpid stomach aud regulates the liver, imparts firmness to the nerves and
clears the sensonum of its mental cobwebs. Persons
sub ect to attacks of indigestion, bfiious headache,
irregularity of the bowels, sickness at the stomach,
or ‘-the blue«,” should ‘uko the Bitters once or twice
a day
the present season.

throughout

RUBBERS.

AND

FALL AND

SPECIAL

now

tun

offering

titan

sortment

a

larger

before,

ever

all the latest

bracing

sonable Goods

asem-

styles of SeaGENTS, LA-

lor

DIES, MISSES, BOYS and CHILdren's wear, all of wblcli
liable

arc

of re-

manufacture, and will be

offered at the very Lowest Prices

Don't fail to

sec

these Goods and

learn prices before you buy.

GEO. F. GOLDTHWAIT1
II

MARKET
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SQUARE.

sntf

Springer will receive pupils
drawing and painting at her room No.
Mrs. R. C.

Block.

in

object

12 Cahoon

ocl8sn*3w

DR. JAMES A. SPALDING,

THE

1873-74.

MORNING

STAR!

Compiled by the well known Authors
D. F. Hodges and Geo,
A Work

designed for

Church Choirs.

of

use

IV. Foster.

Singing Schools and

and beautiiul collection.
The attention of Teachers is invited to an examination of this work. Priee $13.50 per dozen.
For Sals Wholesale and Retail by
BAILEY A NOYES.
Exchange Street, Portland,
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.
oc25
sneodlm
A

new

Atlantic Lodge.
of Atlantic Lodge are requested

The members

3011-2 CONGRESS ST., Room No. 6.
Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

to

S~

RECEIVING

DRESS

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in t\e world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
v.cnelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
ld&w
Ivrs n

Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the period
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
mother. Be sure and call for

by all druggists.

WHITE’S

ter of such

loss

GOODS

SILKS
BARGAINS.

willing

testify

efficacy,”
[From
Congregationalist (Boston.)]
“White’s Specialty lor Dyspepsia, from pure
merit and virtue alcne is last overtaking, and bids
fair to exceed, in its sale, all the old popular medito its

the

PER

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.
Peace to his bones, the first who spread
luxuriunt bed,
For man’s indulgence given;
Still, as I stretch each weary limb,
I cast a grateful thought on him,
And wish him rest in Heaven.
Yet he's a ninny, who-tmpposes
That every bed's a bed cf roses.
For idle’s the conjecture.
The bachelor’s from blis* debar’d,
Aud he finds Hymen's rather hard,
Who bears a curtain lecture.
Would you avoid the noisome din
Of scolding wile and surely win
Her love for you forever,
Go buy a Walnut Chamber Set
At Merriman’s Store—now don’t forget,
And you’ll regret it never.
au2
sntf
The soft

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS*.
REAL ESTATE IflORTOACrES.
All carefully selected in the west,
paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.
MIDDLE

FRANKLIN

IN-

COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal correspondent writesWe have just had quite a freshet at
on
the Sandy river and its branches. Sad
havoc has been made among the bridges and
dams. Eight bridges are gone, that will cost
one hundred dollars each to
replace. So much
for Phillips, In Madrid,part of the dam at Perham stream belonging to
Josiah F.
Messrs,
Prescott and Sewall Kelley. A dam across the
rner at Madrid has all
gone aind a part of the
flume at the mill at Madrid
Village, property of
Isaiah Clark, Esq. Roads
badly washed in
Avon, which comes in for a share,especia lly on
J

Phillipsami

thestage road.

SHADES.
oar

Prices.

BROS,

PAN IC
IN

ap29

sntf

To Let.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
No. 90 Commercial St.

W. W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.
septl2sntf

The PnMcoger Trains on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Ntatisn, Commercial Street, Toot of State
GEO. BACHELDER,
Street.
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
anl5sntf
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.

DENTIST12

removed to

MARKET

SQUARE.

safe and sure remedy for removing Tan. Pimples
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rondoring it soft and fresh and Imparting to it
PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A

BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists. 303 Congress street *
Portland, Me.

au26sntf

WOOD’S, ESTEY’S and SMITH’S
REED ORGANS.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Accordeous, Strings of the best quality, and ail kinds of

Musical Instruments and
and Retail by

LANGUAGE.

JULES L. JJIORAZAIN,
OE PARIS,
Instrtuclor in French at the High
School.

KOHLING’S.
because he has

IPrrrely Medicinal

Merchandise,

Wholesale
C. K. H AWES.
77 Middle St.
Particular attention given to orders.
se!2
sn3mos

For Sale by all Drnggists.
National Tonic Bitters,

PURELY

MEDICINAL.

fob sale by all drcgoists.
qel7

Baltimore for Portsmouth.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d. schs A W Barker,
Snowman. Wilmington for Boston; Samuel Lewis,
Young, So Amboy for Bangor, lost jib; Sammy Ford
Allen, New York for Calais; Enterprise, Leighton,
Hoboken for Portsmouth; Terrapin, Wooster. Philadelphia for Salem; Pciro, Kelley, Savannah for St
John, NB; Seventy-Six, Teel. Maryland for Bath,
Host boat 20tb); Nellie Doe, Richardson, Hoboken
for Bucksport.)

Passed by. barque Daring, McDonald, So Amboy
for Portland.
Sid, brig Melrose; schs Maud Webster, Enterprise,
and Sammy Ford.
WABEHAM—Ar 20th, sch Red Jacket, Averill,

a

stock of the

The Order of the
25 doz. Md’me Foj’s

PORT*.

Arat Hong Kong Aug 31, ship Puritan, Doane,
Portland via Honolulu.
At Yokohama Sept 20, barque Etta Loriug, Loring,
for New York, ldg.
Sid fm Singapore Sept 3, ship Pride of the Port,
Baker, Boston.
At Manila Aug 22, s.dp Old Dominion, Morse, for
New York; barque Masonic, Lampber, tor Boston or
New York.
Sid fm Bremen 20th ult, barque Metis,
Sondy Hook.
Sid fm Dantzic 7th inst. brig C A Sparks,

Ellis, for

We still continue to sell

_

CONSUMPTION

RLd&w3m30

CAN BE CURED

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC 'SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pul nonary

consumption.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. 11 locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-tbiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling someiimes
very restless, and at other times drow’sy;t1ie food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate troni a disordered condit ion of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, ami if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liver and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of liis situation, the lungs
are a mass of sore?, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric .juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circula!
tion of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills arc required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H
SCHF.NCK & SON, Noitheast corner of Sixth and
Arch sireets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Bosand John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
I ton,
For sale by Druggists generally. septSsneodtf

Jacqueline Corsets

cur

the very low price of tfuc Dollar
warrant

fit

a

in every

All

case.

at

pair, and

a

other Corsets at the

same

Extremely Low Trices.

HOSIERY!
HOSIERY !
of

all qualities.

We offer bargains in Hosiery.

90 doz. Mi«ne» White Fleeced Hose 16c
per pair.
IO doz. Misses (W hite and Col d Wool) 95c
per pair,
Wool Hose 15c.
“
«•
95c.
Fleeced Hose 95c.
Ladies’
“

The above goods
To

we

ask especial attention to.

regular stock of Worsteds

our

complete

we

have added

a

assortment of

Bradley,

Greenock 10th iast, barque Sarah E Kingsbury, Waterhouse, Porto Rico.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Sept 8, barque Harvest Home,
Dickey, Montevideo.
In port Sept 14, barque Emma F Herr]man. Nichols, unc; brig F I Henderson, Henderson, do, and
the recent arrivals.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres 5ih ult, brig Madawaska,

Smith,

Corset and Skirt

Supporter $1.10 per pair.

Baltimore.
BOSTON—Ar
Charleston for

23d, brig Chas Miller, Gilchrist, from
Weymouth, (and proceeded); Chlmborazoo, Coombs, Maryland for Rockland; sebs Laura Bridgman, Clark, Baltimore for Portland;
Sophia
Kranz, Dyer, Alexandria; L & M Knowles, Peterson, Baltimore.
Cld 23d. sebs J P Wyman, Urann, Darien ; Winslow', Doane, Bangor; M a riel, Anderson. Portland;
Danl Webster, Haskell, Hayti; Onward, Leland, for
Rockport, to load for New York.
Ar 24th, sch Robin, Strout, Port John on.
Cld 24th, ship Ageuor, Knowles, Callao.
Sid 24th, barque Matthew Baird.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Isaac Oberton, Crockett,
Baltimore; Send, Hallowed. Elizabethport for Pembroke; J W Drisko, Haskell, Port Caledonia CB for
New York.
DANVERS—Ar 18th, schs Ivy Bell,Cox, from Port
Johnson; Lizzie Brewster, Smith, for Weehawken;
Lookout. Morton, New York.
GLOUCESTER—Cld 23d, brig Ernestine, Knight,
Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 22(1, schs Ralph M Rayward,
Doane. Baltimore; Gov Conev, Ridley, PUtston.
Sid 22d, schs J W Woodruff, Haskell, Bangor; Geo

Day !

for Australia.

Germantown Wool in all Colors.

Gloves

Kid

Specialty !

a

Sid fm Surinam 29th ult, sch Paul Scavey, Lowell,

Boston..

GOODS

OVERCOATINGS
than he has before'displayed. Also Pants
Goods, which for beauty, strengh aud
stylishness are the admiration of all.
In displaying these Goods and his

FALL

SUITINGS,

he takes especial pleasure, knowing that
none can present better.

Sid fin Kingston, J, 13tli, brig R S Hassell, Hodgdon, Falmouth and Philadelphia.
Sid fm Caibarieii 14tli iust, ship Lisbon, Dunning,
New York.
At Havana 18tb. barqne Palo Alto, Jenkins, for
North of Hatteras; brig Helen G Rich, for New York,
Abbie Clifford, Wiley, and Edw H Williams, Tucker,
uric; Antilles, Skinner, and Eudoru?, Minott, do;

and others.
Chartered—barques Acacia, to load at Sagua tor
North ot Hatteras, molasses at $4 75 pr bhd; Fannie
H Loriug, io load at Caibaritn for New York, melado
at $5 25 pr bhd.
Sid fm Cardenas 17tb, brig Perces Hinckley, Foster
North of Hatteras.
Sid fin Sagua9th, brig Torrent. Wilder. Portland;
11th, barque Jas McCarty, Small, New York; brig
Geo W Chase, Patterson, North of Hatteras; 15th,
barques Almoner, Averill. do; Joshua Loring, Marshall, Delaware Breakwater; brjg J W Hunt, Pillsbury. North ol Hatteras.
Ar at North Sydney CB 9tli. barqne Penang, Patten, Havre, (and cld 15ili tor Baltimore); 10th. brig
J II Lane, Shute, Stetin. (and cld 15th for New

SSl“Tbcse goods will be made up in a manner to
gice style to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

RUCHING, RUFFLING,

H.

KFOKE.L
Sept 16, lat 2C 35 N, Ion 37 40 W, ship Orient, from
Callao for Cork.
Aug 28, lat 15 N Ion 28 W, barqne Priscilla, Frazer,
from Cardiff for Rio Janeiro.

YAK LACES AND BRAID.

Goods received dally, to which

New

to examine

NO. 10 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
CONGRESS

In Standisb, Oct. 19, by Rev. Thos. Strout, George
Standish and Mrs. Margaret Maberyof
Windham.
In Portsmouth. N. H., Oct. 22, by Rev. J. F. Ringham. Augustus M Tapper, M.D.. of Rockport, Mass,
and Miss Fannie E. Garden of Woodstock, N. B.

SAFE INVESTMENT.
HOME

8100,000
CITV

Iii addition to

Ele-

our

gant Stock of

G

PKR

first class
security, as good ns the best.
chance for Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

M. PAYSON &

ocl_PORTLAND.dti

FOR

$20,000

CUSTOM CLOTHING
keep

a

complete assort-

ment of

Ready-Made Clothing,
of

our

the

28
28
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 29
Scotia. New York.. Liverpool.Oct 29
City of Havana_ New York. .Havana._Oct 30
Caspian.Quebec.Liverpool.. Nov 1
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool_Nov 1
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Nov 1
MoroCastle.New York..Havana.Nov 4
Claribel.New York. .Pt au Prince. Nov 5
Granada.... New York. .Aspinwall_Nov 5
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool_Nov 5
Atlas.New York .Jamaica.Nov 4

Almanac.October 25.
Sun rises.6.25 I Moon f*ets. 7.30 PM
Sun sets.5.03 I Hlgli watci. 1.45 PM

MiYRHSTE

NEWS.
Friday, Oct. 94.

ARRIVED.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
BarqueS R Lyman, new, 598 tons) Paikhand, of
and trom Yarmouth, in tow of tug Tiger.
Brig Ernestine, Knight. Gloucester.
Sch Tslumab, Harding, Brunswick, Ga, for Yar-

mouth.

Sch Edith. Bean, Baltimore—coal to H L Paine.
Seh Laura Bridgman, Clark, Georgetown—coal to
C M Rice.
Sch Lizzie B Gregg, Anderson, Philadelphia.
Sch Geo Amos, York, New York for Gardiner.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall. Boston.
Sch Citizen, Upton, Boston—iron to Rolling Mills.
Sch Iris. (Br) Buchard. Boston.|to load for St JohD.
Sch Ida L Howard. Williams, Boston.
Sch Geo V Richards, (Br) Barlow, Portsmouth, to
load for St John, NB.
Sch Oregon, Dun tor. Boothbay.
Schs Dexalo, Hopkins, and Isabel, Staples, Franklin for Boston.
Sch L Southard, Tracey, Gouldaboro for Boston.
CLEARED.

Sch Samuel E Fabcns, Lyman, Philadelphia—J
Nickerson.
Bunker
Sch Hattie Ellen, Ashford, New York
—

Bros.

Sch Addie Murchie, Metcalf, New York—Bunker
Bros.
Schs Rannie Westbrook. Littlejohn, and Harriet
Fuller, Willard, New York—Orland Nickerson.
Sch Casco Lodge. Pierce, New York—Orlando Nickerson.

inspection of the pub-

lic at

Launched—At Rockland 22d inst, by McAllister
& Co, a three-masted schr of ;>81 tons, named the
Sarah F Bird, to be commanded bvCapt F C Hall.
At Brewer 23d, by Jos Oakes & Son. a three-masted
schr of 348 tons, named Emma H Drummond, to be
commanded by Capt J F Higgins.

_Bfi? ?a^e ®

nElRORANDA.
Wheeler, Mountfort, from Sagua for

Philadelphia, which anived at New York 22d. had
heavy gales on the passage from NE to SE, during
which lost and split, sails, and shifted
cargo.
Seh A F Ames, ot Rockland, from Alexandria for
Portsmouth NH, put back to Hampton Roads 17tli
in distress, having encountered a violent
gale on the
7th and lost all her sails except the gaff topsail and
flying jib ; washed away everything on deck, including small boat and water casks, and stove galley,
bulwarks, water casks, yawl boat, &c, and disabled
some of the crew.

iki p

eodly

—OF—

and

a

choice stock of

MILLINERY GOODS,
found at

EASTMAN & CUTT8\

MIDDLE

ST.,

ALLEN & CO.
eodSw

^0025__
Administrator's Notice.

hcreov given, that the suoscriber has
been
duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
GEORGE S. NEWMAN, late of Kodiac, Alaska

No,

1, U. S. Hotel Building.
ncio____a«
Raymond’s Quadrille Band
Is

Music for

as the law directs.
All
persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required tp exhibit the same; ami all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to

deceased, and given bonds

JOHN M. SOULE, late of Cape Elizabeth,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
ELLEN F. SOULE, Adm’x.
Cape Elizabeth, Oct, 21. 1873.
oc25dl:tw3wS*

SMOKOG

Parties,.

on all occasions where music is
required.
orders promptly attended to by applying to
J. VV. BAVtlO.ID, Wo, 54 l.iurolw
St...
or L. WISWEI.L, No. 3 Free Street
Block. Any
number of pieces furnished.
_J. W. BAfMOND. Prompter.

and

Discount

SAMUEL NEWMAN, Administrator.
7, 1873.
oe25dlaw3wS*

]\rOTICE

Private

All

Falnionth. Oct.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
11
upon
herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

prepared to furnish

Balls,

Assemblies, Levees,

is

NOTICE

N ,J'V

K is

on

Taxes^

hereby given that tlic time allowed by

ixesforyi873, uSa

TO,nntary I,&ymentof

Diacount of Five percent.,
will expaire at dose of business on the
31st.. of
October.

Portlam!.^1^’ TreRS' anrt
MISS AUGUSTA F. WALKER
HAVING RETURNED

HOT !

To this

Baked Beaus and Brown Bread
SMOKING

HOT,

For Sale every Sunday Morniny at Bakery No. 22 Anderson Street.
oc25eod!w

RICE? A-

CAV.DERWOOn.

Homo lor tgt'd lVomm,
annual meeting of this Association will be
hold at the Home, on Emery Street, on TEES
DAY. Oct. 23th, at 3) o’clock P. M.

THE

oe25d3t

Per Order.

TO

son.

%

Brown’s Block.

to be

87

Sch Radiant, Nickerson, Boston—Orlando NickerSch Geo Brooks, Lindsey, Boston—Bunker Bros.
Sch S K Jones, (Br) Bissett, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
« Sch E
Bowlby, (Br) Murchie, St Andrews, NB—
Jobu Porteous.

«. K. DAVIS,
Estate and Loan Agency

Real

invite HATS & BONNETS!

Territory,

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Real Estate Seccrities. paying 8 to 1# per
cent, i net rest tree ot Taxes. Investment* in Real
Estate m Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. Fikst class securities always on hand. Interest
anti principal collected without charge. Gi afantebs
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its Real fc*tate loans.
Real Estate investments ani>
improvements made on commission and on shares,
bankable paper bought and sold.

Manufacture,

own

to which wc would

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Oct
Wilmington.New Sfork. Havana.Oct

To loan on fiist class .tloi tgages in
Portland and Vicinity In
sums to suit.

Fall and Winter Styles

Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 25
New York. .Liverpool.Oct 25
Samaria.New York. Liverpool_Oct 25
Saxonia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 25
Ouba.New York. Havana.Oct 25

CO.,

33 EXCHANGE STREET

DEPARTURE OF OC EAN ttTEAMEKN
Prussian.
City of Richmond

LEWISTON,

strictly

rare

WOOLENS II.

city. Oct. 24, Thomas A., son of Patrick and
Mary McDermot, aged 1 year 16 days.

lu Baltimore, Oct. 24, Mrs. Harriet Louisa Cram,
wife of Ashbel H. Cram, of Portland.
In Deering, Oct. 23, Christopher S. Tanner, aged 16
years 4 months,—son of Robert Tanner.
[Funeral services on Sunday afternoon at 4J o’clk,
at bis father’s house, in Deering.
In Buxton, Oct. 19, Luella F., only child of Supply
and Eva Dean, aged 1 year 4 months 15 days.

OF

CENT.

BONDS
The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.
A

In this

[Funeral services Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at No. 9 Tyng street.
In this city, Oct. 23. Georgie T., daughter oi the
late Alfred Bean, aged 29 years.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.]

SECURITY.

The Subscribers offer for Male

we

DIED.

STREET.

oc20.lw

CLOTHlMr

sdlm

Maybery of

invite all

we

before purchasing elsewhere.

DAVIS & CO.,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

FINE

KOHLING,

ORNA-

MENTS, BUTTONS, Ac.

A

W.

GIMP

York.)

KOHLING is confident that even his
critical customers can find no fan t with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they are satisfied that the best articles are the cheapest.

3 APPLETON BLOCK.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
au2sntt

CIGARS.

A

door above Brow n.

FRENCH

NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

one

at

IVIiniatnre

CLOTH

PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, sch Jos Oakes, Gardiner,
Jacksonville.
Sid 22d, schs A K Woodward, Woodward, and Lizzie Raymond. Lord. New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 22d, sch Addle Ryerson, White,

Ar at

they purchase goods

fO.’S.

&

BJYRG^YINS

Stephen

Cardiff-.

wheu

Store

Ayres.

Passed through Hell Cate 22(1, schs Locbiel. Hall,
New York for Providence; Isabella Jewett, Fuller,
Bull River SC forVineyard-Haven;
J Watts
Watts. New York for Salem; Uncle Tom, Look, do
lor Boston.

MARRIED.

(^“SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
«ntf
Junl3

Rather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge
my Workmen.
300,000 Cigars to be sold at from
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
than my usual low price, and in
tetail a come down of from lo to
30 per cent. Splendid Imported
Cigars Irom $60 to $130 per Thou,
sand. Domestic from $14 to $75
per Thousand. YVby buy Cheroots
and pay $1.10 per box, When yon
can gel a box of Cigars lor $1.40
per box. Fine double thick Navy
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
wholesale,
This is the amount of goods in Cigar Store Corner
Middle ami Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16
Market Square.
G^**Come aud satisfy yourselves.
E. PONCE.
oc7snlm

a MARBLE

EVERYBODY SATISFIED

purchase at

can

DAVIS

sntf

To tlie Public.
The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives noliee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public are therefore lequesteil to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
Per order.
justice.

SILKS

332 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.
oc6snd&wlf

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

sntf

you

m

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.

was

passable.

O.

oo20

Be30_

STREET.

junl3

NO

GREAT

for selling,

BOX 173G F.

BOTTLE.

—

EASTMAN

Reason

that can be found in Portland. His selections are from the Choicest Samples
in Boston and New York. He has just
received a larger and Better assortment
of superior

A. PARSONS, III. B.,

U"Ple#ie call and «et

Rent low.

ARTICLES
Davis & Co.’s

FOREIGN

Address for particulars,

_miscellaneous.

Reach. Blair, New York.
FERNANDINA—Ar 15th, sch Adeliza, Huntley,
New Bedford.
S d 16th,tch Emma McAdara. Marsh. New York.
JACKSON VILLE—CM 15th.schs Susan,Dearborn
New York ; II C Sheppard, Clark, do.
and thereby SAVE MON FI „„d haTe a
largfr u
Cld 16th, schs Florida, Jordan. New York; Jas K j sortnu-nt to select
from, tliau at any other placeLawrence, Her tick, do: Eva Adell, Eaton, Boston;
Chas Sawyer, Mullen, Portland.
Cld 17th. sch Hattie Turner, Turner. Boston.
MEBEVO V.\DEROAR.tlEI«TS,
SAVANNAH—Ar 10th, sell Georgia, Forbes, from
Belfast. 1
Cld {22(1, ship Colorado, Ingraham, Liverpool; sch
all qualities for Children.
S P Brown. Tinker. Fernandina.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, ship Frank N Thayer,
Starrett, Savannah.
IUERIIVO I.VDERCIAR.HENTS,
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, sch A Hay ford, Coombs,
M Storer, (new, 450 tons) Wade, fin
Waldoboro; Speedwell, Drisko, Salem; A Rokes,
all >iualities for Misses,
Rhodes, Windsor, NS.
CM 22d, barque Sarah E Frazer. Knight, for West
Indies: sch HH Fisx. Wixon. Boston.
llEUIXO I^DERaiRtlENTS,
S’d 20th. ship St Lucie, for San Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 21st, sells B F Lowell,
Rice, Boston; Geo G Jewett. Finlay, do.
all qualities for Ladies at
Cld 22d, schs B J Willard, Woodbury, and E G
j
Willard, Wallace, Portland ; St Croix, Eaton, for
Boston.
SOUTH AMBOY —Ar 20th, sch Addle Jordan. I
Nichols, Brunswick, Ga.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, schs Nancy W Smith. Tookj
er, Sagua; E G Sawyer, Hal). Brunswick. Ga.
Cld 22(1, brig R W Messer, Ilewett, Coruna.
Cld 23d. ships Young America, Mansion. San Francisco; Alice Buck. Snow, lor Liverpool; barque F C
Clark, Metcalf, London; Sarah lugeisoll,lor Buenos

SALE.

“Dyspepsia.” White's Specialty for this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested by
thousands who have been benelitted by it, and are
to

Baltimore.
Ar 18fh, brig l ong

I V Richards, Barlow, Portland.

NEWEST AND CHOICEST FAEE

Eastern! and Maine Central Rail-

REDINGOTES.

ELEGANT

THIS CITY

eeplessnoss,

*

roads.

—

FOR

STORE

mental
id physical
debility as well as many others which
neglected,
will soon place “the house we live in" reyond the
reach of ny remedy.
[From the Boston Journal.]

NOTICE.
—

AND

—

CLASS

GOODS
IN

mas-

CLOAKS, DOLMANS, JACKETS

AMERICAN

OF A

of appetite heartburn,

symptoms
palpitation of the heart, dizziness,
as

mefancholly, costiveness, wind,

Or of

DECIDED

DRY

SPECIALTY

For Dyspepsia.
the only prompt, efficient, an safe

This is

FIXTURES

jy7MWS6m

SN

—ALSO—

AT

AND

FIRST

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”

Inquire of

BLACK

STOCK

other business.

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
THE
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.

AND

feuuine,

Location good.

Mothers, Mothers, Mothers,

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

—

only

—

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

NEW

popularity it nas attained. It is a sure and effecremedy. It is sold in almost every country in
the world, aiid is becoming more and more popular
every year. Its healing properties have been fully
all over the world, and it need
to be
known to be prized. Be sure you buy none but the
manufactured by Perry Davis & Son,
’rovidence, R. 1.
seSOsneodlm&w
GQP~Sold by all Druggist.
tive

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

06

Masonic Hall on Saturday morning, at
1-9 o’clock, to attend the funeral of our late
Brother, Freeman Bradford.
The members of Portland and Ancient Landmark
Per Order,
Lodges are invited to join.
ALPHEUS G. ROGERS, Sec’y.
oc24
sn2t

ARE

Thirty Yiars are certainly a long enough time to
prove the efflcency of any medicine, and that the
PAIN-KILLER is deserving of all its proprietors
claim for it, i“ amply proved by the unparalelled

6ellsnCm

meet at

B R O

remedy ever known for Bruises, Cuts. Burns,&c
Dysentery or Cholera, or any sort of bowel
com plaint,it is a remedy unsurpassed for efficiency and
rapidity of action. Inthe great cities of India and other
hot climates, it has become the Standard Me Heine
for all such complaints, as well as for Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaints, and other kindred disorders. For
Coughs and Colds, Canker, Asthma, and Rheumatic
difficulties, it lias beeu proved by the most abundant
and convincing testimony to be an invaluable mediccine. No article ever attained such unbounded popularity. As an external and internal medicine, the

Residence Preble

9

EASTMAN

best

tested)

OCULIST.

He

—FOR—

OF

responsibilitv. Physicians of the first respectability recommend it is as a most effectual preparation for the extinction of pain. It is not only the
and

Pain-Killer stands unrivalled.

Notice.

iy26snMW&S3m&w32

SINGING BOOK

SEASON

may justly
for there is

but for

tor CAS1I.

ministry de-

does not
look for a high salary, as much as he does to do the
work of our Heavenly Father. For further particulars piease addre. s
MINISTRY.
oo25«nlw
Boston P. O., Mass.
A NEW

after thirty years trial, the “PAIN-KILLER’
be styled the great mediciue of the world,
no region of the globe into which it has
not found its way, and none where it has not been
largely and hi ghly prized. Moreover, there is no climate to which it has not proved itself to be well adapted
for the cure of considerable variety of diseases; it is
admirably suited lor every race. It has lost none of
its good name by repeated trials, but coutinues to
occupy a prominent position in every medicine chest;
and is still receiving the most unqualified testimonals
to its virtues, from persons of tho high st character
And

I

FOR SALE Bf ALL DRUGGISTS.

NOTICE

A young man just entering into the
•ires a call wherever there i9 a vacancy.

KILLER!

PAIN

DO.HEHTIC PORTA.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, ship Cultivator, Upton, New York.
CM 15th. ship Ilermon. Miuott, Liverpool.
INDIANOLA—Ar 22d, sch Ida Lewis, Heustis,
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 18th. ship Montebello, Kelley, Liverpool via Savannah.
MOBILE—Ar 20th, barquo Marathon, Emery,

«

DAVIS’

WINTER.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

LYONS POPLINS

The News says as Alson P,
Choplin, of Lewiston, was out gunning in the woods near Pinliook, Wednesday, the double barrelled gun
which he was carrying burst, sending one
piece
through his arm, and tcarring his face somewhat.

1873.

OVER 30 YEARS,

cines of the d. y.”

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

people.

Extant

Mediciue

Popular

PERRY

For sale

Disabling Disease.

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

JAMES A. TENNEY.

SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF

Has

The News says a little son of Edw’d
Chase,
of Harrison, two years of age, while
attempting to use an axe, in imitation of his father,
ent his left hand badly, nearly
severing two fin
gers.
The News says a frail wife attached herself
to a membor ot a minstrel troupe playing in
Harrison and followed him to Fryebnrg. The
husband and a sheriff overtook the erring couple, and persuaded the woman to return.
The News says a smart little four year old
girl in Harrison recently contemplated embarking in the poultry business, aud as the initial
step planted in her father’s field a number of
hen feathers, and is now patiently waiting for
the harvest.
A snake charmer has been delighting Naples

the Promises.

Most

1840.

IN GENERAL.

Col. Thom has submitted to the Secretary of
War estimates forrivers and harbors in Maine
and New Hampshire as follows: Kennebec
river, Maine, $15,000; Portland, $50,000; Penobscot river, $50,000; Machias river, $30,000;—
St. Croix river, $25,000; Camden harbor, $23,000; Saco river, $50,000; New Hampshire, Merrimac river, $500,000.

—

The Times says that during the past season
a substantial aud
durable bridge, one of the
best in the State, was constructed across the
Molunkus stream. It is 120 feet spau and has
granite abutments, built by the State, under
the supervision of the Agent.

on

OF

STOCK

SOMERSET COUNTY.

of Eddington have thoroughly repaired their church, which is now a
convenient
and
comfortable
house of worvery
ship. Rev. C. E. Libby, of Brewer, occupies
the pulpit one half day of each Sabbath.
Rev. Isaac J. Mead is to be ordained pastor
of the Universalist church in Hiram, Wednesday Nov. 5th.

The Journal says the desil body of an infant
discovered buried six inches under ground
in Lewiston, Medical men express the opinion that the infaut was prematurely born.
The Lewiston and Auburn shoo shipments
for the past week foot up 1,680 cases to 1,633
cases for the week previous, and 1,434 cases for
the corresponding week of last year.
On the Androscoggin Division of the M. CIt. B., the storm has done considerable damage.
200 feet of the Dead River bridge in Leedslwas
carried off, and about a week will be required
to put it in order. Three rows of piling on the
railroad bridge over Sandy River, at Farmington. have been swept out, aud the bridge is im-

YOUB

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Society

STATE

on Emery Street, just finished with al
the modern improvements; Bath Room,Sel>ago, Gas,
& etc.

sep25sntf

GOI.DT11WAI T’S

condition.

are

not, go to

New Houses

Apply

AND

SALE.

FOR

For cold and wet weather,—that is, are your feet

NOTICES.

FOR THE

Tuesday, it

The Methodist meeting house at Cranberry
Meadow', Berwick, is undergoing repairs. Rev.
Isaac L-ird is laboring very successfully there,
and the society is in an unusually prosperous

Meetings

SPECIAL

READY

YOU

LvUAA *

(Rumford Correspondence.)
The Androscoggin river here rose rapidly after Monday’s storm, so that at 8 o’clock, p. in.,

Religions Intelligence.

Mosely H. Williams, for three years
pastor of Plymouth Church in this city, has
asked his dismission. The church will act upon the request next week.
Rev. J. P. Taylor, rector of St. Paul’s
Church, Brunswick, has resigned.
Rev. W. R. Cross will be installed Pastor of
the Congregational Church at Orouo. on Tuesday evening, 28th inst.
Rev. Henry Shepard was ordained pastor of
the Universalist church at Orono on Thursday
evening of this week. Rev. W. E. Gibbs of
Portland preached the sermon.
Rev. William H. Lyon was ordained pastor
of the Unitarian church in Ellsworth, Oct. 21.
Sermon by Rsv. R. R. Shipper! of Boston.
Rev. A. R. Crane of Hallowed, is to receive
a call to the pastorate of the Baptist church in
Waterville.
Rev. Mr. Hardy, who has preached in the
Congregational Church in Presque Isle village
for two years past, preached his closing sermon
last Sabbath.
Rev. Mr. Ecob, pastor of the Congregational
church in Augvsta, has so far recovered his
health that he is able to ride out.
Rev. J. Dinsmore closes his ministerial
labors in No. Vassalboro on the first of November. Mr. Dinsmore has been pastor of the Congregational society for about nine years.
The Waldo Conference of Congregational
churches commenced Tuesday at the 1st Congregational church in Belfast. Tuesday evening Rev. Dr. Thurston gave an interesting account of the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance.
The Uuion Conference of the Congregational
churches will hold its semi-annual meeting at
Hiram Tuesday and Wednesday. Oct. 28th
and 29th—the session commencing at 10 o’clock
Rev.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

KNOX COUNTY.

tiinu

tion.

some

COM-

Lowell for the murder of his wife, June ’2th,
1870, in Lewistou, closed on Friday forenoon.

same are

Fourth, that for the purpose of regulating
except at Fall River.
When money is scarce at twenty-four per the currency, as furnished by said Treasury
notes, and providing for its expansion or eoncent., when goods are unsalable, with an ap- tr-ction at seasons when such changes in its
the counprehension of a decline of the raw material, value are called for by the business ofwill
be autry, the Secretary of the Treasury
on the opening of the market, surely no mathorized to issue, iu exchange for such Treasulignant motives, no murderous policy need be ry notes, registered certificates of debt in sums
less than $500 or any multiple thereof,
imagined to explain the suspension of produc- not
which certificates shall heat interest of 3 50-100

tive to

DEVELOPMENTS—LOWELL
MITTED FOR TRIAL.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal correspondent says the
effects of the pauie are beginning to be severely
felt in Augusta. ODe large manufacturing firm
lias been obliged to discharge a large part of
their men for want of money to pay them,
though they have plenty of funds in the bauk,
but canuot draw them.
The Trustees of the Insane Hospital made
their annual inspection of that institutiou
Thursday. There is au increase of patients
since the last inspection.
Edgar O. Pierce fell from the staging of a
new railroad bridge in Waterville, a day or two
since, a distance of tiftee feet, and struck ou a
ledge in the river. The ledge was covered with
water, and that broke the fall and saved the
young man’s life. His hip was slightly injured
aud leg scarred.

No. so

BE

Spring
HOUSE
quire at the house,

Ll-.T

street.
or of

oc25dlw

FRANK NOYES,

Exchange St,

Wanted.
MAKERS at 167 Midale street.

Best

price
COAT
paid.
oc23dtfC. H. CKESLEY.

TWO

Maine Savings Bank.
Street, Portland.

deposited in this Bank on the first day
ot liny month begins on interest the
same dav
dopoaiteuon any other day, beglua on interest rh,
e8c

MONK'S
1

first flay of the fol’hwing month.
A. M. BUBTON,
junird&wtf

stock in tbo State, and lowest
AI1 ®nr veal estate In Maine baa I wen ml. 1 price#
exconi
small .arms which we will '‘almost
give aw-.v "
0..1 man Colby" lias postnnned going to
\.,w
loans til! sometime in December, as lie
Frost" to “Yellov Jack.” Call so, n p for
our books will be
shipredsonth before "the oM ».n
tleman" goes. ALBFKT COLBY
1 *■
&'SOVs 119
hchange Street.
J

two

cfe'rs laJv
L

--______ oclgdif

DRIED APPLES.
50 I^bls. Dried
Apples
-for

sale by—

SMITH, GAGE

Wanted.
Gentlemen of steady habits can find good
Board and pleasant rooms by enquiring at 125
Oxford Street.
oc25dtf

IVo. lOO middle

»lw
oc"i___
Books Cheaper than Ever.

,,?,en'

For ter mg &c. in-

No. 91

City, is ready to receive'
orders lor Family DRESS
MAKING, and can be found at
120 Brackett, Cor. Carlton St.

Trntewer,

oclBdlw

aa

& CO. *
*

—--—__Wtreot.

Butter and Cheese!
RESCh««'’nJw r"T“f.

Plain and

»AKtesr&fc*-?®
oc2l

s. P. BARBOUR,
No. 131) Commercial St.

PRESS.1

THE

The Haydns
which

shortly to give a concert, at
present the “Hymn of Praise.’’

they will

Pritham, the deiendaut in the breach of promSATURDAY MORNING* OCT. 25, 1873
ise case before the Superior Court, yesterday,
settled It before the trial on the payment of
the puehh
The parties belong in Freeport.
§1300.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes- I
iendcn Bros.,
Yesterday the Portland Cadets left for Bangor
Brnneil & Co., J
Robinson,
Marquis.
Andrews, \\ entworth, Glendcnning Moses, Henderaccompanied by Chandler’s Band
son, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
The quarterly Sunday School Concert of the
the
it^.
At Biddeford, of
Pillsbury.
Congress
Square Universalist church will take
At Saco of L,
Hodgdon.
The singing of the
At Waterville, of ,J. S. Carter.
place to-morrow evening.
At Gorham, of News Aeeut.
children connected with this school is usually
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
the praise of all who
very fine and commands
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebutik, of C. E. Miller.
hear it. The public are invited to attend.

Adrerliwmt

New

stH

To-Day.

That original but austere body will
supper.
doubtless attend.
A large amount of liquor of various kinds
was seized yesterday at Rufus
Stanley’s, Fore
street, by the deputy sheriff.

Launched.—Thursday the splendid bark S
Lyman was successfully launched from the
yard of Blanchard Brothers, Yarmouth, and
yesterday she was towed to this city and now
lies at Long wharf.
R.

Ladies—Loring’s Spccitic.
W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s Announcements—2.
First Class Fire Insurance.

ANNEX AT ION
MEETING.
Pursuant to the request of several citizens and a
vote f the Joint Special Committee of the City
Council to consider the subject of annexing a portion
of Cape Elizabeth to Portland, a public hearing is
at

CITY

HALL,

TUESDAY EVENING, Oct. 28th,
AT 7 1

O’CLOCK,
before the

public for

Parties both in favor of and against the project arc
cordially invited to be present and express their
views. The citizens of Cape Elizabeth as well as
Portland are invited to be present to listen to the
discussion of the subject.
GEORGE P. WESCOTT,
Chairman of Joint Committee.
oc25d3t
Pmtland, Oct. 24,1873.
OfArgus and Advertiser copy.
BcligiouM Noliecs.
First Parish.—Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor.

Morn-

services at 10*; Vesper services at 7 p. ra.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor.—Services at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m.
First Baptist Church. Congress st., corner of
Wilmot. Rev. Wm. H. Snailer, Pastor.—Sabbath
School 1.30 P. M.; Preaching 3 P. M.; Sunday School
Concert at 7. P. M. Seats free.

ing

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10* a. m.; and 3 p. m. The
sittings in this Church are free to all.
Bethel Church.—Sabbath lOJa. m., 3 and 7* p.
Prayer meetings on Thursday eveniugs at 7.45 p. m.
All from sea aud land are invited. Seats free.
Williston Church.—S. S. 10* a. m. Preaching
eervice at 3 P. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at 7*
P. M.

St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7.30 p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Lotust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.
and 3 P. M.
Casco St. Church.—Rev. A. A. Smith, Pastor.
Preaching at 10* a. m. Sabbath School 12 M. Pray-

Meeting at 7* p. m.
Mountfort Sr. A. M. E. Church.—Pastor, Rev.
C. W. Mossell. Social meeting at 10* a. m. Preaching at 2* and 7* p. m. Sunday School at 3* o’clock.
er

First Second Advent Church, 353* Congress
street. Elder Geo. W. Sederquest of Lynn, Mass.,
will preach Sunday at the usual hours. Seats free.
JgS^The evening meetings at the Y. M. C. A. will
omitted during Mr. Burnham’s stay in the city.
State Street Church.—Service in forenoon at
10* o’clock. Evening Service at 7 o’clock. Sabbath
Scnool at 3 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Edwin I urnhara will
preach to-morrow at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. fc7 Free
St.—Preaching next Sunday by Elder J. C. Wellcome, of Yarmouth. Prayer m-.eting at 9 A. M.
Newbury St. Church.—Prayer meeting at 104 a.
m. and 7* p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by Bro. renbe

deraon.
High Street CnuRcn.—Rev. Dr. J. M. Mannln of Old South Church Bo* ton, will preach morning
and afternoon.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Class
and Conference meeting 2.15 p. ra.; Sunday School at
the
Pra'er meeting at 7 p. ra., conducted
3p. m
ProacHne 7J n. ro.,bvA.
Christian Brotherhood.
W. W»*od,
Teui|*erance meeting Monday evening.
Seats free. All are cordially Invited.

by

Park St. Church.—Rev. Sam :el Longfellow will
cmadu-M the service to-morrow.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
•trect*. Conference meeting at 104 A. M. Sunday
Scbod at 2 p. ra. Pr oar hit) g by N. F. Boyd, at 3 p.
Allan*cordially invited.
m.
Portland Spiritual Ah»ociation.

Temperance

Hall. 3514 Congress st. Conference at 2 P. M. Subject: Darwinian thooryjof the ci cation ot man.
Preaching in the City Hall.—Bev. Edwbl
Burnham will preach in the City Hall Sunday (tomorrow) evening at llo’clock on “Divine Prophetic

Demonstration."
Skeptical.

All

Invited

are

partftculaly

the

New Jerusalem Ciimcn—New High street.—
Bev. Mr llavdeii will preach to-morrow morning
mcoii<I fu rm' D on the wilderness tourney of the
Sea.
In the
]H2«ae1iies—The Deliverance at the Rod
*>d the true inter prt tation of Noah’s Deluge.

even4**g

Rev C, B. Pit blade

OoyoftM ST- M. E. Church

lo*
Pastor; preaching
and 3 p. m. bytlie Pastor.
at

Rev A. H. Wright
School and pray-

by
Sunday

a. m.

•
usual.
Spiritual Fraternity.—Room No. 9 A. & N.
U. Hall, meeting at 3 P. M. Subject Spiritual manlf« Ktionn. Children’s Progressive Lycum same place
at 1 p. m. All are Invited.
Chestnut St. M. E. CnrBcif—Rev. F. S. Jones,
pastor. Sunday services: Preaching at 10* A. M.
and 3 P M. Sunday School 1* P. M.; prayer meeting*
at 9 a. m. and t» and 7* P. M.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10* s.
P. Small. Sun lay
•ro. by the pastor. Rev. A. K
School at close of morning service. Young people's
meeting a! 6 p. m. Social meeting 7p. ra.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bickneil, pant or .—Sunday School at 10* a. m.;
Preaching service at 3 p. m., and Lecture at 7* p.
xu. by the Pastor, Rev. Geo. W. Bickneil.
Dekring’s Bridge CHAPEL.-rSunday School at 3
p. m. Sunday School Concert at 7 p, m. All are
cordially invited.

er

meeting*

a*

Superior
C.'VIE TERM, 1873, SVMOXpS, J.,
Court.

OCTOBER

She is 598 tons burden new measurement, 140
teet long on deck, 130 feet long in the keel, 32
Her frame
feet beam, 18 feet 5 inches hold.
is of hackmatack, her stanchions of oak and
Her outside is of
her ceilings of hard pine.
hard pine and she has hackmatack knees
throughout. She is finished with all the mod-

improvements, having “Adair’s patent
pump,”| and is copper fastened. Her sails are
being made by A. H. Waite, esq., of this city;
her iron work by Mr. Thomas Scamman of
Yarmouth, and her rigging by Alvin Neal of
this city.
She will be commanded by Capt. Albion
Pinkharu, formerly of the Giles Loring. She is
intended for general freighting business and
She is owned by P. N. Blancost §38,000.
chard and others of Yarmouth; Lyman and Son
andTobey, Albert H. Waite, esq., and others
ern

of this

for the purpose of bringing the subject
a free interchange of opinions.

PRESID-

ING.

FridaV.—The ease assigned for trial to-day was
Anna J. Patterson against Charles Pritham, to refor a
cover the sum of five tbousaud dollars damages
breach of promise to marry.lt was settled by the parties soon after the coming in of the Conrt, much to
the disappointment of the crowd in attendance. The
parties reside in Freeport, the defendant being quite
A wealthy young farmer, and for whom the plaintiff
worked at the time the promise was made.
The sum paid in settlement was *1300.
Messrs. Mitchell and Howard & Cleaves appeared
for the plaintiff, and Clark and Strout & Holmes for
the defendant.
This being the last case for the jury at this term
first Tuesday of Novemthey ivere excused until the
ber at teu o’clock a. m.
in making
In the afternoon the Court was occupied
assignments of Court cases.

city.

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE

MORRIS.

Friday.—Henry

M.

Search and seizure.

Parker.

Fined *50. Paid.
Martin Clary. Search and seizure.

Fined *50.—

Paid._

Kev. Edwin Burnham, the eloquent preacher
who has been addressing large audiences in the
churches the past two weeks, will speak Sunday evening at City Hall, under the auspices
ot the Youug Men’s Christian Association.
The funeral of the late Freeman Bradford
will take place from St. Luke’s Cathedral at 10
•o’clock. Members of the Grand Lodge are rewill

begin

ed Con/^*
Wo*8IIreland will be
^jrror
FI

,,

Nor.

at Army and Navy Hall.
engines, designed for the Midland Rail~xe in jerocess of construction at the Port-

*"

na

1

»rtv*

°*

,,

atfU
Music

Urlrr 31»t and November 1st

Hall a«ain Oc.
A case of emo.
..

w'

;usanitv, manifested in a
/incurred on Commercial

thievish direction
story.
street yes er, ay.
^ a m.w cabinet of curino
contains
City Hal
tile Janitor,
'■
osities collected y
in getting in
*b)Iig
Speculators made a good
^ ^ „ tIle
re*e.
twelve
and
boring
early

£^.by

Army and Navy course, and
at a large ralvance.
^ paator
Rev. Dr. Manning, the distinguish
^
of Old South Church, Boston, will pre
,
^
am.
uiorniug
High street church to-morrow,
atte.

—

noon.

liana & Co. loaded a car with dry
cod fish for
Francisco. This is the second
order this firm has received from that far off

Yesterday

city.
Kev. Samuel lamgfellnw will preach at Park
street church to-morrow forenoon.
And now it is proposed by 1). W. Clark &
Co. to erect extensive ice houses at the foot of
lathe Hebago and engage in the ice shipping
It is surprising that this plan lias
business.
not hen thought of lieforc. The water of Lake
Hid,ago is much purer than the water of the
Kennebec river, and the expense of transportation on a large scale must be trifling. Portwill thus be able to add a new article of

land

ahe

is

to

with deals for

load

Mr. J. A. Seabnry the builder of the above
vessel is to begin at once to lay the keel of a
skip of 1700 tons for C. F. Sargeut and others
of Yarmouth which will cost §100,000.

Accidents.—Thursday noon a man fell off
from the top of one of the Boston and Maine
express wagons which was loaded with heavy
trunks, while it was passing along Commercial
He was
street near the head of Union wharf.
considerably injured by two of the trunks
which fell over him.
John Dinscomb who lives on the hill lost the
sight of oue eye yesterdoy, by accidently striking it with the ramrod of a gun which hs was

cleaning.

gentleman slipped in coming
down the stairs leading to the Army and Navy
Hall Thursday and sprained his foot.
A Gorham

sailor named Peavey while at
work in the hold of a vessel in the harbor had
his hand badly jammed. It is feared it will be
necessary to amputate it.
About half past five o’clock yesterday after-

Yesterday

noon as

a

Mrs. C. G. Downes

passing

was

across

Congress street from the Preble House to the
Horse Railroad station, she
was
knocked
down by a passing team. She was taken into
D, K. Reed’s saloon and Dr. Tewksbury called, who thought she was more injured by the
„hock, as she was an old lady, than by bruising. She was carried to herjhome No. 22 Winter

street.__

Music Hall.—Last night Music Hall was
packed just as full as-it could hold, floor and

galleries, of as flue an audience as ever gathered within those walls.
“Waslibnrn’s Last Sensation” fully justified
the unusually high encomiums passed upou it by
The terrific serial
the press of the country.
leaps by Washburn. Saroui aud Rixford were
truly wonderful. The stupendous mid-air performances of the great Hurdic

was

sometb'np

ont of the ordinary line of athletic acts that
the audieuce was thrilled through and through
by his daring. The negro characters are “stars’
iu their specialties, aud it seemed as if the audieucn would keep them on the stage all the
evening. Without further particularizing, it ii
enough to say that when this troupe returns
here, which will be on the 17tb proximo, they
may be sure of a hearty welcome.
so

Decision.—Three jolly young
fast friends, who are engaged in clerical
business not a thousand miles from the (irand
Trunk freight house, were discussing yesterday
the ‘‘prosand cons" of a life of temperance;
when on the impulse of the moment one of
A Sensible

men,

them suggested that they pledge each other to
abstain from all intoxicating drinks for the period of one year. To this the others agreed and
palm in palm they made the pledge. They
were only occasional drinkers, but thought it
would be a new thing to try the effect of total
abstinence for one year.
Perhaps the recent
lecture of Dr. Holland had something to do
with their action, as they
to it

were

listeners

earnest

_

Is it Spibits?—In one of the up town houses
in this city, fer several days past, singular
groaning* have been heard at intervals through
the dsy and night.
They appear to come from
under the floor in the second story, and seem to
be beyond the reach of investigation. The lady
of the house is a spiritualist and firmly believes
that the spirit of a relative, recently deceased,
has returned to visit her and finds itself unable
to communicate except by groans. The noises
have been distinctly beard by a large number
of persons, and considered very singular to say
the least.
Gamblers.—Conductor Stevens of the Port"
land and Ogdensburg Railroad did a sensible
thing on his train yesterday. The notorious
“Prof. Haines” and “Slitn Jim” had laid out
their cards for the opeiation of their nefarious

business, when Stevens ordered them

to return

them to their pockets and gave them to understand in very plain terms that however much
they might be allowed to gamble on other
roads, they would not be permitted to do so on
that road.
__

A Good Story.—And now they are telling
the story of an uneasy little Rochester boy
whose mother tried to quiet him on a Boston &
Maine train the other day by telliDg him the
conductor sometimes swallowed naughty boy
The boy astonished her a few moments after,
as the portly form of Conductor Tucker apat the door, by creepiug behind her and

peared
exclaiming

in
one

whisper, “Ma,
already.”

a

I guess he has

Caught by the Leg.—Wednesday one of the
painters at work iu the new engine house, India street, was standing in such a position that
on accidentally slipping one leg caught, and he
head downwards without the power of re-

hung

Brief Jottings.
Three members of the Forest City Shooting
Club recently shot in four days 108 partridges.

quested to attend.
Kennedy’s dancing school

She

Europe.

swallowed

municipal

j

directs the famous “Lunkhead Court” to appear in that city some time next week to agame

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
M. L. A.—Fourth Entertainment.
Music Hall—Flaherty’s Mirror of Ireland.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A young man just entering into the Ministry.
A New Singing Book Bailey & Noyes.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—0. H. Chesley.
To be tet—Frank Noyes.
Administratrix’s Notice—Ellen F. Soule.
Wanted—Two Geutiemen.
Administrator's Notice—Samuel Newman.
Home lor Aged Women.
Annexation Meeting—City Hall.
Smoking Hot—Rice & Caiderwood,
Clothing—Allen Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dress Suits—Orin Hawkes & Co.

hereby announced

Mr. Editor:

The annual meeting of the Association for
“Home for Aged Women” will occur Tuesday,
October 28th, at ty o’clock p. m.
A decree from a famous Biddeford “Mogul'

CITY AND VICINITY.

has.

already
shipment to the long list
The Deputy Sheriffs are unusually active just
business.
now in the liquor seizing

Street Obstruction.
Your remarks in regard to the
obstruction of streets for railroad purposes will
receive the cordial endorsement of every citi-

Railway

are

In reference to such

zen.

it is proper to distinguish betwixt that which
has grown gradually up with the growth of the
town iu oue case, and that which is proposed
1 n the
as a bran new thing in another case,

loug series of circumstances of
scaroely avoidable character, reaching back for
a generation, can be pleaded in extenuation; iu
the other all the difficulties and embarrassments have been, as it were, to day, voluntarily

oue

case

a

and with open eyes assumed

by the interested

corporation.
To obviate the main difficulties hitherto
complained of, one road stands ready to
construct an overhead way betwixt Brackett
street and the Portland bridge, aud already
maintains an “outside street” for the accommodation of travel. The other road proposes
to have one of the most important avenues in
the citv closed entirely, and blocked for all
time for its purposes, and has just thrust across
Commercial street a track on which cars are to
of travel,
pass aud repass to obstruct the stream
both lhat to and from the Cape and the passenThe
one
road is
above.
ger and freight depots
reducing the obstacles to travel to the minimum; the oilier is augmenting these obstacles
by what, it has already done end by what it
seeks further to do. The former did not and
could not foresee the growth of its own business
and of the travel and trade by which it is now
hard pressed for room. The other knew the whole
case
(for it was the act of yesterday, so to
speak) knew where it was placing itself, and
what additional obstacles it would put in the
way of traffic and travel. Further, the Eastern railroad was anxious to remove its passenger
station from Commercial street. It was desirous of constructing with the other roads a union
station at some point where business would be
less impeded. In the hope that agreement to
this end might be effected it delayed repairing
its passenger house. Still holding to this hope
itdecided to “repair” and not rebuild ona much
larger soale. The other road is proceeding to
plant a great passenger station on Commercial
street where a*s regards the business germane to
that thoroughfare, it will always bean obstruction and a nuisance—as all passenger stations
on the central aud lower portions of this street
are and must remain—the portions bordered by
deep water.
These considerations it is believed the candid
public will not fail duly to estimate, when,
weighing both what has been done aud what is
proposed by the railroads referred to, and the
circumstances under which they have respectively acted, it comes to deciile as to which
stands best on the record as regards street obstruction. The Eastern railroad will make every effort to cut down its occupation of Commercial street to the lowest limit possible. It
asks, however, to have it remembered that the
street iu question was constructed, one half
thereof at its cost, and that in return for this
outlay it has, by agreement, the right to locate
and hold its cars upon the street for half of the
time. It asks, further, as not irrelevant to this
statement, that no avenue connecting its station with the body of the town and serving constant me, when open, to its business, be c'oscd.
In so far as your remarks may have appllca
tion to the Grand Trunk railway the writer
does not feel constrained to offer comment.
B.
_

of Correction.
Is it not time that our city should take some
itep toward the coustruction of a separate place,
from the Alms House, for the confinement and
reformation of our municipal criminals? There
ire certainly strong reasons why these grown
up children of crime should he kept out of our
House

Poor House. It is had enough to have them
ubout in their hauuts of wickedness, but it reilly seems worse to have them taken there"
from and sent, as they now are, to the Alms
House to contaminate the minds of the little
rhiidren who are so unfortunate as to he inmates of that institution. It is very evident,
Lbat as tilings now are no reformatory measure
used there, amount to any good to the large majority of these criminals. It really seems as
though many of them were made worse by
lending them there.
Now that quite extensive repairs are being
made, why not try the experiment of fitting up
1 house of correction by itself so that the criminals can be kept by themselves and the iiiuorent aud poor little children relieved from their
debasing iufiuenee. I feel sure that our city is
much lichiud the times in this respect. And if
matter it
our city fathers d« not move in tiiis
is probably because they do not feel called npon
so.
T.
sentiment
to
do
A. F.
by public

Personal.—C. H. Brainard, Esq, of Boston,
who is said to be a highly eloquent speaker, is
at present in this city, in charge of the painting of “The Orphan’s Rescue,” in Hale’s Gallery of Art. Mr. Brainard is a personal friend
of John G. Whittier, and has lectured on the
“Quaker Poet,” in many cities of the Union.
His elocutionary powers are said to be of a
high order, and bis interpretations of Whittier’s poetry to be unequalled. We hope to
have tbe pleasure of listening to bis lecture at
some time during bis visit to Portland.
Oliver B. Dorranee was a promiuent Mason.
News has been received from Baltimore of
the death of Mrs. Ashbel Cram of this city.
J. If. Lynde, esq., of the Bangor Wbig, and
Past Grand Master of ths Grand Ixslge of Masons, is in town to attend the funeral of P. G.
M. Bradford.
Police Notes.—Thursday afternoon the res
idenoe of Capt. D. Knights, 31 Oxford street,
was entered in tbe absence of the family and a
silver watch, gold chain, gold studs and some
stolen. A pair of pants taken
was afterward offered for sale at several of the
second band clothing stores and the dealers refused to purchase suspecting them to hare been

clothing

were

stolen.

Yesterday a little hoy went through a companion after the manner of older thieves. He
arrested, and upon restoring the property
and promising better manners in the future,
was released.
was

Taking

a

Ride.—Thursday night

two teams

It is said that a
lark took one for a short ride.

reported stolen.

were

man on a

young
Meet-

ing

two others, one a well-known young tnan,
he invited them to ride, nq^knowing where the
driver got his team. The three took a trip out
to the Rolling Mills and then about town.
One or two policemen spotted the team, hut
finding a well-knowu man in the carriage could
not think it was borrowed without the conseut
of the owner. After landing his friends, the

risky young man left the team where it would
be found. At least, so goes the story.
Chisholm’s Paper Stand.—In the Eastern

depot is one of the most convenient and tasty
periodical aud newspaper stands to be found in
the city. It is kept by Chisholm Bros., and is
supplied with all the leading daily papers of
this city and Boston, as well as the principal
weekly journals issued. The traveller may
find here a large assortment of light reading
suitable for the cars.
Saccarappa.—Last

evening an

old fashioned

served in the vestry of the
Congregational church. A large company en
joyed the occasion. The proceeds from the sale
of tickets are to go into the fund of the church.
farmer’s supper

was

Burglary.—Unknown parties broke into the
store of Hancock & Herman of Gray Thursday
night and took ten dollars in money,some boots,
shoes aud other articles.
If

anybody is in want of ready made clothing,
Co’s, 87 Middle street is the place to

Allen &
find it.

act of crawling through the window in order to
get in and release him.

See advertisement of Rice & Calderwood for
hot brown bread.

building,

Suit Against the City.—Mrs. Mary Libby
Deering has brought a suit against the city
to recover the modest sum of 85000 for injuries
received while driving on Park street in Febthe
ruary last. The declaration sets forth that
lady is injured for life. A. A. Strout, Esq., is

JIHCELLANEOIJI NOTICES

of

the attorney of the lady. We understand that
the city government never heard of the matter
until the serving of the writ.
Fire Alarm.—At 11 o ciock yesieroay lorenoon Lewis B. Smith, esq., chairman of the
School Committee, tested the new arrangement
by which to strike the No 33, designated as the
which the public school teachers
number

by

is to he
»re to understand that a long session
on the con
stationed
box
is
alarm
The
kept.
ner of Market *nd Commercial streets, and is
to he under the control of M r Smith.

Lire Alarm.—At 11 o’clock yesterday,Lonig
B. Smith, Esq., Chairman of the School Committee, tested the new arrangement for dismisthe public schools.—an arrangement left in

sing

bis charge and used when in liis judgment it
shall he thought best, as on a very stormy Jay
and worked
{^r instance, The alarm strikes 33,
t > a charm. It is situated on the corner of

Market and Commercial streets.

*“ ,1

BeavTifcl Engraving.—The beautiful
'inpressive painting of “The Orphans’
•>
has lately been
at Hale’s Art Gallery,

in

a

steel engraving by the cele-

reproduced
The work
rPL,l
Wiloo>» Of Boston.
brat
ever executed

is one

of

in this
f jtJ class
nCS
the
sentiment and feeling
t
a!1 the
ffives m
and
gtves
country
a ]DW
aic
of the original. Copies

price in the exhibition

room.
__

toCadets.—On their return from Bangor
at the
received
be
will
Cadets
the
Portland
day
depot by the Portland Light Infantry aDd escorted to their armory.
The Infantry will apjiear for the first time in their handsome new
uniform.

First Class Fire Insurance can be secured at the agency of Messrs. Hollins, Loring &
Adams, No. 22 Exchange street, in leadiug
American and English Insurance Companies
having assets of over Forty Million Dollars.
Their companies are surpassed in strength,
character and age by those of no other' agency
oc23tf
in New England.

Today, at 9 o’clock, F. O. Bailey & Co., sell
in basement, a variety of new and second-hand
Immediately
rockery, glass and tin ware.
after on lirst floor, a fine assortment of new
and second hand carpets, green banded] dinner
service, B. W. and hair cioth parlor suit, &c.
Also to close consignment 22 barrels chimneys.
Dress Shirts cheap.
Orin
290 and 292 Congress street.

Hawkes & Co..

Canary birds, splendid singers, just received
at W. C. Sawyer & Co’s, 22 Market Square.
4-lso a good assortment of cages, &c,
Fresh lot canary seen, hcipp, rape, mocking
bird food, &c., at \V. C. Sawyer & Cp.’g, 22
Market Square.
Ladies who suffer from Loss of Appetite,
Headache, Depression of Spirits, Nervousness,
Tired but, Worn out, all gone feeling, try a bottle of Lorino’s Specific, it will surely do you
lairing. Druggist, Proprietor. Price
1.00.

food.

fi-4 Black Waterproof for 85 cts.
Black Alpaccas at 23 cts.
Corded Alpaccas at 25 cts.
Plaid and plain silk Windsor ties 50 cts.
At dry goods store, corner of Congress and
Brown streets.
pct20tf
For Catarrh the onlv substantial beneflt
can ho obtained through tlie blood. Vegktine
is the great blood purifier.
W&S&wlt
For Sat.E on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jel4-dtf
The proceedings in bankruptcy against Peake
& Co., have been withdrawn.

Opdyke

Financial.
Oct 24.—It will be recollected
that nearly two weeks ago the President,daring
au interview of a semi-official character said a
return to a specie basis can never bo effected
except by a shriuknge of values. That the
shrinkage has now taken place. The currency
has appreciated to about par with silver and
tne wonder to him was that silver was not
pouring out when this should take place. His
theory was that the country will absorb {about
two or three hundred millions. Since that time
the President in consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury has been considering how
®uch a result might be produced with a view of
afiording relief to the country within legal
limits.
The director of the mint has been acting iu
accordance with the President’s policy, making
extensive arrangements for the coinage both
of gold and silver to an extent heretofore unprecedented so as to be ready for the resumption of specie payments, there now being large
quantities of these metals awaiting coinage.
1 he first
step in resumption has been taken, it
been ascertained to-day from the Secrehaving
tary of the Treasury that the government will
pay out silver as soon as it can bo profitably
coined for that purpose.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today : Currency $3,303,356: special deposits of legal teuders for redemption of certificates of deposit $11,880,000; coin $81,412,597, including
$29,147,400 iu coin certificates; outstanding legal

Press.!
The Portland Cadet* in Bangor.
Bangor, Oct. 24.—The Portland Cadets with
Chandler’s band arrived here on the 1.15 p. mtrain and were received at the depot by the

[Special

to the

Jameson Guards of thi^city who escorted them
through some of the principal streets to the

Bangor House where they are quartered.
In the everting the Cadets gave an exhibition
drill in Norombega Hall to a good audience.
The boys drilled in capital style as usual,
the company movements and blindfold diill
being especially good. Every “point” the
company made was applauded to the echo by
the spectators who were enthusiastic over the
accuracy with which the various movements
were

performed.

Asocial

hop,

music for which

was

furnished

by Chandler followed the drill and at this
hour the spacious floor is gorgeous with nobby
uniforms and pretty toilets.
[To Associated Press.]
The Lewiston Murder.
Lewiston, Oct. 24.—The examination of
James M. Lowell, charged with the murder of
his

wife, commenced

before

Judge Knowltou

Lowell
was committed to Auburn jail to await trial at
the Susreme Judicial Court on the third Tues-

Alleged Irregularity.

Mr. Gono of Cincinnati coincided with

latter.

The Richmond
routes.
The whole subject

ported

A large amount of valuable property was
turned over to Commodore Vauderhiit yesterday by .Tames H. Barker, Treasurer of the Lake
Shore Road. The deeds of conveyance are published in full. Barber is the son-in-law of
Vanderbilt, and was possessed of an immense
fortune.
He hail an income estimated at
$300,000, but it is now supposed that he is
ruined along with the other heavy speculators
in the Vauderhiit party.
He was one of the
three largest debtors of Grinnell & Co. Tbe
above transfer of property is to secure Vanderbilt against Barker’s losses.
The Mlohea Trial.
No new developments were made during the
cross examination of
E. S Stokes by District
He states that the last reAttorney Phelps.
conciliation with Fisk was in the director's
room at the Grand 0|xwa Hovse, at the suggestion of Fisk's counsel. Six mouths after I was
a witness agaiust him in Mrs. Mansfield’s suit
We left in a carriage
at Judge Bixby’s court.
together. They did not advise me that the suit
would fail, hut a suggestion was made. 1 never
said to Col. Fellows, coming down in a carriage,
that if Fisk got me indicted he wouluu't live to
see me tried, nor anything that cob Id be tortured into it.
I do not remember seeing anyone
bu* Mr. Andrews and Mr. Itixhy in the offices
of these gentlemen when I called to ask them
if 1 might safely get to Providence.
After
leaviug them I drove to Hoffman street and
took iut papers relating to the trotting match
out of the top bureau drawer.
I went to the
telegraph effice to see if there was au answer
to a telegram to Mr. Doty.
Spoke to Cottrell
a id Mr. McLaughlin and the o|>erator about the
Got iuto the coupe and drove to
telegram.
Mansfield’s. My object ill going there was to
1 had taken away
gel the original agreement,
all other papers some days before from MansI
left that ae idriibut
it
that
fields,
appeared
tall.v on the reception room table, and she told
us that
morning at Judge Bixby's court that
she bad it I did Dot get out of the coupe, because I noticed that the blinds were closed and
I knew that she was sick. J knew that there
were other people in the house, hut I couldn’t
very well get the paper without cisturhing her.
I then told the driver to take me to the Grand
Central.
After describing bis subsequent movements
up to his arrival at the hotel, the witness was
asked, "When you went up stairs and saw that
you did not know the lady that you went up to
look at, why did you not immediately go

away?"

Answer—Because there were a number of
ladies in the other parlor, and 1 was rather attracted liy them. I think besides I was admiring the hotel, as I had Dover been in that part
before.
Question—Did you know the man you saw
coming up stairs was Fisk?
Answer—Not until he jumped on the platform and pulled out his pistol. If I swore at
the 'ast trial that he pulled it out from behind,
that was the impression left. I could not see
his hands, and his cloak kind of folded around
I saw his hands on a pistol—we were
him.
both at the right side of the stairs. I jumped
to the left and pulled a pistol out of my right
coat pocket, cocked it and fired with botli
bauds. I had gloves on both hauds and cane
At the first shot he said, "Oh,”
in the left.
and partly sank with his hand still on the pis
tol. At the second shot he cried, “I’m shot,
stop!” and he partly turned around. He did
I am positive J iimny
not throw up his hands.
Hart was not behind me, for I turned back
and
he was not there. I
and
went
up,
quickly
I met Mr. Hill
was bewildered and confused.
I have no
and said that there’s a man shot.
after
Hart
went
me and said:
doubt that Jimtny
"Are you the man that shot him?”
After recess the defence rested the case. The
prosecution called Byrnes, one of the witnesses
for the defence, subjecting him to a searching
cross-examination, which showed that he was
familiar witti prostitutes and dou’tknow where
his wife is, but denied he was ever a forger.
Dr. Buck testified Fisk’s wound was inevitably fatal.
Dr. Crosby testified he would advise a man
wounded as Fisk was to settle his worldly affairs.
B. W. Spencer testified that Fisk never [carried a pistol.
Capt. Gus Fuller testified Fisk told him he

pistol.

Col. Braine never knew Fisk to have a pistol.
Counsel called Kecorder Hackett to prove
that Fisk, wheu once in Hackett’s office was so
nervous that Hackett put his pistol in another
room.

The Price of Coal.
The coal dealers here say that coal will not
increase more than thirty cents per ton higher
The inthis winter than the present prices.
since last March, established by the
crease
action of the Reading Co., is eighty cents per
ton.
The stock of coal here is quite light. The
damage by flood to the mines in the Schuylkill
region it is believed will be overcome in a few
days. Stove coal in this city is selling at the
yards at $fi.06 a $G 10 per ton. but at retail $1
to 81.30 higher. A heavy increase over these
prices the coming winter will be oaosed*if
heavy snow storms block the roads and prevent

at

Criminal.

Capt. Sam’l N. Smith,

Patchoque

L.

I.,

has

a

ship broker residing

been arrested

on

a

charge made by a servant girl, that the latter
was compelled by Smith to give his wife poison
with intent to kill her.
The woman evidently
has been poisoned but is recovering. A woroau
in the uighhorbood is also implicated.
Smith

denies the whole story.
All of the parties are
in the bands of the police.
Notwithstanding the persistency of District
Attorney Britton of Brooklyn, to liaveShatikes
given into his custody iu order to keep him in
jail, Judge Faucher to-day decided to allow him
to remain in the custoday of his cousel till tomorrow.

Political.
The Republican and Apollo Hall parties
madejoint, county and city nominations toThe registration to-day was 37,589.
night.
The total registrations are 97,148, against 126,-

649 in 1872.

_

The I<a»t of the Modoc*.
San Francisco, Oct. 24.—A despatch from
Rec'dings, Cal., last night says that the arrival
of the remainder of the Modoes created a senA more filthy “and
sation among the people.
insignificant band of Indians could not well be
imagined. “Princes Mary" and the widow of
Capt. Jack attracsed the most attention. They
were both arranged in deep mourning, tar and
ashes, for the death of their kindred. They all
look as if they had laid out ad whiter under an
asb heap.
They left tonight for their new
home in Wyoming terr.toryl
Official Return*.
Official returns
Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
give Gordon for Supreme Court Judge, a maof
State
Treasurer
jority 14,299, and making
—

25,302.

folk

been

1^3steady;
Lake

nominated for

County,

$75,000.

on

next

delegates
was

favored

referred back to be

Saturday.

The resolution in favor of

re-

purchase of

the

Charleston, Oct. 24.-Cotton easier; Middling

at

15|c.

Enr.pean Alarhrla.
Lotook. Oct. 24-12.30 P. M.—Congo], at 02J for
and
account.
Erie 39}.
money
Liverpool, Oct. 21—1.00 P. M.—Cotton easier and
not quotably lower; Middling uplands
OiffiOid; do
Orleans 9} @ itjd; saIcb 10,000 bales, including 2000
j for speculation and ex port.

_AUCTION

Foreign Exports.
ST. ANDREWS, NB. Schr E Bowlbv—200 bbli
flour.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr S KJ Jones—700 bbls of
flour, 130 do apples, 10 tons feed.

Receipts
EASTERN

Butler,Josselyn

Flonr.

of

—

Total.350
TRUNK R.

D

R

Kertzer.200

Woodbury &

W L Alden.100
Messrs. Dickey.200

Receipts

Ac Ahrercport.
York, Oct, 24.—A despatch from
Shreveport says that the sudden change in the
weather Weduesday night hastened the death
of all in a critical condition, and developed
new cases, most of them
in
quite a number
the outskirts of the city.

C H

ot

Latham 100

Tibbetts. 50

Grain,

it

&c.

The

No. cars. Consignees.
No. ears.
Consignees.
Aldrich & Cressey.meal.. 1
W S Jordan, 100 half bbls flour.
W&CR Milliken, 70 bbls beef.
By water conveyance 1,000 bush corn meal toGeo W
True & Co.

BAY

Gold at

108#.

108#.

Sterling Exchange

at 1064

|

description,

raay.

)

depopulated. (

1

helpless

day

kept

MILLS.

Currency exchanges, $45,391,737; currency balances
#1,878,042; gold exchange*. $3,830,663; gold balances.
$634,619.

Affairs.

Spanish

gena have resolved to arm the merchants vessels captured by them.
Count De Chnmbord’s Policy.
Paris, Oct. 24.—The Memrial Diplomatic
says Count De Chambord has assured foreign
powers that his policy will not bo aggressive,
and he will not attempt to reinstate the Pope on
his temporal possessions.
Bishop Dupanloup has charged the cures in
his diocese to pray for the restoration of the

monarchy.

The deputies of the Left congratulated those
of the Left centre on their refusal to listen to
the proposals of Duke D'Audiffret Pasquuier
for a coalition with the Right.
The Left resolved to propose Jules Grevy as
their candidate for the Presidency of the As-

sembly.

of Bazaluc,
The trial of Bazaitie was resumed to-day.—
The inspector of Metz testified that Bazaiue
neglected an opportunity to seize the large depots of provisions for the German army.
The Trial

-HRTEOROI.OGICA1.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Oct. 22, (7.30 P. M.) )
For New

Englaa-.l

Southwest winds, with partly cloudy weather.
MINOR TKI.ECRAJH.
The gang of counterfeiters lately reported in
North Carolina,will largely escape by the bluir
dcring of tbe officials in making arrests.
A committee is to make a trip through tbe
South,with the object of awakening an interest
there in the centennial enterprise.
The first
place to be visited will be the fair at Macon,
Ga.

The trial of Captain Clarke, for cruelty to
sailors on the ship Sunrise, is still going on in
San Francisco, The testimony sustains mo«t
of the reports of outrageous cruelty practiced
on the crew.
Tha Spanish legation at Wasbicgton has
been raised to an embassy, and ex-President
Figueras has been appointed ambassador.
At a prize fight near Chicago, Thursday, tho
principals and every spectator were oaptured by
the police.
“Dnteh Henreich” is very ill and will not
probably ]iye to he at the new trial granted
him.
President Orton, of the Western Union Telegraph Company, denies that there is any foundation for the story that the lines of that company are to be leased to a party of capitalists.
but
Secretary Robeson says there is no doubt sto
Hall died a natural death.
The poisoning
r.v had its origin in a mere newspaper supposition.
Charges of impeachment against the Mayor
of Long Island city, have been adopted, and an
impeachment committee appointed.
Louisville has contributed over $22,000 for

Memphis and Shreveport.

COMPANY,

On

Season of the world

Mrs. G. C.
In her

HOWARD,

original and unrivalled character of

TOPSY !

the great American Moral Drama in 3 acts entitled

In

UNCLE

CABIN.

TOM’S

LIFE AMONG THE LOWLY,
played by her throughout the world. Supported
by a select and efficient Company. Seats secured
two days In advance at the Box office.
oc24d4t
OR

As

lTZ

M.

FOURTH ENTEBTAHJIEW,

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 29
Dramatic Entertainment by

Kate

Reignohls and Troupe
A

charming drama entitled

Three Arts, by Charles Reade.

Evening tickets V) cents.
Commences at 7j o’clock.

Doors open at 6$.
oc25d4t

MUSIC^EPALL.
Friduy

*

Saturday Even’gs

&

for sight.
The custom receipts to-day
ruled

sternly

at

108$ @ 108f.

Jennie Kimball’s

11,000

Buffalo

FLAHERTY'S NEW

MIRROR

IRELAND.

tw w C»mt*y
Elegant Painting,
“Irish Heart* ia Their Native LaM.”

ARMY AND NAVY
COIJRME

Lectures and Concerts.
1*74.

1H74.

TW Lfeeaw Caualtn* «| tike NrtkBi Army
*•4 Nitj I’ntnn
* tie
pkawra of klmk^ Mm
tknt (key knee
ityMel a/t* 'fnuHfci (hr
tkaMr ftftk mmmI nun <•# Urtuu |ei CuMNto,

’""'city

Robes!

'inaarai Nr»

to pfnpnred u wail, and
will to ready <m tto 22wd tot, sad will to brvtitol
by peat to ut part of tbe Duauwtowua appttrwUuw to
tto Swtocvitor.
Turin* of sale will to tto tear a* limtulwrc
Tbe Robe* will be «a view three days before tto

|
j

#

Tki»

ELEVEN u'clecb.
jdlttT_JOHN LEKMING, Awrtk4Mer.
Sale at

Atiutiuisiruiur"* «ale ot

I
I
I

j
I

;

■

Heal

Es-

tate.
virtue of u liww from Uon. John A. Watermuti, Judge of Probate Court for CunWrbunI
Count!. ! .mil —ill at public i« islvrtr ulr ul convr> »>> much »f the iteat Kstaie of George Frost, lat.
ot Westbrook, timma- d, as will |>rodu.‘« tbe .on. of
Ten Thousand and Eight Hundred and Ftltv an<l 00WO ISiUars. lor the payment of bis jiut
debta, l«**a-

BY

»“<1 "Vtu-uw. of sale and administration. Said
real estate Is offered at piivate sale until
Fillav, I he
.•list day of October, 187.1, at It) o'clock A.
A)., when.
If not prevlnutlv sold. Ii will be at
pabllr -ale on the
premises m ar ib. new Gray r. aii so-called, about one
mile from Allen’s Cnrceo. THOMAS (JCi M UY,
Administrator will, the Will annexed.
F. O. BAILKV & CO.. Auctioneers.
r'('t

_«S4_7t_
ABKAMN A BRO..
Anrtl.nerre and Fonsmissiwn Vlcrchnnis,
give tbeir special attention to selling Real Estate,
Furniture and Merchandise ol all kinds, Horsmi Carriages, Ac. Advances made on consignments. Regumr Sale* of new anil second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday
morning. Communications by mall promptly attended to
ABJA.UH &■ BROTHER,
125 Federal St., nnder the U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches,
Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.

aPr-,;i__drf

Book,

hall,

ISO with

*kr Ukvtm prafnaa

OJfCMMT* AXH ASCTIST*.

KIKST Cos (‘Birr
c*»nerrt

Nonaku

..

*UI laM-tnde Ikr Ini

1

n yrtraanr la

MADA1E CAMILLA l KSO,
aMWtd by |U .aliavat artist.

• SaW.

*■»■• rniTH
Kopraao,
<11 TIMI M AhT, Tenor.
IK J H TH*<it«, Hartton.,
SOI* It UlaT* lU'aKT.PkaW.

SECOND COXCKUT.December 4

GRAND VOCAL CONCERT J
In

which he Pd'owlng dis lugulslied talent will appear: The beautiful huutiah at list
t'L.IRIA DWRIt. Soprano,

KIMS

HI rat apnrnrance In Portland
V*R*. FLORA R. It I R BY, Contralto,
.HR. II. II. FEUMKNDK.%. Tenor,
HR. J. V. Ri nol.PHMKltr. Baano,
IIKBVIANN KtfTZNl,n.tlAS, lianiat.

Prof. Wallaeh upon the Harmonica.
THIRD CONCEBT.December 11

GRAND CONCERT of the SEASON
The

world renowned

THOMAS’
SIXTY

ORCHESTRA

*

PERFORMERS,

with a very attractive list of Solo Artists, Including
the peerless Basso .VI. W. WHITNEY amt

AOULPill'S LOCKWOOD, Harp SoloUt
Loudon.

from

FOURTH CONCERT. January »

Mendelssohn QnintetteClu

Card and Job

of Boston, (25th season),
assisted by the distinguished vocalist,

MRS.

PRINTING

SMITH.

H._M.

LECTURES AND LECTURERS.
November 18lh,

rying to-day were 3, 2.1, 4, 5 @ 6 per cent, and for
borrowing fiat, 1-64 and 2 per cent.; the final rate was

Exchange Bank
aR follows:—Gold balances,
$961,705; currency
balances. $1,000,605; gross clearances $24,849,000.
The Asst. Treasurer to-day paid out $35,000 on account of interest and $113,000 in redemption of 5 L0

OF

and the

of whub will

$329,000. Gold
rates paid for car-

6 per cent, for carrying.
The day’s business at the Gold

Comedy Conip’y,

IS COSJCNCTfOS WITH

■ ■

ABOUT

were

The

Return and Farewell Viait vf

_

Wednesday, Oet. 29th,

urti'-u ucuungc was aun lor
long sterling, and
firmer for short sight, the closing quotations
being at
106$ ® 106$ for bankers sixty days sterling, and 108

Hon.

109 EXCH1N0E STEEET

Daniel

Dougherty

was

bonds.

State bonds ruled dull ami heavy. There
sharp advance in governments to-day and
higher prices were current than for some »ime past.—
There was a brisk demand for all the issues, but particularly for 6’s of 1881, and 5-20s of 18C7 and 1868.—
The market closed at the highest point of the
day.—
The stork market opened weak at a decline of from
$ ;a) 2| i>er cent, as compared with the quotations current last evening. There was a further decline of
$
@ 4 per cent, throughout the list iu the early dealings, but a recovery of $ @ 2$ per cent, ensued shortly bef >re and at 1lie first board,after which the market was alternately weak and firm, continuing
irregular till
was a

Daily Press Printing House
ot

description

HI.

MARKS,

Co.

LEWIS OLIVER A PniLLIPH.

READING BOLT AND NUT WORKS.
W. GIFFORD Sc Co.,

A

Manufacturers of

Tiiefc;

Rve is steady; No 2 at 63c.
Barley steady at
No 3 Spring at l 00} @ l 03.—
No 2 Fall;
provisions in fair demand and lower. Pork—new at
12 00; 13 00 for old cash; seller for Dec at 12 00; do
Jan 12 25; do Feb 12 621. Lard is quiet, weak and
nominal at 7 @ 7}c cash; seller Dec 7 10. Bulk Meats
quiet and unchanged; shoulders. 20 days ip salt, 4|c*
long short clear middle for Dec at 6} packed. Bacon
is quiet and upchanged. Whiskey steady at 90c.
Nov.

*1 33} for

Uko

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.
Marine Hardware & Ship Chand

lery.
THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
WRINGER

Freight*—Ouro to BuflWo higher at B) % 5|c.

Tbe full PORTLAND BAND will furnish musfe
before each lecture.
Season Tickets, admitting to ti. entire course nt
lectures ami concert*, Sli.ofl, for eale at usual place*.
Member's Tickets, Sl.Ofl, t. *ch member curdled to
two) to be obtained of the Treasurer. The*. J. little.
Evening 1 lekets front 60 cent* t.. $1 on. Keserve<l seals lor the course at #1.00 each. Sale to mm
mence on
Thursday Evening, Oct. 21. at » o’clock, at
Army anti Navy Hall, after which date the plan
of seats can bo fottnd at Band J. Thornes’, neat door

Encouraged by the liberal patronage ami unprecendented success of the past, the Committee have
secured at great expense the above combination nt
mtifcieal and literary eeleorities, believing that th«
public will fully sustain their efforts to make the
Lyceum as attractive as possible.
Sale of course tlcke* will necessarily he limited and
n large portion of the Hall will be retained fbr reserved seats.
LECTl'BE COJ1TIITTRR.
OKO. F.. BROWN,
A. I. BODS DON,
WM. E. SIMMONS,
WM. E. THOMES,
A. K. PAUL,
V. «. RICH,
JOHN 0. RICE,

"cl___nclfdtf

Those Baked
—

Ronton

Is

BONDS
....
*

Bangor

•
...

•

Cook County
Louisville Ky.,
Marion County, Ind.,
“
Allen County,
Maine Central R. R.
E. k X. American R. R. Gold
FOR

SWAN &

selling BY THE QUART, at his Bakery,

6’s
6’s
6’s
6’s
7’s
8’s
7 3-10
7’s
7’s
7’s
8’s
8’s
7’s
7’s

ha7. been tested

•

Chicago

SALE

GOOD 1
Now if you wish to try them, yon can by sending
»n your order hayc them brought right from the oyen
to your door any morning during the week. Or if
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Sir. Cobb will have a -sh lot ready which
bo will send yon Saturday ev niug.
77ii-n by putting them in your own ovi n you ran find them there
at breakiast time and save the nnpleasant task of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.
**.
*—Take some choice.
aitOWS
BREAD with them or not, n» you like.

eod

—

Iebl8 T

ANDREW MULNIX,
IN

PARLOR,
—

OFFICE

AND

Wralker Fnrnaces

39 CENTRE
■ RTWBES
sew

FREE

STREET,

SSD

BROAVN

BE A AS

AXD

—

BREAD.

Be ready for your Hot Baked
Beans and Brown Broad when yon
Bells coming
hear W. (’. COBB’S
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
five and se>m o’clock.

—

COOKING STOVES,
Ranges &

tf

BAKED

BARRETT,

tOO HUDDLE STREET.

DEALER

STREET,

and pronounced

apis__

BY

scp24

—

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL

*

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo
Cincinnati

WHICH

W. €. COBB

44 Broad Street,
jn21(icowlvr

Beaus.

THOSE BAKED DEANS

•I. H* WORK, Agent,

Portland
Bath
Belfast

the black board.

to Music Hall entrance.

Wm.H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

Market**.

steady; Lagua.vra 19}@20}c; Maracaibo 2i(«/22}e;
Java 23 @ 25c; St Domingo 19;a) 19}o; Rio at It f @
22}c Gold. Molasses dull; clayed 22 ^ 27c; New Orleans 60 @ 82c: Porto Rico 28 @ 55c; Mu>covado 23
@ 35c. Rayal Stores—Spirits Turpentine steady at
41c; Rosin quiet at 2 85 tor strained. Petroleum is
sales 5000 bbls; crude 53 fa; 5}c; refined at lC}c.
allow is steady; sales 180,Ouu lbs at 7} @ 7}e.
Freight* to Liverpool firm—Cotton per steamer Jd;
dotper sail .‘-16 @ 9-16d; Grain do 12*1.
Chicago, Oct. 21.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
good to choice extra Spring at 5 50'**> tt 50; 8Ui>erliue
4 00 @ 4 25.
Wheat firm and in fair demand; No 1
Spring at 1 07 @ 1 08; Northwestern at 1 10}; No 2 do
at 1 05} for cash; 1 03 n} 1 04} seller Nov; 1 04} seller
Dec; No 3 Spring at 101 @ 1 02; rejected 95c. Corn ia
in fair deuiaii'l and low* r with an advance in freight;
No 2 Mixe*l at 42c f<»r cash; 38} (® 38c} for seller

A scientific lecture—“From Monad to Man”—illus-

WENDELL PHILLIPS

MANAGER,

Mail.32J

■domestic

Sake.”

will deliver his celebrated lecture upon ”Loet Arte.'

Wl,

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co... nr,2

Nrw York. Oct. 24.—Evening—Cotton declined
|c; pales 1890 bales; Middling uplands 15|c. Flour is
rather more active and prices general without decided change; there ii little export inquiry and the
trade are also disposed to buy with more freedom*
sales 20,900 bbls; State at 5 25 @ 7 00: Round Hood
Ohio 6 10 @ 7 75: Western 5 25 @ 7 65: Southern 6 20
@ 11 00. Wheat about 2c lower and holders generally are more disposed realize; the scarcity of freight
and room materially checks the export demand ; sales
184,000 bush; also sales of 85,000 bush of No 2 Milwaukee last half of Nov at 1 36; No 1 Milwaukee
Spriug at 140; No 2 Milwaukee Sprint 137; No 2
Chicago at 32 @ 1 .‘13 Northwestern Spring at 1 33;
Winter Red Western l 45 @@ 1 4s; While Michigan
common 1 42; Mixed Winter 1 45;choice Amber Michigan 1 55; Iowa Spring 1 28 @ 1 38. Corn lower wi th
good inquiry at the decline; sales 254.060 bush ;steam
er Mixed Western 57} @ 58c; do sail 58}@59o; Yellow 59} ® 60c. Oats a shade higher; sales 47.000 bush;
White Western at 48@51}c; new Mixed Western
afloat at 48 fa} 48 }c. Beef is dull, Pork lower; liew
Lard is weak; sales 2500 res;
mess at 14 50 @ 15 00.
st eam at 7Jc; kettle at 8c. Butter steady; Ohio at 23
-5} 26c; State 31 @ 35c. Whiskey is easier; Western
free at 93} @ 94c Kice quiet; Carolina 8 @ 9c. Sugar
quiet; Muscovado 7gc; refining 7g(g7$c. Coffee Is

own

Jnnuary Nib,

Annnnry *41*1,

....

Provideure Print Market.
Providence, Oct. 24.—Printing Cloths are held
at 6 @ 6$c,
thirty days for best 64 squares, but the
market is irregular and prices unsettled.

Lecture—“For your

trated upon

Providence Tool

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds... 894
Union Pacific do...'
73}
Union Pacific laud grants.
65$
Union Pacific income bonds.:. 49$

ne»v

Work

carefully executed

United States coupon 6’s, 1881..113$
United Stateso-20’s 1862....107*
United States 5-20*8 1864.
106
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.*109
United States 5-20*8 1865, new,.vv„...
ini
United States 9-20*8 1807,. 114
United States 5-20*8 1868,... *.114
United States 5's. new...jogi
United States 10-40’s.,ex-coupons..106$
Currency 6’s .,....
.109$

Erie....
Erie preferred..
Union Pacific stock. 17j
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail

ANNA E. DICKINSON,

Prof. Edward S. Morse.
promptly and

and at tbe Lowest Prices.

Pacific
S. Y. Centra’ aud Hudson River consolidated....
89$

of Philadelphia. Subject, Orators and Oratory.
December 2‘Jd,

A

Every

about 2 o’clock under influence ot the depressing and destructive rumors relative to Lake
Shore ami of the failures, but these having been dispelled. the whole list became stronger and advanced
steadily to the close. The recovery was heaviest in
Lake Shore, which went down to 62 and reacted to
05$, closing at 65 @ 65$. The other fluctuations were
as follows:—Western Union opened at
56$, fell oft to
54}. and closod at 5l| @ 67; New York Central sold at
89, 88, 89$; Pacific Mail at 17$, 16}, 17}.
The following were tne quotations of Government

securities:

Madrid, Oct. 24.—The insurgents at Carta-

Farewell appearance this

renowned artiste.

Streets, Montreal,

oj

during

FOREIGN.

TUESDAY EVENING, Oct. 28, ’73

»t

Corner of St. Peter and Common

closing

The Billiard Championship,
Boston, Oct. 24.
The championship game of billiards this evening betweeu C. F. Dennison and Edward
Kendall for the gold cue and $200, 1500 points,
was won by Kendall.

CLARK.Manager.

Own2P**

tbe HOb. Hlihn\s

York fttork and Money Market.
New York. Oct. 24- .Wore***.—Monty at 7 per

cent.

lion. Hudson’s Bay Co’s

ban nr«lv<*i iMrifilnM
JAMK^ IlhsKTT. Rnq.. to nil by Ancwk*
THE
the NKW WAHtHOl'sKol

j

equally discouraging.

Hall,—Portland.

Jennie KlaVtR, Jokn T Kefljr. m4 *k* ffttM
ron;*nv wfli ipfwr wrh fTmlng,
*’ *
ttae a • •*rbck.
14.
*nt»«km nrto. Ben n«4 wMi Vvu OnWara Dutiv*

BUFFALO^ ROBES!

Nerr

disposition

New York, Nov. 24.—A gentleman recently
returned from Cincinnati represents the manufacturing interests in that State in an unfortuFrom 15,000 to 20,000 operanate condition.
tives and factory hands are already thrown out
of employment.
Reports from all sections are

Music
II. G.

Sub rribrr

|

Oct. 24.—The Atlantic Mills at Lawshut down last evening for the remainder
of the week, and will run but four days a week
for the present. It was not expected that this
suspension would take place for two weeks.
The Pacific Mills are still running full time.
Work in the nail mills of the Bay State Iron
works, at South Boston, has been suspended
and 2(10 men discharged.

oe23dl«

_

AM ML'AG FALL SALE OF

(Sales at the Broker's Board, Oct. 24'.
Boston A Maine Railroad.— 43} 115

New York. Oct. 2*—Evening.- Wall street opened with a heavy feeling of depression
owing to unfavorable reports current 1 dative to tbs Union Trust
and Lake Shore companies. This was folk-wad by
rumors that the largest dry goods hona* in the
city
ha-1 failed, but a close investigation revealed tin* fart
that the urui wa* actually up to its paper with certified chocks. At the same time that this rumor was
In Georgia.
floating in Wall strest there wa* theu another ruSavannah, Oct. 24.—A special from Barn- *»or
that one or more ,,f the national bank* was embridge, Ga., says that the physicians concur in ; faarnieaed. but th*s was settled by manager Camp of
opinion that the disease which broke out three | the Cleariug House, who states that ail banks ait
weeks ago is yel'ow fever.
Th»*re are 8 or 10
meeting their liabilities promptly, ami that the aituatlon ini>ank circle* gave evkisnce of a further imcases at present and new ones are occurring.
proveufut to-dar. Currency is still flowing this
Some families are preparing to 'care but there
|
way. and many or the banks now settle at theCleurseem very little
to get
a panic.
up
ing House whb legal under notes, and .be same are
Business is at a stand still, many oc the meralso loud out more freely over I he counter. This ruchants think of
t ra *r in regard »o a bank probably ar.wc from the reup a 1 tog* ther.
port of the governing commit:** of the Mock ExAid for .Umpbia.
change in regard to Edward Haight A Co., which reSt. Louis. Oct. 24.— A number of citizens of
port mentioned tin name of Mr. Wbeckvk. president
here
the
fever
in
of the Central National Bank, as one of the prisdkl
Memphis
that city held a Meeting today to devise means
fusti.racrj of the firm.
The Like bh-rc and Union
I to furnish farther relief to the people of that Trust companies affair* were Anally settle.I up satis*
fartorilv bv Yarolerbilt giving hi* notes lor f 1,1>50,oho
Col.
Williamsou
city.
plaune-stnckeu
presidat three, six sud nine tuoutns with Ha.lent sinek at
ed and said it was impossible for strangers to
! •*> a- collateral. These notes were itutn-Mlately negoI comprehend the condition of Memphis.
The
tiated and cashed ou Wall street by the Trust Com; situation was appalling and beyond
which latter will now
resume business.—
1
The fever is more like a plague, than anything
t Is generally considered that lire recent
|>anto
else ai d its ravages are net cheeked by the
which was mainly caused by the §u»psn»iou of the
company ha* kerned Its directors and managers a
j fruit. A committee was appointed to canvass severe
lesson
which will be largely profiled by in its
An appeal was also issued
; the city for aid.
future business management.
ark-ton, the default
which says: “Memphis is almost
cashier, has not been arrested yet, though the beOut of 55,000 inhabitants only about 10,000 ; ing
lief Is current that his whereabouts are not
many
remains. Of these more than 1100 arc now
miles from this metropolis. The other rumors were
sick. There are 2000 newly made widows and
ail sot at rest during the day, and the cheerful
aspect
of
affairs
was much increased by the anmonetary
orphans dependent on charity and even though
nouncement of great progress among the suspended
the scourge were to cease at once these
bunking Ann*. At a largo meeting of the creditor* of
must be assisted during the couiiug
Ken you, Cox Sc Co. to day a propo*i'ion wa» submitwinter.
The relief associations are without
ted. which was accepted by all present, and it l.ioks
funds. The poor aud sick most die of neglect
as If this matter would soon be
arranged. Late in
or succumb to hnuger and want.
Not only
the
a ir jre important announceme..t was made
that Fisk & Hatch had effected a settlement with
money but clothing, blankets, food and fuel are
their l;trgestureditnrs, the bank*, and the firm wav
asked for, that the liiimlrods of plague strickin a fair way to resume at an early day.
en and destitute families may be nourished and
Money loaned at 7 per cent, to 1-32 on governments
from starvation.
and st.vk collaterals. The legal tender circulation
to-day shows an increase of #310,009. The steamship
Rhein brought £245,000 gold to-day.
Most of the
railways which have interest to pay on November 1st
will make payments, which will tend to ease the
money market.
The following is the Clearing House statement

Boston,

persons.

street,

oc3dtf

By John LeemiuK.

Boston Stock Cist.

rence

Exchange

UAILEV Sc VO.. A.ni,Mvn.

F O.
oo24

4 deaths

Discouraging Accounts.

18

EASTERN R. B.

Contribution*.
Memphis, Oct. 24.—The response from Masons throughout the country is 90 liberal that
no further contributions is needed.
Memphis, Oct. 24.—The report tod o'clock
this evening shows 23 deaths from yellow feA few new casver and 4 from other causes.
se to-day wert
The prospects are
reported
more favoraole than since the first outbreak of
the fever. The Odd Fellows lost by the epidemic to dale, 28 rueinl>ers, and five members
their wives and eleven children, leaving twenty
widows and thirty-five orphans.

OF

STREET.

£y*Dnring its recent exhibition in Boston this
be uiti'ul Painting was visited by more than ’rto ooo

Oct. 31st, and Not. 1st.

At next Saturday’s sale we shall offer
the Furniture of a family, also new Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Parlor Suits,
Lounges, Smoking and Monarch Chairs,
Eng. Band Dinner Service, » decorated
Toilet Sets, Cook and Parlor Stoves. IS
Bills. Chimneys, 5 eases Mason’s Jars,
Linen Goods. U anketi, Comforters, Ac.

RAILROAD.

& Son..100
GRAND

New

STOPPING

NO. Q FltEE

C. W. ALLEN.

Saturday
salesroom,
M.
commencing at 9 o'clock
Consignments solicited.

Total.791

people

Hale’s Art
Gallery,

Merchants !

at

every

Consianees.
Bbls. Consianees.
Bbls.
W&CR Milliken.200 W S Jordan. 50

YELLOW FEVER.

sojoufuiug

short time only at

a

TWO NIG IITS ONLY.

BAILEY.

F. O.

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Norton & Chapman-141

|

For

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise

Other amendments and substitndes were ofincluding one favoring free banking
when treasury notes are equal to specie, but no
was
action
taken. Adjourned till to morrow,

|

Orphan’s Rescue

in

CO.,
AUCTIONEERS

Commission

Johns' Croat Painting

ON FREE EXHIBITION

SALES.

—AND—

fered,

|

The

PICTURE!

“LADIES BATTLE,”

F. O. SMILE! &

Receipts by Railroads and Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railroad—9 cars sundries. 8 do
flour, 2 do potatoes, 2 do canned corn, 06 do nun be 2
do sbooks, 2 do bark, 3 do in. stock. 6 do apples, 6 do
lor St John, 13 do for Halifax.

resumption.

were

Joseph

S.vvaxnab, Oct. 24.-Cotton (lull; Middling up15fe.
Mobile, Oct. 24.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands

NkwOrleans, Oct. 21,-Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 16Jc.

was

Montgomery, Oct. 24.—There
from yellow fever today.

A THRILLING

lands

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

reconsidered.
The report of the conference committee requesting the Secretary of the Treasury to allow Cauadian vessels to proceed direct to Lake
Michigan, providing for a committee to secure
reciprocal laws was adopted.
A resolution was adopted memorializing Congress to abolish the tariff on Commission packages.
A resolution was adopted that the exporters*
of distilled and malt liquors in the West be
placed on equal footing with others. Recess.
In the afternoon resolutions on the resumption of specie payments were discussed.
President Fraley thought 10 per cent, in
specie was a sufficient basis for the present volume of currency.
Mr. Nazro of Boston moved an amendment,
that treasury notes be legal tenders till specie

Spring at

uplands at 14|c.

Snow is
John S.

water

No 2

good;

Cotton dealers in New Orleans will sell for
currency oniy, after Nov. 10th.

Two additional indictments have been found
against ex-Postmaster Stewart of Philadelphia,
one for forgery, and one for
perjury.
About $05,000 in silver coin was received in
Chicago Friday, from the Philadelphia mint,
and was being paid out at par.

Barley steady;

7 25 («£ 8 00.
Wheat in fair demnmlaml lower; extra
1 494; No 1 White 1 41} aj! 45; Amber Michigan at
1354. Corn is dull and lower; Yellow 80c. Oats m
No 2 at 35 @ 36c.
Freights—to Oswego 8 @ 8$c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 8,000
bush com, 1,000 bush oafs.
Sbipments-0.000 bbls flour, 22,000 bush wheat, 000,000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.

Buffalo held a large meeting last night to
raise money for Memphis.
The Domiuion Parliament has adjourned
from Friday to Monday.
The large buildings of Corning & Co., in
Cleveland, Ohio, were injured to the amount of
$125,000 by fire Friday.

the

No 1 at C6c.

Freights—Wheat to Buflalo 6c; Wheat to Oswego at 11$.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 151.000 bush wheat.
Shipments 8,000 bbls flour, 206.000 bush wheat.
Detroit. Oct. 24.—Flour is quiet and unchanged at

Mass.
The paper mill of D. .1. Winsor, of Unionville, Ct., was burned Thursday night. Loss

foreign vessels by Americans, which was defeated yesterday, was passed, after the former

ruptcy.

shipments.

has

lslation.

New York, Oct. 24.—The Times claims that
,n relation to the transfer of $2,250,000 in bonds
if the Lake Shore Railroad by the Union Trust
Company an attempt has been made to cover
rp one of the most stupendous frauds in railroad management ever Drought to light, and to
jeep the matter of an immense defalcation hidlen away from tae public, on account of the
reputation for respectability, which has accrued
h men most prominent in diverting property of
It says that
great railroad to their owu use.
the receiver of the Union Trust Company scents
the idea of an irregularity in the Lake Shore
bond matter as connected with the Union Trust
Company. The Times says that so far as the
Trust Company is concerned the transfer of
$2,250,000 was entirely regular, but on the authority of a gentleman thoroughly conversant
with all the tacts, we are enabled to say that
the bonds were used for purposes of private
speculation bv prominent officials connected
with the Lake Shore railroad, and that corporation has been absolutely swindled out of the
Tbe Trust Company, actin'; on
property.
orders, transferred tbe bonds to George B.Grinneil & Co. These bonds were hypothecated
with Grinnell & Co., and used as collateral for
loans.
The money derived in this way was
used in stock speculations for the private account of promiuent people in Lake Shore, and
has in consequence of ihe panic been swept
The Times also says that not only have
away.
$2,550,000 in bouds of the Lake Snore Company
been embezzled and squandered, but there is
an additional defalcation by which the cash of
the corporation has been to a large extent depleted. The loss to the Lake Shore Railroad,
according to the best information at hand, is
about three millions,
The meeting of the Union Trust Directors
yesterday was very stormy, and the attempt to
fix upon a plan for resumption was a failure.
The resumption of business hinges upon the
payment of the Lake Shore loan by Commodore Vanderbilt. There is no hope of resumption by the Trust Company unless tbe $2,250,000 is obtained from the Lake Shore Company
in cash. The Commodore has offered to give
his notes and says the company can get them
cashed on Wall street, but the proposition was
rejected. It is said that unless satisfactory arrangements are made to-day for the immediate
settlement of the loan, steps will be taken to
throw the Lake Shore Railroad into bank-

a

Kink

falling at Cheyenne.
portation
Mr. Burweil of New Orleans favored the
Spaulding has been elected as miswater route via the Mississippi river.
sionary bishop of Colorado,Wyoming, and New
Mr. Latshow believed iu competition, not leg-, Mexico, with headquarters at Denver, Colorado.

NEW TORE.

carried

Gen. W. S.

Register of Deeds by the Republicans of Suf-

The National Board of Trade.
Chicago, Oct. 24 —In the morning session of
the Nation Board of Trade, five minute speeches on the
transportation question were made.
Mr. Allen of Philadelphia favored Congressional regulation of land as well as water trans-

day of January

An

Thursday night.

tenders $360,259,888.

Thursday morning and closed today.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Michigan, and

Washihgton.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

never

His calls for assistance attracted the attention of a lady in the adjoining
who was obliged to perform the heroic

leasing himself.

BY TELEGRAPH.

obstruction, however,

There are three inches of snow at Negannce, I
Receipts— 7,000 t)bl£ flour, 96,000 bosh wheat 154
OOu i.usbcorn, 93,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush rye 4l’seven inches at Fort Garry,
000 bush barley,
Manitoba.
Shipments -7,000 obis flour,117,000 bush wheat, 201
A meeting was held in Boston, Friday afterOQO bush corn, 110.000 bush oats, 16,000 bush rye, 13*.
to
raise
000 bush barley, 0000 hogs.
noon,
money for-the yellow fever cities.
Liberal subscriptions were made.
Cincinnati.Oct. 24.—Pork steady at 13 00. Lard
quiet and weak; steam held at 7jjc; buyers at. 74c;ketThe house of Mr. O’Neil of Somerville, Mass,
held at
tlo7$@7gc. Bulk Meats unsettled; shoulders
was burned Friday.
Loss $8,000.
6* (a 7c—fight stock; clear rib sides at 5$ (g; 6c; sales
also
ottered
was
and
Four hundred
fifty Indiana friends pass- oF 190,060 lbs last evening at 54c; 5$c
and refused for round lots; sales ol new at 6c; clear
ed through Washington, enroute to attend the
sides 6 @ 64c. Bacon quiet with small sales; shoulyearly meeting at New London, N. C,
ders scarce at 7$@7}c; clear rib sides at7(&74c;
The Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of North
clear sides 74 @ 7$c. Whiskey steady at 86c.
Carolina, has issued a letter appealing for coli/OLKDO. Oct. 24. Flour is dull and unchanged.—
lections for Memphis.
Wheat iu fair but lower; No 1 While Wabash 1 62$;
Amber Michigan 1 36 cash: 1 37 seller Nov; do Dec
An exciting race took place on Prospect Park
at 42$; No 1 Red 1 40 cash; No 2 do 1 33. Com in
N. Y., Friday, in which American Girl beat
fair demand and lower; high Mixed cash ami seller
Judge Fullertou in three straight heats. Time,
Oct 44$; seller Nov 44}c do Dec 46$c; low Mixed on
2.20, 2.22, li.22J.
spot at 43c. Oats quiet; No I at 374c; No 2 at 36c.
Freights dull—to Buffalo at 34 & 4; to Oswego 7 @
Base ball—Philadelphia. Boston 4, Athletics
7$.
5.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour,10,000 bush wheat, 132.000
The inquest into the death of Eunice McCool,
bush corn, 9,000 bush outs.
the old woman found dead on the sidewalk in
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat. 5,000
tush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Chelsea, has resulted in holding for examination John B. MeCoole. son of the deceased :Geo.
Milwaukee, Oct. 24.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
extra Spring at C 50.
H. Nobles, brother-in-law of MeCoole, and
Wheat is In fair demand anil
Arm; No 1 at 1 11; No 2 at 109 cash; 106} seller for
John W. Herder, on suspicion of murder.
Nov. Oats firm and in fair demand at 314c for No 2.
A heavy frost is reported at Little Rock,Ark.,
Cora dull and drooping at 41 Jc lor No 2 Mixed.
Rye
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another. And they “had no patience
with such newfangled nonsense;” and dubbed the offender a member of tbe discontented female brigade, But, in truth, Miss
Faversham was not qualified for that corps;
she had no particular faith in the abstract
advantages of the suffrage. For example,
she knew that mankind was selfish, aud that
be trusted to rule
no particular class could
without some check or supervision from the
other classes, or else it would get all the
oysters, and leave its fellow citizens the
shells, and she therefore thought the system
good which distributed the power of electing
lawmakers as equally as possible. But she
could not understand in what particulars

one

POETRY._
An Autumnal Day.

BY

LEWIS CARROLL I’RINDLK.

living, pulsing glory fills the world,
And bids me break
My bonds; where slumber banners are unfurled,
And I awake.

A

The subtle wine of sunglow fills the air;
Aim o’er the plain
The rising god of glory everywhere
Show’rs golden rain.

the interests of English women were antagonistic to those of English men; neither did
she believe that there was any lack of honest
desire in either house to promote the welfare of the wives, sweethearts, mothers, sisters and daughters of the' members. She
thought, perhaps erroneously, that if women
are at any
disadvantage, it is socially, not
politically; and that the unwritten laws
which some ladies think so irksome and galling, are promulgated and maintained by their

Across the shades that dancing oak boughs fling.
The yellow tide
Creeps on, and melts to gold the dusky ring,
From its far side.
The lance leaves of the chestnut fleck the air
With emerald

A

glow;

..

thousaud quivering jewels flutter tlieie,
And to and fro.

The haughty maple, princess of the wood,
bowed low, from where he stood,
Because
His kingly head.

thepfne

The

own sex.

So that Lucy had not learned the humiliating misery of her position as a British fe-

and alone,
sombre hemlock, silent

garb of woe.it
for griefs
Mourns
Iu anguish low.
In

still

never can

aunt, and it was from her
lover’s lips that she knew that men are tymale from her

atone,

their wonted tune,
The slender birches send

Light, glad and free;

always, tides of sw’eet perfume
Across the lea.

And send,

as

The beeches hoary, monumental, tall,
Stately and grand,
Laugh while the oak kings quiver to the fall
Which they withstand.
God is blue from bound to bound—
The
Unmeasured vast!
of
universe
A
circling worlds around—
All ours at last.
—N. Y. Evening Post.
dome of

Philosophic Matrimony.
IN TWO

CHAPTERS,—CHAPTER I.

“I see,” said Miss Faversham, the aunt;
“that is why Mr. Henry Collinson took me
down to supper, and expounded his views, instead of getting me any plover’s eftgs.”
“They are very nice, are they not?” said
Miss Lucy Faversham, the niece.
“Yes, they are; though perhaps the price

,

adds to their flavor.”
“The price of his views, aunt?”
“No; of the eggs; I do not attach much
value to the other things.”
“But I do, aunt; if I am to marry him.”
“I daresay you do, dear; and of course they
but men always utmay be genuine tor once;
ter most beautiful sentii tnents while in a
state of probation.”
Lucy had one oi those bits of tea in her teacalled “strangers,” and
cup which are usually
she fished tor it earnestly as she replied: “I
don’t think he is hypocritical.”
“No more do I,” rejoined the elder lady;
“fewof .hem are. They are simply ignorant.
When a young man falls in love with a young
woman, he is apt to think her an angel; and
I do not c; 11 sentiments uttered under the
hallucination genuine, because they have no
substantial basis. You have got a fine Grecian nose, dear, though I should not praise it,
as it is exactly like mine; and a very pretty
mouth; and delicate complexion; which, as
well as your hair, I may safeiy commend; but
you have no wings; and when he finds that
out, he may lapse into lonventional views.”
“I suppose there must always be a risk,”
said the girl with a sigh.
“Good; there is com mom sense in that remark, and I am silenced. For the man, is
probably eligible enough, if you must mairy
some one, and that seems to be a mysterious
necessity with most girls. However, I suppose he will be coming here to appraise himself, and then we shall be able to form a decided opinion.’
“I do think, aunt,” said Lucy, half-laughing, half-vexed, “that you never had a romantic leeling in all your life.”
“That is where you are wrong, my dear,”
replied Miss Faversham; It was an overdose
of the article, and not a lack of it, which kept
me single, since a romantic desire for independence gave me a distaste for submitting
my will to that of any fellow-creature, how-

estimable.”
“But Henry does not wish me to submit
my will; he goes further thau you do in the
assertion of woman’s independence.”
The conversation, which took place in a
Westbourne drawing-room during afternoon
tea, was interrupted by a knock and a ring,
ever

and the entrance of the topic,
He hoped they we e not fatigued by the
dissipation of the night before, and was otherwise commonplace, and would take a cup
of tea, which he probably liked, as Lucy mixed it for him. When he had drunk it, she
slipped out of the room, whereupon Henry
Collinson came to the point at once.
“Miss Lucy Feversham being an orphan, I
come to you, as her nearest relative, to ask
your consent to our marriage. I have got

eight hundred

a

year”—

“Land ?”
;xo; consois.

“Oh! better, perhaps.”
‘And if I outlive a childless relative of
aeventy, I shall come into a lump sum of
twenty or thirty thousand more. Am I well
enough off?”
“Yes; we have no right to expect more.
Lucy is no heiress; she will have five thousand pounds tied up to her, when she marries. and that is all. The greater part of my
income dies with me.”
Collinson bowed his head, and continued: “I appeal to your approval of my
suit with some little confidence, because my
views on certain subjects are rather advanced,
and, if I have been cjireetly informed, such
as you would approve.”
“Indsed!
Are my opinions made the
theme of conversation, then ?”
“Oh, I do not mean to say that; but I
have got the impression, I cannot tell how,
exactly, that you are an advocate of Woman’s
Eights. For my part, I loathe the injustice
which makes any difference between the sexes.
My wife, at any rate, shall never be subjected to petty tyranny of any kind; I should
no more presume to dictate to her than to
any male friend.”
“Why. then, if it is true that a woman likes
to have her own way above all other blessings, Lucy ought to be happy. But I have
no particular theories that I know
of, and rumor seems to have provided me with a
Strong
Mind on very slight provocation. I rather
wish—excuse me, I am so old, and you are so
y rung, that I speak freely—I rather wish
that you had a profession.”
“I have, Miss Faversham ; philanthropy is
my profession. My desire is to get into Parliament.”
“Parliament! I thought that required a—
well, a great deal of money.”
“Oh, but all that will be changed directly.
I expect to meet with many rebuffs, but feel
confident of succeeding at last, and wlien I
am a member, I shall devote myself entirely
to the redressing of woman.”
“I see; pants and so forth. But I hope
you will not persuade Lucy to adopt the new
style ui til it is pretty general.”
“You misunderstand me; the redressing of
woman’s wrongs, I should have said. Her
costume is of minor importance.”
“Is it? Wait a bit,” said Miss Faversham,
laughing. “Well, so you are going to be our
champion, are you? Old maids like myself
will have votes, eh?”
“And married women, too” rejoined Col-

Henry

linson, with enthusiasm.

“Dear me, what a number of separations
there will be after a general election 1 And
we are to ne lawyers, and
parsons, and civil
engineers, as well as doctors?”

“Every profession ought
sexes equally.

to be open, to both

“Then you will make us serve on juries, I
suppose, and do vestry business; be church-

wardens, and so forth ? I am sure
sex ought to be eternally grateful to

that my
you, and
I am sorry to think that at my age I can
hardly hope to benefit by such beneficent

legislation.”

Henry romson hau many good qualibut a sense of humor was notone of
them. He took Miss Faversham literally,
and consoled her with the reflection that she
was not much past her prime, and that the
female millennium was actually dawning.
But though he did not understand that he
was quizzed, he knew that he was accepted,
and being invited to dinner that very evening
he went away supremely happy.
Everybody has an ideal to attain which
would be perfect bliss; it may be
swinging on
a gate and
eating bacon; or going into a
third edition in two
months; or averaging
six trumps at whist; or rising to the
premierand
ship,
having your speedy death toasted
at adverse political dinners.
Hen.y Coilinson’s great desire was for domestic
happiness;
not, indeed, as most men understand it—marriage with a good-natured, even-tempered
woman, who will study her husband’s comlorts, put up cheerfully with his whims, eke
and provide a pleasant home
lor him m<j°me,
when wearied with business or
air.

ties,

of6!?™

nnnrtlhv
courtship
pounding

pleast,ie perfect sympathy

.11111
'I00!'3llavin"
or,e
an,1.<ln®

consisted
of those

will,

one

interest,

Purse in common. His
principally of the exviews, which seemed to

Lucv very commendable.

The main

principle appeared to her to be, that she was to
have her own way in
everything; and that
suited her. To tell the truth, she had been
rather spoiled already; her aunt, who had
had charge of her since she was nine years
years old, was no disciplinarian. If she
liked people, she could not see their faults;
if she disliked them, she did not believe that
they had any merits; and she was fond of her
niece. She was a clever woman to a certain
tain extent, and given Lucy a better education than girls often
get, so as to convert her
into a reasonable being, who could understand
the why and wherefore of
things, and was
not frightened at heating that which she
was accustomed to take for
granted called in
question; instead of being merely an accomplished child. That was why Miss Faversham had the reputation of
being au advocate
of woman’s rights.
“My dear, she reads Euclid, and teaches it
to that unfortunate girlsaid the
to
gossips

j

rants and women slaves, and that a new order of chivalry had arisen for the emancipation of the oppressed ones.
She entered very readily 'into his view's,
and soon became convinced that she really
was
a most persecuted individual.
The
books he recommended her to read were
some of them rather dry, but, as she was a
talented skipper, that did not matter so
much. Besides, it is worth while to be bored
a little in the nursing of a
grievance; it spurs
me

indignation.
But Henry Collinson was a lover as well as
a philosopher, and pressed for an early date
to be named for their marriage. Lucy said
that she would be guided by her aunt, who
made no attempt to delay it unreasonably.

•‘She is no companion to me any longer,”
said the outspoken lady; “perhaps when she
is married she will recover her senses.”
One thing she was obstinate about, and
that was

a

religions

ceremony, which the

young man wanted to omit. It was odious,
he said, that one human being should vow to

honor and obey another.
“If Lucy thinks that, she had better not
marry you at all,” said Miss Faversliam;
“that is my opinion; and so you must be
tied up In the usual manner, by a clergyman
of the Church of England, or you shall have

neither the five thousand pouuds or a breakfast.”
Principle is a very fine thing, but money

is—money. So the pair were amalgamated,
toasted, and caked, and white-flavored,
and packed abroad for a month, just like ordinary couples in the same station of life.
When they came hack, they fixed their
home in a cottage near the wood, within
half an hour’s omnibus ride of Charing
and

Cross.

They

soon

had

Collinson’s clique

plenty

of

society; Henry

was not a large one, but all
the members of it called on his bride, who
presently became absorbed in a pursuit which
rivals gambling for fascination; the hatching
of a revolution. A mere social revolution, it
was true, lacking the excitement and danger
appertaining to the endeavor to upset the
established government of a country: but by
no means deficient in elements calculated to
set the outer world by the ears, and consequently to fill the breasts of adepts with a
most voluptuous feeling of superiority.
The young Mrs. Collinson had a “superior”
mind as the cant phrase runs. I mean that
she was not content to vegetate like a cab
bage: her intellectual half required to be fed,
just like a corporeal; so that she could appreciate the leaders of the set in which she now
found herself,and perceive that they undoubtedly were very elever women, and not only
clever, but with a great deal of “go” in them;
a quality without which ardent disciples are sel
dom made. Lucy soon became an ardent disciple ; she knew, without vanity, that she was a
mo:e reasonable being than the majority of
girls she had become intimate with up and
down the world;
she also knew, without
false modesty, that her own mental calibre
was far superior to that of Mrs. Noble, Miss
Franks, or Priscilla Skeps, and the influence
which those ladies exercised over her was
therefore well nigh unlimited. And on their
partlhey were proud of their recruit; too
many of the ladies who flocked to their standard had only discovered the rotten state of
society after they had fallen under its ban,
and their conversion was consequently rather
suspicious; but Lucy was a genuine convert.
They also liked her; no man or woman was
yet proof against the flattery of a genuine admiration; besides which, she was active and
useful, and was soon admitted into their
most secret counsels.

Henry Collinson was delighted.
Five years elapsed, during which the delight of Henry Collinson subsided a little. Indeed, he wore a long face as he ladled the tea
into the teapot one morning, while his three
children made things as uncomfottable as
they could The eldest, a boy of military
proclivities, was drilling a squad of sugarplums,and swallr ving an odd file at intervals;
the second, a girl, was tubbing her doll in the
slop-basin; while the youngest, who was little
more than a crawler, kept trying how near it

could go to several kinds of suicide without
an actually fatal result, and howling because
the experiments proved painful.
“Have you copied these letters?” his wife
asked as she came hurriedly into the room.
“Yes,” he replied, “they are all ready for
the nost.”
“Why don’t you keep the children quiet?
What a noise they have been making! Take
your doll and be off, Sappho! Let the sugar
alone, Tom. Bless me, there’s that biat
r taring again!
What plagues children are!
Do ring the bell, Henry, and let us have them
cleared out.”
When this was done and breakfast half
over, Oollinson came out with what was on
his mind. “Look here, Lucy,” said he, “you
are a sensible woman, and ought not to fliuch
from the truth, and that is, everything is going to the bad. Our household expenses are
double what people who keep up much larger
establishments pay; our servants rob us; the
children are neglected, and will be beggared,
for we are spending our capital.”
“And whose fa^lt is all this?”
“Well, I suppose you will own that we cannot consult our tastes and wishes in everything. Society could not go on if people did
not attend to certain duties.”
“I suppose,” said Mrs. Collinson, “by duties you mean those sordid and degrading
household cares which, as you say, must be
imposed upon some one, and you would suggest that 1 do not take my fair share of them.
But how can I? You know my time is engaged ; I have three lectures to deliver this
week, one in Yorkshire and another in Scotland, in addition to the board meetings and a
a mass of correspondence; while, except for
relieving me of some of my work as secretary, you have absolutely nothing else to do but
to look after household and nursery affairs.
If you had been successful in getting into
Parliament, I should have withdrawn in a
measure from public life, in order to set you
more at liberty; but as it happens, it is my
time that is the most valuable.”
“Yes, yes; that is all very good in theory,
but, practically, there are things belonging to
woman’s department which a man cannot attend to.”
“Are there?” I do not know them. We
are agreed that women ought to engage
equally in what conventional prejudice calls
man’s work; why does not the converse hold
good ?”
Because a man looks ridiculous in the
kitchen or nursery. Yesterday morning the
servants tittered, while I was ordering dinner,
and when I came up stairs again, I found that
a dish
clout had been pinned to my coat
tail.”
“And of course you have given the cook

warning.”

“Well no: on reflection, it seemed less humiliating to appear not to notice it. But after all,that is a secondary matter. The condition of thechildren is far more serious; I really cannot look after them properly. I do not
understand what todo.andtheyare neglected.
A mother has more influence with such children than a father.”
“Another maxim which men have invented to put all the dirty work upon their wives!
It was youself who first opened my eyes to
the cruel injustice of Ihe relation between the
sexes, and you cnnot now blind me agaic. I
know no more about the management of a
nursery than you do; we have always left
that to those who are paid for it, and I see uo

for changing now, because you are
afraid of servants’ ignorant go-vsip.”
“Don't lose your temper; I retract nothreason

inglever said,and

I think I have proved pretty well that 1 was in earnest! But I never
denied that there were certain duties for
which men, and others for which women, are
best fitted.
Pumping and lighting are
amongst the former; and looking after children, and seeing that female servants do their

duty,
amongst the latter.”
Mrs. Colliuson looked at her watch, which
was lying by her side on the breakfast table,
and said: “As I am pressed for time, we will
grant your premises, though they cut several
knots iu a lather arbitrary way. But come
now, what is the cause of this remonstrance ?
What has happened differently to day from
are

yesterday, or yes'erday year?”
“Well, the fact is, I have wanted to speak
for a loug time; but this morning I discovered—”

“Good gracious! Pack the nurse-girl oft at
once, send for the hairdresser, and have all
their hair cut quite
close, Sappho’s and all.
lou

really must attend
Henry; do whatever you

to these matters,
think best; I have
really no time to spare. If any particular
plan suggests tt to me in the course of the
day.
and l have leisure, I will write
you word.”
011 her bonnet
aud man*:ii
tilla while she spoke. and finished with the
door open. But she had a last
word, and
came back from the passage to say it.
“By-the-bye, I shall want another five hundeed pounds for the female Watchmakers’ Association. Don’t look so frightened ; it will
pay ip time, I have no doubt; but there must

Ji88 VuttiDf?

be funds to start with. I’ll
“I have done so. and she recommends a
explain when we !
meet next; but the
money is necessary; so Miss Tarrant.”
Mrs. Collinson looked a little thoughtful.
you have it ready, please.”
And she was gone.
“I wish I had time to look after this myLeft alone, Henry Collinson uttered a vio- self,” she said presently; “but I have not;
lent and most improper exclamation; then he you must manage.”
took his hat and stick, and went out to walk
The new nursery governess was a success.
The children took to her at once, and the serup an idea.
vants didn’t. That made a clearance of bad
CHAPTER II.
see

As Collinson was walking at a great pace
along Baker street, one Redman caught him
by the shoulder, and begged him, if he contemplated suicide, to pause and consider.
“You cannot undo it, you know,” said
Redman; “so you had better tell me what is
up, and then I will advise you honestly
whether to hang yourself or not.
Redman belonged to the same set as Collinson ; like him, he was a supporter of
Woman’s Rights; like him he figured at conversations like a male dancer in a ballet, and

they were

both members of a mutual admiration club. But Redrnau was not married;
he loved the society of clever women, and
when they were pretty, he invariably fell in
with them. But it was Platonic love, which
was very fortunate, because the majority of
the ladies who attracted him had husbands

somewhere.
Redman and Henry Collinson had been intimate friends for many years, and had few
secrets from one another; so the latter, instead of squashiag the subject in his thoughts
led the talk up to it.
“By Jove,” said he, “hanging is not a bad
idea. It had not occurred to me.”
“Come: what is the matter?”

little domestic trouble about servants and that. My wife is so much engaged,
especially since she took up lecturing, and—

“Only

a

well, the children are neglected.
this morning that their heads are

cleau 1”
“Pah!”
with 1”

Get

rid of the

I found
not kept
start

nurse, to

That is just what my wife said,” replied
Collinson; “and indeed it is the obvious
course.
But, confound it! every time I
change a servant—and I am always, at it
now—it is for the worse.”
“Hum! Fact is you want to change the

missis.”
“Redman!”
“Pooh! Don’t fire up, or I shall think I
have touched a raw by accident. Of course,
I

only trying to be epi-grammatic.”
“Well, taken in the sense that it is a

was

that

my

enough.”

household warns, you

are

head

right

“Hum!” said Redman. “Let us take a
walk in the Park, and don’t you speak to me
again until you are spoken to, and perhaps
I may hatch an idea for you. There; stick
that cigar in your mouth, and let it stop in
it.”

Henry Collinson religiously observed his
friend’s injunction, and was careful not to
disturb the process of incubation; for Redman’s

advice, when he did give it was always
practical. It came rather quickly this time,
for before the cigars were smoked out he
stopped short and said;

‘Look here! You get a nursery governess, a parson’s daughter for choice, who has
had little brothers and sisters to look after,
and knows something of household management. And you put her on a good footing at
first, and make your servauts understand
that she is to be housekeeper, and that you
will not stand any nonsense. You will save
her salary and keep in the first month, and
your house will be inhabitable, and the children kissable.”

“Redman, you are
“I
son. in delight.

genius!” cried Collinnever thought of that;
the most natural plan to
a

and yet it seems
adopt. I wish you could clench your advice
by conjuring up the light sort of girl for the
situation.
“I do not despair of doiDg that.
Our
friend, Mrs. Noble, has always about a score
of young ladies to get off, and she cannot
make watchmakers of the whole lot. I dare
say she will provide the very article you
want.”
“To be sure! Let us go and call on her at

once.”
“With all my heart,” said Redman; and

they

turned towards Kensington, where Mrs.
Noble resided.
“By-the- >y,” said Collinson, as they walked along, “I snppose that watchmaking speculation is very good as a female em: loyment
scheme, but will it everpay its way?”
“Never!” cried Redman.
“•so I think,” said Collinson; and he registered a mental vow that he would not provide
a penny of that second five hundred
pounds.
His resolution was soon tested, for the lady
they now called on was one of the principal
promoters ot the association, and he wanted
her assistance. However, he took the bull
by the horns rather shrewdly, for when Mrs.
Noble alluded to the difficulties she had to
contend with (they found her busy with
the accounts), he intimated that he never
expected to receive any return for the five
hundred pounds he had already contributed,
but was consoled by reflecting upon the excellence of the object which his money had
gene to support, although, iudeed, it was
rather a serious matter to him.
So that instead of asking for raoie, Mis.
Noble thanked him for liis past generosity;
and when he mentioned his present discomfort, and the proposed remedy, entered warmly into the matter. Redman’s prognostication proved quite correct; amongst her numerous protegees there was
one who she
thought would fit the position capitally.
Her father had been a naval officer; on his
death ten years before, his widow had started
a very small school, for
very small children;
but falling into bad health, the management
of it had devolved principally on her daughter, who was at present twenty-three and
an orphan.
I have tried to get her some situation in
a large hotel;” said Mrs. Noble, “but have
failed; so we have fallen upon telegraphy.
But she would prefer being a nursery governess, as she is fond of children and the open
air. She is fairly educated, as women’s education goes at present, but is not accomplished and would not do for big children at all.
Nay you need not thank me; you will relieve
me of an anxiety if you take her, for one
thing; and for another, I am a principal
cause of your wile's time being so much engaged. So that it will ease my conscience if
I can help, in any way, to set your domestic
affairs straight. When would you like to see
Miss Tarrant?”

“As
linson.

soon

possible,” replied Henry Col-

as

“Well, It is now' lialf-past eleven. Will you
call again at three? She will be here then.”
“Redman,” said Collinson, when they were
outside the house, “your ideas are titanic;
you deserve a gold medal; I offer you an oyster.” So they lunched.
Punctually at three, Henry Collinson returned to Mrs. Noble’s drawing-room, where
he found a small, placid, self-possessed young
lady, with nice brown hair, parted, and gathered in a knot behiud, in the old Greek style,
not fr zzed out, or piled up in any of the
modern fashions. She was dressed plainly,
but neatly, and though not absolutely pretty,
she had .just the pleasant, cheerful kind of
face which children take to. Directly he saw
her, he hoped that she was Miss Tarrant;
and she was.

They

terms, both being content to abide by Mrs. Noble’s
propositions,
and that, lady came roundly to the point, as
soon came

to

her custom.
“And nowT, when she is to arrive, to-morrow?” asked the negotiatress.
“Weil, demurred Mr. Collinson, “perhaps
we had better
say the day after. Miss Tarrant
would leel more comfortable if my wife knew
of her coming. I suppose I shall see
Lucy
this evening?”

wras

“Yes, I expect so,” replied Mrs. Noide;
“she does not leave for the north till to-morrow, and has told Priscilla that she will not

be able to second her motion this evening,
because she must look over the notes for her
lecture.”
“Very good. Then I will tell her of our
arrangements to-night, and with a clear day
between, I think I shall be able to get everything comfortable. There is a room which
will make a capital school-room, and I think
we wili leave the ordering of slates and dictionaries, and grammars, and canes, and
those sort of tbiugs, to you, when you come,
Miss Tarrant.”
“As you say the eldest child is only four, I
do not think that any great stock need be
laid in.” replied the young lady, smiling.
“O no; I suppose not,” said Collinson.

“By-tbe-bye, though, Mrs. Noble, you have
been so very kind, that I am tempted to impose a little further by asking for a hint or
two about
furnishing an extra room.” And
he took out his notebook.
“You have

a

spare room, have you not?”

the lady;
replied
Miss Tarrant

“bad you not better

lodge

there for the present?”
“Ah, yes. to be sure; I forgot the spare
But a davenport now; there is
room.
only
my wife's. Can a lady do without a daven-

port ?”

“I have never had such a

thing yet,” said
sure you are
very
do
not
take so much
but, pray,
I have never been used to laxu-

Miss Tarrant.

kind, sir;

trouble.
ries.”

“I

am

It was not often that Henry Collinson took
the initiative with his wife, but that evening
was an exception.
They dined together,
aud when the meal was over, aud he had
swallowed a little jumping-powder, he said
abruptly: “you cannot have that five hundred pounds, Lucy. I honor your motives,
aud am ready to contribute to the support of
any philanthropic schemes you have at heart
to a moderate extent; but I will not ruin
myself and the children for it, and it is unreasonable to expect it.”
“Well, don’t work yoarself up, and look so

anxious,” replied Mrs. Collinson, laughing;
“any one would think I was a regular terma-

gant, If we cannot afford to risk any more
to bolster up the watchmaker business, we
canuot, and there’s an end to it. By-thebye, did you see about the children ?”
“Yes; and really I am such a bad hand at
choosing and managing servants, and so
forth, that I think we had better have an educated person in the capacity of nursery governess.”
“Oh, well, take care whom you get. I’d
consult Mrs. Noblie.”

rubbish.

“Hoighty-toighty, miss,
pray ?” asked the cook, at

and who are you,
the very first re-

monstrance.

person paid by Mr. and Mrs. Collinson to look after their interests, because
“I

am a

have been badly served and robbed for
time back,” said Mrs. Tarrant.
Cook was silenced, but not reformed; and
the first time Miss Tarrant caught her in flagrant dishonesty, she was packed off, aud replaced by a good servant of the young lady’s
choosing. The housemaid was a malleable
girl, whose conduct depended entirely on example and supervision, as she did very well
after a bit. The state the children were in
was reason sufficient for the dismissal of the
nurse and nurse-girl, aud their work was
better done by one good country lass acting
under Miss Tarrant's actual superintendence,
In three weeks’ time the house was hardly
recognizable. The children were clean, neat

they

some

well-behaved, and happy; breakfast was a
bright, pleasant little me 1, which started the
day cheerfully, and the dinners were so good
that guests thought that the Collinsons were
lanncbiug out extravagantly. Yetthe housebills were just about half what they had

been.
Redman courted his friend’s society more
than he had ever done before, and was a constant visitor at the house.
He would even
come in the morning with toys for the chilaad ask to be allowed to give them with his
He had never noticed them
own hands.
much before, which shows what wonderful
enchanters soap and water
aud brushes
are.

Ur was it the cookery which attracted Redman ? He positively fished for invitations to
stop and dine; and he was rather a gourmet.
Whatever the charm, children or entrees, he
behaved like a gentleman, which he was, towards Miss Tarrant; he trealed her like a
duchess, instead of assuming that condescending, patronizing air, which some men
who ought to know better adopt when addressing a lady holding a similar position in
a household.
Lucy Collinson was not so absorbed in her self-imposed public duties as to
remain insensible to the reforms which had
been instituted in her home, and she was too
rational to blind herself to that extent, although the contrast betrayed how much had
before. But in a little while
she began to feel dissatisfied. She was very
glad to be relieved of all trouble about the
children, but she didn’t like to see them so
fond of another woman; and when their governess had to prompt them sotto voce to filial
behavior, which was someiimes the case, it
was neither gratitude nor liking which she

beeu'neglected

felt for her.
The wife’s movements had become

so

very

uncertain and erratic, that for the last year or
so it had been agreed that the husband was
never to wait dinner for her; and now, if she
happened to come home before the repast
was over,it gave iter what less strong-minded
ladies would have called “a turn” to see this
other woman dining tete-a-tete with him.
Or if she returned later in the evening, she
would very likely find Miss Tarrant busy with
her needle, and Henry Collinson reading a
novel or a poem aloud to her, and then
again wifely instincts seemed to jar with

philosophic sentiments.
In the eaily days of her married life, she
had enjoyed the cosy domestic evenings when

she and her husband were alone with an entertaining book; or perhaps the reminiscence
of a play seen together the night belore, than
which there is no better provocative of pleasant chat, would equally interest them. But
she had not escaped the weakness to which
earnest reformers, and people who think they
have got Missions, are subject; the uneasy
suspicion that any acquiescence in existing
order of things is treasonable to their principles. That which is common, they consider
vulgar iu the mean sense; they would fain
forego eating, drinking and sleeping, if it
were possible; as it is not, they sigh over
those necessary functions of humau imperfections. If one could clear one's mind of
cant, it would be difficult to conceive why the
performance of public duties should be more
honorable than that of private. But it was
the established custom for men to pay most
attention to the former, and women to the
latter; and, therefore, the set with whom Lucy had cast in her lot concluded that the arrangement must be wrong, and humiliating
to the female sex.
“Are we fit only for nurses and housekeepers?” they indignantly demanded. So
Lucy Collinson learned to consider a comfortable acquiescence in the ordinary routine
of domestic life to be in some way a cowardlv
connivance at the barbaric theory of women
being property. And after a while habit became a second nature, and she was so absorbed by her committees and meetings, and ,ectures, that she had no time for even a passing regret that home quiet and happiness had
been sacrificed on the altar of Public Duty.
But to hand her husband over to his club, or
any avocation which might amuse him, and
to intrust the care ot her childreu to servants,
was one thing to see another woman in a
measure filling her place was quite another.
So Henry Collinson found his wife growing
cross, gloomy, and reserved; she no longertalked to him of the matters in which she was
interested: so that altogether he began to fell
less regret that he saw little of her. He attributed her altered demeanor to his refusal
to provide the second five hundred pounds for
floating the scheme for training female watch
makers, and as he was determined not to impoverish his family forany plan,however beneficial to man or womankind at large, he saw
no w-ay to a reconciliation.
How far the coldness between man and wife would have resulted, cannot be told, for it was thawed by

sickness.

One morning, while Henry Collinson was
shaving, he heard Lucy call him, and going
into the bed room found her clinging to the
dressing-table.
“Where am I?” she cried faintly, “What

is the matter with me ? I cannot see 1”
He got her into bed again, and sent for a
doctor, who said she had a low fever—and he
was not far out—only it was a high one.
Miss Faversham had two strongly developed tastes for sea air and crowds. She had lived in London for her neices sake, and on the
girl’s marriage emigrated to Brighton for her
own sake.
So, when Liny was convalescent,
and the doctor prescribed a change of air,
she asked Henry Collinson to bring her there;
an invitation readily enough accepted, for
who would take an invalid into lodgings,
when they had the chance of affording her
the quiet, comfort and cookery of a home?
Getting well is a very pleasant process when
you are young and have a good constitution,
and are well nursed. You can be lazy, not
merely with a safe conscience, but with the
sense of laziness being a virtue; no one
may
contradict or w'orry you; the nicest eatables
and drinkables are provided for you, and your
enjoyment of them is considered positively
meritorious. And then the sense of daily
increasing strength is of itself a pleasure,
and the joy which a child feels in mere exist
ence is once more experienced.

Lucy Collfnson

was

happier

now

than she

had been for years. She was drawn along
the esplanades and piers in a chair, with her
husband in attendance upon her; and when
she got a little stronger she left it, and walked
about at intervals, leaning on his arm. It was
quite like a second honeymoon.
But the renewed happiness in her husband's companionship did not prevent another desire from increasing daily with her
renewed forces.
“Cannot the children come down?” she
asked one day; “they need not trouble
my
aunt at all; we could get lodgings for
them,
somewhere.
It seems an age since
you know,
I saw them.”
e

“I was thinking about that very
thing,”
said Henry Collinson; “only I was not sure
whether you could bear their noise yet.”
“Oh, yes; I am so much stronger. And
besides, they would not be in the house. They
will forget me, and begin to think Miss Tarraut their veritable mother if they are left
alone with her much longer.”
Her voice faltered as she said

astonished husband

saw

all that?”

but he is of the governess. There;
it is out now. I did not mean to have told
you yet, for fear you should worry. They
are engaged; but Miss Tarrant refuses to
marry him till you are well enough to look
out for a successor.”
A minute before Lucy’s maternal feelings

“No;

struggling with jealousy, so that the

de-

sire to see her children found expression with
difficulty because their governess must needs
come with them.
And now, one short sentence had cleared the horizon. Her husband
wondered much at the sudden manner in
which her eyes brightened and her spirits
rose, but put it all down to delight that Miss
Tarrant should be so well provided for and

thought what

a

good unselfish

SATE TIME AND

for Henry there.”

urged her on at first,” said Collinson.
“I know you did; and that is where you
made a mistake,” replied Miss Faversham.
“A few philosophers, who are very clever,
very energetic—men of original thought, who
are worshipped by their disciples, can afford
to marry women who devote their lives to

woman his

wife was.
“I dare say we shall be able to find some
one just as good,” he said

presently.

The subject was renewed that evenin''
when Miss Faversham was told that the chfldren were coming to Brighton.
“I am glad of it,” she said.
“I am an old
maid, and do not understand these things
seems to me that if I had
it
but
properly;
children I should think it my first duty in
this world to look after them. Besides, I bate
what is unnatural. I had a cat drowned once
because she ate her kittens. I don’t say that
for Lucy, bee; use you always loved your
young and even your husband, when vou'had
time to remember their existence.”
“I did not think it right to give up work I
bad once undertaken,” said Lucy.
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Freight Trains daily and freight taken at .ow rates*
jv29<ltfC. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.

BOSTON LEAD
[Incorporated

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunfe^^*isiS3days excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.l5A.
-u—M t9jo a. Mm 113.15 P. M.. 16.00 P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. M., +12.00 M„ *7.00 P. M.
Leave Bosion for Portsmouth and Portland at+7.30.
118.30A. M, 112.30, t3.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston £pr Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at H8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at +10.00, 1)10.35
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., +5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at +7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at+1.00 P. M.

RAILROAD.

Commencing July

Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Houltcn, Calais and St. John at 12:15
a. m. (sleeping and day cars on this

CO.,

1829.]

in

J. Il.Chadwick &

--—j,

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOSTON

Pure

White

Lead!

Dry and Ground in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REL
LEAD

PIPE,

LEAD,

SHEET

TIN

PIPE. T/aV-XINFD PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c.. &c.
Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry and ground in oil
warrant to be utrictly purr, and GUARANTEE
that for fineness, body and a nrability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

we

American.

(Sl^Iii order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure l^ead. None genuine wituout it.
as our

W. F.

Phillips

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOB THE CO.,

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

_£ebl8_lvTT&S
/V

we

take pleasure in calling the attention of the public to

PLATE
that itsuppllies

a

long felt want,

TRADE

train

that

of

perfectly

a

Healthy, Economical and Durable Heating Apparatus.
The many years that tl e M AGEE FURNAC EH have been in use, and the uniform satisfaction the
have given, warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which they are constructed, and by which tk
fire is controlled, is the only

True Method of Burning Coal with the Greatest Economy.
It has been discovered by actual experiment that Cnrboiiir Arid C;a« will pass readily through Cast
Iron when healed to a certain tempeialure. To obviate this difficulty the MACKE FUitNACE CO
have made a Furimre of ISi avv U rouglif Iron, riveicd firm!? loarllu r, after the manner o
a Steam Boiler, and we
guarantee that no qas or dust ran possibly escape into the air chamber.
We append the following interesting rtj« rt of the School Beard of the City oi Chelsea concerning a testing
of the MA<-iEE FURNACE with t Dose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was originally furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was soon
found that the rooms could not be warmed with them. It seems the agreement was that n * money should
be paid till the furnaces were tested and satisfaction given. Satisfaction was never given, and when It was
proposed to take the furnaces out it was discovered that the city had paid for them and they must be a los
to the city. They were removed. Two new furnaces of Magee & Co. and two of another
company were
then placed in the building. Magee preferred to have his placed on the north side of the building, where
had been most difficult to warm tee building. Coal to the amount of forty tons was placed on each side o
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close of winter lrow the coal 1 ore the lest. The
Magee furnace
were run u week before and tour days after the others, and at the close it was found the other furnaces had
consumed all the ceal, and the Magee turnaces have »ix tons jet to the 1 credit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed uinety tons of coal; with the present furnaces but
seventyfour tons, although last wiuter was by far the coldest one. The Prudential Committee was instructed Co
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the perfect satisfacth n rendered by liis furnaces where they are used
in the schools. This is considered a great triumph for the Magee Company.”
During the past year we have set ever HINT IT of these furuaces, and weuld refer all desiring the

BEST
in

HEATING

APPARATUS

the maiket to the following well known citizens of

and

Mi JL U E

A.

N.
12

NO A EH

se!8d2ra

AGEST

To the IsoiBoraMe the Comity Comm issionerMior the County ot* Camberlnud*
mid Mayor mid Aldermen of the City ot*
Portland.

&

SON,

STREET,

EXCHANGE

SOLE

FOR

FOR

LACN3RY I'SE,

PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
tf
jy29

4 LIBERTY

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA,

SMITH, GAGE & CO 92 Com’l St. J. AY. PERKINS & CO., 86 Com’l St., HOYT & FOGG,
onksell-

WINTER

OF

BOSTON:

FOB SALE IK PORTLAND

BY

___jyiiTWSuMn

TRAINS*

ARRANGEMENT*

Providence Wringer.

__On

anil after Monday, Sept. 15th,
will run as follows:
"
Mail train for Gorham and accommon
Nation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations to
Island PoLd,) connecting with night mail train for
Montreal ami the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec ami the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidalion train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

If,J8???;!0^STrains

Moulton

ROLLS,
m

Most

Durable;

■^^PROYIDENCE^.

Quebec,

~|SiTAL JOURNAL CASlj^g-■

Double

Spinal
COGS,

g}

MouIton-rolls
SPirai

WUBLE

>

Passenger Offices"
74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

PROVIDENCE

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
Cincinnati, fet.
tingimttv, Hi Paul,

kce.

Chicago,
Foiiis,

ITOilwau-

Omaha,

Salt Lake

Denver, Man Francisco*
and all

City,

J. C.

Southwest

FURNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is weil equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
^"PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (ami that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $5ft0 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director,
H. BAILEY'. Local Suprentundent,
tf
Portland, Sept. 12. 1873.

PRINTING promptly and iiea

cuted at this Office.
JOB

CO.,

_junl4__

deowly

Notice to Owners of l„ots in Evergreen Cemetery.
person owning lots in Evergreen Cemetery.
by calling at tlio Office ot tlie City Treasurer
ami paying the sum ot one dollar for each lot, will insure the best of care for tlie same
by the Superintend
for the

exe-

current year; and any person paving the
ot twenty-live dollars will secure the'care oi
their lots by the city for ail time.
•JAS. BAILEY, )
•L S. PALMER, J Trustees.
C. E. JOSE,
\
DOGS—Any Dogs found in the inclosure after hit
date without the presence of master will be in ueril
JAS. BAILEY,

ent

sum

J. S.

myl9dtf

PALMER,!

C. B. JOSE.

j

to accommodate the increased travel over that way;
That their is a mill on said Bridge, that the Street
Railroad occupies a large part of said Bridge, ami
that a Steam Railroad crosses the same on the Port
land side. Wherefore they pray that said way be widened at and along the said bridge.

AMOS PEA>LEE,
and i'O others.

Smedicau

July 1st, A. D. 1873.
STATE OF

Cumberland,

MAINE.

ss:

At the Court of County Commissioners begun
and holden at Portland, within and for the County
of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of June A.
D. 1873, to wit: at an adjournment thereof on the
tirst Tuesday of SeptemberA. T>. 1X73.
On the foregoing Petition it I*eing satisfactorily
shown to the Court, thai the Petitioners are responsible and that a hearing is expedient, i* is hereby
OKI)'-RED, That the County Commissioners and
the Mayor and Aldermen ot tne City of Portland,
will meet at the County Commissioner** Office in
Portland on Wednesday the 12th day of November A.
D. 1873, at ten o’clock A. M.,and that the petitioners
give notice to all persons interested by causing attested copies ot said Petition and tliis Order of
Court thereon, to be served upon the I own Clerk of
the town of Peering and upon the city C!erk oi the
of the
City of Portlaud. and also by p
same in three public places m each of said T«wns and
in tl.e
publishing the same three weeks
Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed In Portland lie tirst oi said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at least thirty duvsbefore the time of
said meeting; at which time ami place, (after it has
been satisfactorily shown that the above notice lias
been duly given,) the Commissioners and Mayor and
"Board o. Aldermen, will procee I to view the route
set forth in said Petition, and other routes and roads
connected therewith, and aft or such view, they will
give a hearing to the parties ami their witnesses,
at some convenient place inthe vicinity, when and
where all persous and corporations interested,
may
appreai and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.

DISCoVaYl

tmm.\
Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria

ably cure the following complaints:—
I>yNpep*ia, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss of Appetite cared by
taking a few bottles.
l.iiMMifiide, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

stiug'upconies

Attest:—D.-W. FESSENDEN, Clerk,
A true copy of Petition ana Order thereon.
Attest:—D. W.

FESSENDEN,

Clerk.

curea at

ocll_dlaw3wS

once.

■Eruption*, Pimples, Blotches

of trie

of Maine

on

the

twenty-fourth day of March

con-

R. G. SCRIBNER.
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by either of the above partifp.
OtiafmM, Marefc Wft, 1873.
auSfdt!

impurtiea

most

sceptical.

Worm*, expelled from the system without the
difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
obstinate case.
Film: one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.
Perron* Difficulties,
Neuralgia, Headache.
&c., eased immediately.
Rbfumntisna. Swelled Joints, and all Scrofnlar
Afflictions removed or
greatly relieved by this invalliable medicine.
least
most

j

_

Broiichiti*.Catarrh, Convulsions,

and Hysterica

A. I>.

1873 by his mortgage deed of that date recorded in
the Cumberland Registiv ot Deeds, Book 3!X) Page
226, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a certain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate in the town of Cape Elizabeth in said
County of Cumberland and bounded as follows viz:
Beyinning at the most South Western corner of
Thomas Robert’s homestead lot, thence running
south 444 degrees west, ninety-nine rods by bind
which the said Parker r-nld to Silas Skillins to other
land owned by said Skillins; thence south-easterly
by said Silas land to the Murry road thirty rods*;
tnence north 76 degrees east by said road, seventy
rods, to laud sold by the said Parker sold to W, H.
Skillings; thence north ID degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75J degrees east by said W. H. Skillins
land, eighty rods to the Long Creek road; thence

o*

ubb sjuascr Diners.

Sold

by

all

Druggi.t.
PREPARED

FRANCIS FESSENDEN. Adm’r,
with Will annexed, of Portland.
Brunswick, Sept. 16.1873.
oclldlaw3w*S

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon herself
the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
ASIIUR WARE, late of Portland,
n the county of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds asthe law directs. Ad persous having demands
upon the estate oi said deceased are required to exhibit
the same; ami all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to

NOTICE

EMMA G.
Oct. 7. 187J.

WARE, Administratrix
« tldl*W3v *8

is

hereby given that tl.e subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
JOEL ALLEN, late of
Fortland,
in the Count y of Cumberland deceased, and lias tak
en upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the
law uirects. All persons
having demands upon -the

estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
same ; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
ALBERT EVANS, Executor
o«lldlaw3wS#
Portland, Sept. 16, 1873.

Weather-strips I
ocl5

*m

A Flue Business Openinx
a young or middle aged roan of nnexccplionable cbaraiter. Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited

FOR

Address Box ‘.013 Por'Jand Me

uovsitf

BY

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

W. F. riiillips & Co. & J. W. Perkins & Co
au26

PORTLAND.

eod&wl2w3#

^Q_OLD>o

hisAttys.

mands upon the estate ot said deceased, are
required
to exibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon tb make navment to

Denier, in

HR. H. S. FLINT & CO..
Al their Great Meilica
Depot 193 aud 197 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.

IVTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the SubscribXi er lias been duly appointed and taken upon
himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
HIRAM F. RICKER, late of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to ex- 1
liibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
FABIUS M. RAY, Adm’r. of Westbrook.
oclldlaw3wS*
Portland, Oct. 7, 1873.
IVTOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has
IK been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of the
estate of
MARY A. CLEAVELAND, late of
Brunswick,
in the
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persous having de-

and

Medicine*.

SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
Bv Bradbury & Bradbury,

Kr.MJF. dTdhCD [IV
BYACENTS
j!
K
sjwebuck a c; new.voek r, boston

is hereby given that the firm of Scribner
NOT-pE
Andrews is hereby dissolved by mutual

and all

blood, bursting thr< ugh the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following the directions on the bottle
Ititfuey, Bbiddcr and Urinary derangements It has no
equal; one bottle will convince the

TA7IIEREAS William Parker of the City of Portvv
laud in the County of Cumberland and State

FOR SALE

Dissolution of Partnership.

GOODS.

highway leading from the City of Portland to Peering over “Deering’s Bridge,” V> called, is too narrow

Portland,

44 Broad street, Boston, mass.

ANY

points in the

Northwest, West am!

TOOL

Providence, R. I.
J. H- WORK, Agent,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

To Camilla, Drtroi

Working;
Adjustable

furred
CLAMP,
Holds
Firmest1

tin-

AND

Kasitst

(J(

.'r..,

MAGEE

ALL

represents the undersigned,
RESPECTFULLY
citizens ot Portland r.nd Peeling.
That the

oc7d3m

,

city:

_.

said Roberts land to the
land; theme westerly
tirst bounds; containing
tive acres more or less;
with authority in case of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction and
from the pix’ceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
and all expanses incurred iu the collection of said
debt; ami whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker’
This is to
that said lot with the improvements thereon, will be sold at public auction on
said premises on the 10th day of January A. D. 1874
at 11 o<clock in the forenoon lor the reason and purpose atoresaid.

MARK.

our

Deering, Hen. Bion Bradbury, Capt. John W. Peering. J. P. Baxter, Esq., Lewis Whitney.
Esq., Hiram Peirce. Esq., Duran & Co.. Fred Hale, Esq.. H. G. Beatley, Esq., J. M. Fittcld, Esq.. A. A.
Strout, Esq., Win. Hammond, Esq., John W. White. Esq., Dr. B. B. Fester, Capt. Henry
Carter, F. Will
Libby, Esq., Chas. F. Partridge, Esq.. Geo. C. Hopkins, Esq., Gen. S. J. Andeison, Wm. Henry Andersou
Esq., Mannasseh Smith, Esq., Henry Dunn, Esq., Grin Hooper, Esq., Westley Jones, Esq., Chas. F. Mouin. Esq., and many others.
Hon. Wnt.

J.

ALTERATION

our

FURNACE

IRON

give*notice

sleeping

[iFast Express.

annual advertisement,

by
fifty

Boston connects with
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rocklaud, &c.
oar express tram. N. B.
This
♦Pullman
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
t Accommodat ion

our

northerly by said road to Silas Skillins "mill privilege; thence by said mill privilege to Thomas Roberts

Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples,
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.

morning.

In this,

successively

BOSTON

LEAD,

The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !
assured

and after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
until further notice trains will
leave. as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.4 A.

M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway wrill be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and

TRAL RAILROAD.
COMMENCING SEPT. 39, 1873.

au4tf

On

Station,

Fall

NTJTTER BROS
CO.
SQUARE,
PORTLAND, MAINE

IT. N E W

0GDE3SBUR6 R.

CHANGE OF

For New York, Albany. Philadelphia,
AND ALL POINTS

City for BandoVs Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. C

MARKET

29

Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little «& Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCcCK.
Gen. Pascnger Ag’t. New York.
President,
ocll
dly

-__

Baltimore, Washington,

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Solo Agent* in the
and Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

Eastern

deford and Kcnucbunk 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Keuuebuiik +7.30 A. M.

daily.

YORK,

AIL

checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Bcston & Maine and

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Portland to Wolfboro ami return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and Union 19.15 A.M., *3.20 P.
M.
For Old Orchard. Saco and Biddcford
+8.50 A. M.
Returning, leave Riddeford at +11.25 P. M.
Fo<- Searboro. Old Orchard, Saco, Rid-

River,
Stonington and

NEW
OF

A IIP AD

_

this, and her
tear-drops standing

in her eyes.
“No fear of that,” he cried cheerfully.
“But we will have them down at once. What
will you bet Redman will not follow in less
than a week?”
“Redman! Is he so fond of the children as

were

“And very useful work a great deal of it
is,” replied Miss Faversham. '“I have watched

4

BITTERS,
8lOo0 py^lFiER,
D

m ESNE.W

sirTHAL-E

MARK.

Will, li has stood tlic test tor more than
50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for the relief of
__

WEAK
Jvia^I?,IAEmV^.E!?y0l’S COMPLAINTS.
LOSS
1Ju?SAo.nv5iSr£r9^ACH ANn BOW ELS,
HEARTCOLDS,
°^£PiUTEk.C°UGHS.
BURN, BILIOUS

ATTACKS,
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMA! H. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF THE HEAD, LIVER COMPLAINTS, PILES.
PIMPLES,
BOILS. SOCK STOMACH. CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
COSTIV E N ESS.INDH1 EST10N,

DYSPEPSIA,

and all complaint* arising lrom an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged c< ndillon of rlie Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
This Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
Extracts in a highly concentrated form of Roots,
Herbs and Barks—among which are Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock Dandelion. Gentian. Wild Cherry. OrMandrake. Anise. .Itinlper Bertios. do.—mak
and Laxative .Medicine
in2 a'tine Toni.' alterative
which never fails to give toneand strength to the sysA> A BLOOD PURIFIdisease.
l
tem ilehilifi.'.' by
FK tlOOI‘HUE’3 BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
&GOI.DTH
FLINT
WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Perer Street, Salem, Mass
Sold by all Dealers In Medicines generally.
su26
deoddwUw

